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ABSTRACT

A detailed study of the petrography, trace element

chemistry and stable isotope composition was carried out on the

Sturtian (Balcanoona Formation), l'larinoan (Trezona Formation)

and Ediacaran (Wonoka Formation) and the early Cambrian

(Wilkawillina Limestone) units of the Adelaidean in the

Flinders Ranges. Detailed petrographic study of the oolite

units from these formations showsthat ooids with definite

aragonite replacement textures occur in both the Late

precambrian and Early Cambrian units. These include neomorphic

spar ooids, brick-texture ooids and ooid molds. Evidence for

possible bimineralic ooids, i.e. with aragonitic and calcitic

cortical layers, is present in at} the units studied and

include half-moon ooid fabrics and ooids with eccentrically

disptaced nucleii. Ooids with calcitic precursor

mineralogyri.e. radial calcite ooids¡ only appear in the Early

Cambrian ool-ites. Micritic ooids are ubiquitous and their

precursor mineralogy is difficult to interpret. Very large ooid

sizes (maximum diameter, 16mm) are recorded fronr the Marinoan

Trezona Formation.

Electron microprobe analyses recorded unusually high Sr

concentrations (I000-4500 ppm Sr) in some ooids and cements

from the Late Precambrian units. Some of the cements occur as

blocky interparticle cements in ooid grainstones associated

with calcitizled ooids. Others occur as btocky calcite mosaics

within sparry laminae of stromatolites or laminated limestones.

Þlost of these strontium rich blocky calcite cernents do not have

the classical calcitization fabrics and their genesis remains

uncertain. Some of these strontium rich cements, termed



poikiLotopic cements, have neomorphic fabrics and could

represent calcitized Products.

Strontium isotope analysis of the Trezona Formation

obtained a low marine 87Sr/865r ratio of 0.707I' while the

BTSr/86Sr ratio of the earty Cambrian Vüi1kawillina Limestone

ranged from 0.7085 to 0.7093.

The carbon isotope signature within each of the above

units had a large scatter. However I there was a real and

significant difference in the carbon signatures of some of the

units. Carbon isotope analyses indicate a heavy carbon

signature in the Sturtian Balcanoona Formation with a decrease

to smal1 positive or negative values in the lviarinoan, Ediacaran

and Early Cambrian. This carbon shift is broadly correlated

with those recorded from other Late Proterozoic carbonate

sequences. Depleted carbon signatures vrere recorded from the

Marinoan and Early Cambrian diagenetic components. The

Sturtian-Marinoan carbon isotope shift may have been due to

glacially induced changes in oxygenation levels, causing

changes in the CorglCcarb ratio. Unlike the carbon isotopes,

oxygen isotopes of the Late Precambrian and Early Cambrian

units studied had a more or less constant range of Values and

did not reveal any discernible trend.

The Precambrian-Cambrian boundary in this study did not

record any significant changes apart from the appearance of

definite calcitic precursors in the early Cambrian. A major

change in the stable isotope chernistry of shallow marine

environments appears to have occurred in the late Precambrian

as revealed by carbon isotope profiles from this and previous

stud ies .
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION, AIIiIS AND IVIETHODOLOGY

I.1: INTRODUCTION AIID AII4S

The Precambrian-Cambrian boundary marks a major

transition in geological history recording a change in the

earth's biosphere with the advent of skeletal organisms where

previously only soft-bodied and algal bacterial forms

existed. This biotic nexplosionn is well represented in the

carbonate rock record with the apPearance of archeocyathids

at the base of the Cambrian. Skeletalization also brought

about a change in the pattern of physical- sedimentation and

facies associations.

Compared to the large data base provided by numerous

studies of Phanerozoic limestones, very little is known about

Precambrian limestones. Part of the reason for this is due to

the lack of preserved Precambrian limestones, since the

majority of carbonates in the Precambrian are dolomites. The

need to better understand Precambrian carbonate environments

has gained impetus with the appearance of studies suggesting

changes in carbonate environrnents and mineralogy through the

Phanerozoic I Sandberg 1983; Mackenzie and Piggot 1981 ]. In

addition, recent research has recorded changes in carbon

isotope trends across the Precambrian-Cambrian transition t

Tucker I986; llagaritz 19B6; Kno1l et al.1986 l. These changes

in carbonate environments and the isotopic record have been

attributed to plate tectonically induced changes in the

atmosphere,/hydrosphere, climatÍc changes, and to evol,ution of

new biota.
It had been widely accepted that the abundant aragonite

in Holocene sediments has mirrored Èhe formation of

I



carbonates in the geological past. Beginning with Sandberg

t1975l these conventional ideas have increasingly been

questioned. His work suggested that carbonate mineralogy

through geologic time may not have remained constant and he

concluded that Paleozoic non-ske1etal carbonates were mainly

calcitic, and that aragonite became abundant only in the

Cenozoic. Later work by t{ackenzie and Piggot t198Il showed

essentially similar trends. There was however, disagreement

on the placement of the transition from calcite dominance to

aragonite dominance. Sandberg tt975J placed the transition
during the early to niddle Cenozoic, whereas Mackenzie and

Piggot t19811 placed it during the Carboniferous. However,

later work by Sandberg I19831 has suggested a cycle of

varying carbonate mineralogies through the Phanerozoic.

Recent studies suggest the coexistence of aragonite and

calcite non-skeletal components during deposition oi ancient

carbonates. Studies by James and Klappa [1983], Sandberg

119831, Rich l1-982lt Wilkinson, Buczynski and Owen [1984],

Grotzinger and Read t19831 and Tucker tt9B4l have put forth
evidence for the coprecipitation of aragonite and calcite
components during carbonate depositíon of Precambrian

(nidProterozoic), Cambrian, Mississippianrand Pennsytvanian

age.

Numerous studies have recorded changes in the oxygen and

carbon isotopic compositions of the carbonates as well as in

the mineralogy of the precursors I Veizer and Hoefs 1976 i

Sandberg 1983 l. The carbon isotope record shows a shift
towards heavier values at the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary

and carbonates with abnormally heavy carbon isotope

compositions have been documented from some Precambrian

2



sequences lVeizer and Hoefs I976; Schidlowski et al.1975 ] "

The predominance of fine-grained nprimaryn dolomite in the

Precambrian has prompted suggestions of d.ifferences in

chemistry of those times from that of modern marine waters I

Tucker 1982 l. llost isotopic studies have concentrated on the

Phanerozoic carbonate record with comparatively litt1e

information being available from the Precambrian. It h¡as

therefore decided to investigate a section through the

Precambrian-Cambrian boundary for possible changes in the

nature of carbonate mineralogy as well as record any carbon

and oxygen isotope trends.

The Precambrian carbonates investigated commonly

comprise ooids, stromatolites, intraclasts and micrites.

Stromatolites have been extensively studied in the

Precambrian as aids to environmental interpretations and in

stratigraphic correlations I walter L976; Prej-ss 1977]. In

the course of the present study the environmental

significance of the microstructure of some of the

stromatolites (in the Trezona Formation ) was investigated.

Since the macrostructure of the stromatolites is largely a

reflection of the environment, it vras argued that specific

environments woul-d have certain specific blue-green algae and

bacteria which would generate distinct microstructures.

However, the distinction between the original microstructure

and the diagenetic overprint was hard to resolve with the

techniques at hand.

The study of intraclasts and micrites has been largely

ignored and overlooked mainly because they are seemingly

homogenþus and textureless under light. microscopy and

therefore tittle understood. Lasemi and Sandberg t19801

3



provide an insight into what can be achieved by SElil studies

of micrites, and highlight the possibility of their increased

use in future work.

The study of ooids has been increasingly popular in the

past ferv years and has provided the basis for some of the

secular trends recognised in the Phanerozoic I Sandberg 1983

; Mackenzie and Piggot 1981 l. In comparision, Precambrian

ooids have been relatively neglected, with only a few studies

involved in documenting fabric details I Radwanski and

Berkenmajer 1977; Tucker 1983; 1984 1. Blith the absence of

skeletal components in the Precambrian, ooids provide

important elements with which to study Precambrian marine

chemistry and precursor mineralogy. Al-so, the large amount of

data provided by PhanerozoLc ooid studies serves as a

valuable source of information with which to compare

Precambrian ooids.

One of the aims of this thesis is to decipher the

precursor carbonate mineralogy of some late Precambrian and early

Cambrian marine limestones by means of detailed petrographic

and geochemical analyses. The geochemical analysis involved

trace el-ement determination under the electron microprobe in

addition to oxygen and carbon isotope and strontium isotope

analysis. A further aim is to enhance our understanding of

global marine evolution by a study of the oxygen and carbon

isotope coroposition of the carbonates and comparing them with

those of other studies. The present study focuses on a

section of Late Precambrian and early Cambrian carbonates of

the Flinders Ranges in South Australia and specifically on

their oolitic units. These carbonates are relatively

unmetamorphosed and provide a rare opportunity for

4



investigating the nature of carbonate precipitation across

this crucial part of geological history. There are few areas

in the world where Precambrian limestones are preserved. The

present study is significant for two reasons. Firstly' it

looks at a section of ancient oolitic carbonates from which'

compared to Phanerozoic ooids' very little is known.

Secondly, it is the first such study of an Australian

Precambrian carbonate sequence and should add to our

understanding of Precambrian carbonate environments and in

the reconstruction of g1oba1 evolution and environmental

history.

L.2z LOCAL STRATIGRAPHY AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Sprigg I l-952 I first used the term " Adelaide

Geosyncline " for the thick sequence of Late Proterozoic and

Cambrian sediments lying to the east of the Sturt She1f and

separated frorn it by the Torrens Hinge zone I Thomson

1969;1970 I (Fig.1.t). These sediments may have been

continuous with the Amadeus and Officer basins of central

Australia They $¡ere deformed by the Cambro-Ordovician

Delamerian orogeny . The tectonics of sedimentation with

regard to the plate tectonics model is imp¡o.p-e¡Iy under.stood

and various ideas have been proposed. These vary from ít

being a miogeosynclinal wedge across a passive plate margin t

Sprigg Ig52 l, an aulacogene I nutland 1973; Scheibner fgi¡ ]

or the result of rifting and drifting during the Cambrian t

Veevers and McElhinny J-976 l. Penecontemporaneous

and diapirism has had a strong local- influence

sedimentation I Coats 1965; Lemon 1985 ].

The Adelaidean sediments were originally divided into

5



f,our -ma-jor stratigraphic units; the Willouran, Torrensian'

Sturtian and Marinoan I Mawson and Sprigg 1950; Sprigg 1-952

l. A further IithostraLigraphic subdivision of t,he sequence

was proposed by Thomson eL eI. t19641. The various

subdivisions of the units and their occurrence and

relationships are shown in Figure I.2 together with the

carbonate units that were included in this study' namely the

Late Precambrian Balcanoona, Trezona and Wonoka Formations

and the early Cambrian VüiIkawillina Limestone of the Hawker

Group. This stratigraphic subdivision was recently updated

and a new division addedr the Ediacaran, representing the

terminal stage of Late Precambrian sedimentation I Jenkins

1981 l. Figure I.3 shows this updated division of the

Adelaidean sequence.

Geochronological data on the Adelaidean is rather scarce

and inconclusive. Based on stromatolite biostratigraphy' a

broad correlation was made with the Riphean and Vendian of

the USSR I preiss L977 ]. The Willouran and Torrensian

stromatotites correlate with Ear1y and Mid-Riphean forms

respectively. The Sturtian and I'larinoan stromatolites are

cl-ose to the Riphean-Vendian boundary. Accurate and reliable

radiometric dates have been difficult to obtain due to lack

of datable samples, uncertain basement-cover relationships

and overprinting by orogenic events I üIebb et aI. 1983 l.

Compston et aI. t19661 and Cooper t19751 obtained Rb*Sr ages

of 830 Ivla for the !,Iillouran lrlooltana volcanics although these

have been correl-ated with the 1300 I{a Roopena volcanics of

the Sturt Shetf I Thomson 1966 ]. Recently obtained single

and mul"tiple grain U-Pb dates indicate an age of 802 i10 I'la

for the Early Adelaidean Rook Tuff of the Willouran Ranges t

6



Fanning et aI. 1986 l. This age is in broad agreement with

Rb-Sr total rock age for the Wooltana volcanics t op. cit. l.

Mason et aI. t19781 correlated the Vtooltana volcanics to the

Beda volcanics which have given ages of J-076 !34 Ma I Thomson

1980 l. The age of the pre-Torrensián basement is 849 +31 I{a

I Cooper and Compston 1971 ]. with the present data it is

probable that the AdeL_aidean sedimentaLi-o¡- -Gommerrceù-beEi+een

1100 and 800 Ma ago with platform sedimentation in the Stuart

Shelf being ínitiated prior to sedimentation in the Adelaide

Geosynclinê [ Rutland 1977 ].

1.3: IvIETHODOLOGY

The study of carbonates and tÌreir diagenesis has

undergone some significant changes with the development of

new techniques and concepts over the years. From the

conventional textural studies using light microscoPesr

increasing use is being made of geochemícaI data in the forrn

of trace element, stabl-e isotope and fluid inclusion

analysis. They are used as complimentary studies in an

integrated approach to the study of carbonates and their

d iagenes is .

lVho1e rock analysis can serve as a source of basic data

but is frequently inadequate in providing answers about the

genesis of particul-ar components and their diagenetic

history. The secular trends of carbon and oxygen isotopes

obtained by whole rock analysis have a large error limiL and

mainly indicate broad or gross perturbations in geologic

history I Keith and !{eber 1964¡ Veizer 1976 ]. Such data is a

composite of both primary and secondary signatures. Further

refinement of the data is required to pick out the primary or

original- compositions. This can only be done by sampling

7



individual components. OnIy by understanding the diagenetic

trends and hisÈory of a sampÌe can one hope to obtain

information pertaining to it's original or precursor state.

In the present study, textural data from petrographic studies

have been integraÈed with geochemical data from trace element

studies. The petrographic textures form the basis for the

interpretations with the geochemical data being used to

provide constraints on the types of diagenetic changes that

took p1ace. By itself geochemical data can be inconclusive,

but in combination wiih textural data it can be cruciaL in

understanding the nature of precursors and the chemistry of

past environments.

Calcitic components, being relatively stable, retain

their or ig inal f abr ics dur ing diagenes is . l{etastabl-e

aragonitic components fail- to retain any original fabrics

during their transformation to stable calcite. Bas'ed on the

diagenesis of skeletal and non-ske1etal aragonitic

components, a set of criteria has developed for evaluating

original aragonitic mineralogy [Sandberg 1985]. This includes

the presence of coarse (relative to original aragonite)

calcite mosaics irregularly cross-cutting original structure

and containing relic inclusions' presence of aragonite

rel-ics, brownish nature of replacement spar and elevated Sr

content of replacement calcites. High-lt1g caLcite and low-Mg

calcite components generally display littIe change during

diagenesis, apart from possible increase in size or loss of

Ivlg. However, recent studies have shown that aragonite has the

same solubility as cal-cite with L2.5 mol-e I I'lgCO3 [llialter

19851. The study by Walter t1985l also showed that under

certain diagenetic settings, the microstructure can override

I



the mineralogy and aragonite dissolution can precede the less

stable Mg-calcite. Evaluation of original ooid mineralogy

based purely on fabric criteria is therefore fraught with

uncertainty. A combination of fabric and geochemical data can

make this task a little easier.

Chernical diagenetic trends in carbonates have been the

subject of a number of studies over the years [eg Pingitore

1976¡1978; Brand & Veizer 19801. Based on the above cited

studies, it is found that Sr and Na concentrations decrease

and I{n and Fe concentrations increase with increasing

diagenetic modif ication. I'lg can increase or decrease

depending on the precursor mineral. Ivlagnesium concentration

of high l{g-calcite precursors decreases with increasing

diagenesis. In spite of diagenesis' carbonate components can

sti1l retain some of their original geochemical signatures.

This heterogefou" distribution of trace el-ements amongst the

various cornponents is used as an aid in evaluating diagenetic

history and precursor mineralogy.

1.3.1: TEXTURAL ANALYSIS

The range of textures displayed by marine carbonates is

very large I Bathurst 1975; Bricker 1971 1. Since the

dominant minerals in modern marine carbonates are either

aragonite or l4g calciter the diversity of textures present

must indicate a strong environmental control- aside from the

mineralogical control. In fact, in fossil carbonates the

metastable aragonite and Mg calcite reverts to calcite and

the dominant mineralogy is therefore only calcite. Dolomite

does exists in limestone sequencesr normally as a late

diagenetic component, buL it's textures and genesis are
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beyond the scope of the present study.

The type of textures that resulÈ and the nature of

transformation during the diagenesis of a limestone are

dependent on the precursor mineralogy and the diagenetic

environment. Through the increasing number of studies on

diagenesis of ooids and cements, attempts have been nade to

relate the textures to it's precursor mineralogy. Until

recently, aL1 fossil ooids were considered to have had an

aragonite precursor. This was based on modern correlatives of

the ooids, which !üere aragonitic. It was therefore assumed

that the nature of carbonate precipitation had not changed,

at least since the Phanerozoic.

Since the appearance of Sandberg's t1975l landmark paper

on ooids, there has been a change in this type of thinking.

Other studies have appeared that indicate that indeed there

have occurred changes in carbonate precipitation through

geologic history I Mackenzie an<1 Piggot 1981; Sandberg 1983

l. Sorby t 1879 J put forth evidence for primary

precipitation of radial ooids al-most 100 years before

Sandberg t19751. The nature of the precursor is therefore

evaluated on more Secure textural evidence rather than on

modern analogy. Such studies have exposed some of the

limitations of modern examples as ancient analogues.

ARAGONITE REPLACEI'TENT

The reevalution of knowledge on ooid and cement genesis

has resulted in the establishment of certain criteria for

recognition of ancient aragonites I Fig.1.4 and Sandberg 1985

l. The major distinguishing feature of aragonite-calcite

transformation is the textural and optic disruption that

occurS. Since the transformation involves a change in crystal

10



habit from orthorhombic aragonite to hexagonal calcite' the

process has to completely breakdown the aragonite crystal and

rebuild a calcite crystal. This transformation of aragonite

to diagenetic calcite takes place by dissolution-

reprecipitation events along reaction zones variously narned

thin-films, chalky zones I Pingitore L976 ]r or messenger-

films I Brand and Veizer 1980; Katz and Matthews 1977 ].

The aLterall.ion of an aragonite ooid can occur either by

complete dissolution and void formation, subsequently being

filled by sparry calcite, or by calcitization. In the latter

process, the resulting calcite is neornorphic in origin and

may have relics of the precursor aragonite preserved. Both

the above alterations involve a n wet " transformation' with

dissolution and reprecipitation events, and differ onl-y in

the scale of the intervening void. They could therefore be

viewed as part of a continuum invoJ.ving the transformation of

aragonite to diagenet.ic calcite. The factors that favour one

process over the other and the type of diagenetic environment

neeeded are not clearly understood. Calcitization of

aragonite can apparently occur in near surface meteoric

environments, in burial conditions I Sandberg and Hudson I983

) | in rocks with low permeabil-ity as well as in porous

grainstones Isandberg 1985].

Therefore, while one may be able to reasonably interpret

an aragonite precursor based on fabrics, it is difficult to

get an insight into the type of diagenetic environment based

solely on textures. It appears that the fabrics of aragonite

transformations are process controlled rather than

environment controlled I Sandberg and Hudson 1983'p.887 ].

Pingitore I I976 I observed two modes of alteration of
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aragonite corals. The vadose environment produced fabric

selective alteration with small crystal sizes involving

dissolution-reprecipitation along thin-film fronts. The

phreatic transformation produced poor preservation of

original fabrics, with a cross-cutting nrosaic of crystals

involving alteration along broader chalky reaction fronts.

Increasing evidence from carbonate diagenetic work has

shown that undolomitized limestones do not undergo repeated

dissolution-reprecipitation I Sandberg 1983; Hudson 1977¡

Hudson and Coleman 1978 l. Once a stable diagenetic calcite

phase is precipitated litt1e transformation or alteration

occurs. The presence of aragonite relics in fossil- limestones

of Jurassic age within coarse neomorphic calcites suggest

that the aragonite-calcite transformation was probably' a

rapicì one-step process I Sandberg and Hudson 1983 ].

Suoporting evidence in the form of stable isotope and trace

element compositions is further proof of the validity of such

an interpretation IHudson and Coleman 1978; Wa]-1s et

al.19791.

I'IG-CALC ITE REPLACEI'IENT

In contrast to aragonite replacement, Mg calcite

replacement is essentially less disruptive on the original

precursor fabrics and largely involves loss of magnesium and

crystal enlargement Isteinen I.978; Towe and Hemleben 1-976].

The transformation preserves optic orientation and any

textural modification is hard to detect under Iight

microscopes [Friednran 1964; Schneidermann 1970; Sandberg

19751. Until recently it was thought that PIg calcite had a

greater solubility than aragonite in dilute waters. lfalter t

1985 I has shown however, that in normal diagenetic pore-
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v/aters, the solubility can be strongly controlled by the

nricrostructure rather than the mineralogy. Therefore an

interpretation of precursor mineralogy cannot be made based

on the timing of dissolution textures during early

diagenesis. Ooid molds occupied by void-fi1ling cal-cite

cements could indicate either an aragonite or Mg calcite

precursor I Sandberg 1983 ]. Definite aragonite replacement

textures have to be found to make a proper interpretation.

The converse is not necessarily true, i.e. the absence of

aragonite replacement textures does not preclude an aragonite

precursor.

Fibrous calcites have been the focus of numerous studies

on carbonate diagenesis I see Mazzullo 1980 for brief review

l. Inspite of this there remains a number of uncertainties

regarding precursor rnineralogy and repÌacement processes. In

some studies it was possible to interpret the precursor with

some rel-iability based on stable isotopes and trace element

compositions, and on microdolomite inclusions I Davies L977¡

Lohmann and Meyers 1977 l. Radiaxial fibrous calcites ( RFC )

and fascicular optic calcites ( FOC ) have received

particular attention as replacements of marine acicular

cements I Kendal]- and Tucker ]973; KendalJ- )-977 l. The

precursor mineralogy of RFC and FOC remained uncertain and

suggestions of possible aragonite and l[g ca]-cite precursors

were made based on recent analogues. Howeverr with present

day reevaluation of aragonite diagenesis and an understanding

of it's replacement textures, the evidence indicates that RFC

and FOC are probably original precipitates I KendalI 1985;

Sandberg 1985 1.
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I.3.2: TRACE ELEIvIENT ANALYSIS

The application of minor element concentrations in the

study of carbonate diagenesis is a relatively new field.

Although being increasingly used nowadays, especially as a

complimentary tool to textural and stable isotopic studies,

there remains a lack of understanding of itrs basic

principles and theoretical concepts. Admittedly, trace

element data viewed in isolation does not provide sol-utions

to diagenetic problems. It is used mainly as a complementary

tool to the better understood textural studies. A summary of

the theoretical concepts and results of enpirical studies

will be outlined below. A good outline of itrs basic

principals and examples of itrs application is found ín

Veizer t 1983 l.

The mineralogy of the carbonate controls to a large

extent the concentration of a trace element within it. The

trace el-ement$ can be incorporated into the carbonate mineral

in a number of ways ; (i) substitution for Ca2+ in the CaCO3

lattice, (ii) in the interstices between lattice planes,

(iii) occupy defective l-attíce positionsr (iv) by adsorbtion

due to remnant ionic charges, (v) in non-carbonate

inclusions, such as sil-icates and f Iuid inclusions I i"lclntire

1963; Zemann 1969 l. The orthorhombic aragonite lattice is

able to hol-d trace elements with large ionic radii (

SrrBarNarU ) whereas the rhonrbohedral caLcite lattice

incorporates smaller cations ( MgrFerlv1nrZn ). Little is known

about the other factors ( ii to v ) and if dominant can

contribute to erroneous results and interpretations. blith the

advent of microsampling techniques and point analysers such

errors shoul-d be greatly reduced.
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The concentration of a trace element incorporated in a

carbonate Lattice during precipitation depends on the

partition coefficient or distribution coefficient (D).

Distinction has to be made between the distribution

coefficient during homogeneous Precipitation (D) and during

heterogeneous preciPitation ( ,( ). Presence of zoned crystals

and results of experimental studies I Katz et aI. I972i

Kinsman and Holland 1969 I favours heterogeneous

precipitation as the prevalent process in diagenesis.

ttomogefous precipitation occurs in crystals precipitating

fron large solution reservoirs. For values of 
^ 

(1' the

precipitating carbonate phase is depleted in that trace

element compared to the concentration in the ambient water or

precursor. For VaLues of ,()1, there is an enrichment of the

trace e1e¡nent in the carbonate phase relative to that in the

POre-waters or the precursor.

The exact values of 
^ 

or D are not precisely known and

depend on factors such as rate of precipitation and

temperature I Lorens 198I; Kinsman 1969 ]. Precise

information on pore-water chemistry is therefore not

obtainable given our state of knowledge on partition

coefficients. Since the best we can do at present is knowing

the order of magnitude of the partition coefficientr only

crude esiimates of the pore-water chemistrY are possible. This

information is sufficient however for working out the

chemical diagenetic trends and their relative magnitude.

Studies have shovtn that such information, when combined with

textural data, can be an aid in deciphering the nature of

diagenetic environments and precursor mineralogy of

components I Brand and Veizer 1980 ].
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The model put forth by Brand and Veizet, 119801 is based

on the distribution of Sr and I{n, since their vastly

different distribution coefficients and concentrations in

narine and meteoric waters results in opposing chemical

diagenetic trends. Other elements commonly used are !19 and Zn

t Pingitore 1978 l. Based on the nature of these chemical

diagenetic trends, the diagenesis has been caIled either

"openn or nclosedn I Kinsman 1969 ]. The depletíon of Sr that

is commonly observed during diagenesis is generally

attributed to flushing by meteoric waters. However' there

have been studies where there is no evidence of such Sr

depletion by rrìeteoric waters. Rather it was argued that Sr

depletion can occur in seawater I Katz et aI. 1972; Land

I979;1980 l.

1.3.3: OXYGEN AND CARBON ISOTOPES

Ever since the foundations of stable isotope

geochemistry were established by Urey and associates in the

1940s and 1950s' their aPPlication by carbonate

sediment.ologists has 3ained increasing use. The most

commonly used stable isotopes are those of oxygen and carbon.

Present day studies on carbonate diagenesis routinely employ

oxygen and carbon isotope analysis. With the use of data on

the oxygen and carbon isotope compositions of the carbonates,

it has been possible to quantify interpretations on

diagenetic processes to somë extent. R&onable

interpretations can be made on the origin of pore-waters' the

temperature of diagenetic processes and on the isotopic

composition of palaeocean waters.

The range of oxygen and carbon isotope compositions in

-i
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carbonate sediments is shown by Figure 1.5. The factors that

control their isotopic composition are also listed. Both the

oxygen and carbon isotopes are represented with reference to

the PDB standard (Pee Dee Belemnite) and represented as "Deln

val-ues. Present day marine waters have oxygen and carbon

values of 0 per mil. llost marine carbonates have PDB values

close to zero per mil, normally small positive or negative

numbers. The isotopic composition of water is represented

with reference to the SÌ'IOW ( Standard l[ean Ocean I¡Iater )

standard. The oxygen isotopic composition of SI\'IOI^I is -30.4 on

the PDB scale, and at approximately 16.5 C the oxygen isotope

values on the SMOT¡I and PDB scales are both zero.

The sma1l variation in marine carbon isotope

compositions represents a well mixed carbon reservoir. In

contrast, non-marine carbonates have large variations in

carbon due mainly to factors such as exchange with

atmospheríc CO2, input of dissolved carbonates in ground-

waters I CO2 production of organic decomposition and

photosynthesis I Fritz and Poplawski L974 ]. The near surface

carbon cycle has I8? of it I s carbon bound irt sedimentary-cum-

biological reservoirs as reduced carbon. The rest comprises

the carbonate reservoir. Studies have shown that the carbon

cycle has apparently remained stable for most of geological

history t Schidlowski et aI.1975 l.
l"lost of the variation in carbon isotope compositions are

caused by involvement of organic carbon. Organic carbon is
greatly depleted in C13 and has a carbon isotope value of -25

permil. There are various processes responsible for input of

organic carbon into the carbonate record, each having itrs
distinct carbon isotopic signature. Irwin et aI. I1977J
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outlined a few of these that operate during progressive

burial of carbonate sediments rich in organic carbon. Aerobic

oxidation of carbon is one of the earliest processes to

operate and the evolved CO2 that is incorporated into any

precipitating CaCO3 phase has carbon isotope compositions

approaching that of organic carbon ç25 permil). Anaerobic

oxidation, involving also biological reduction of sulphates

also generates carbon isotopic composition similar to organic

carbon. During fermentation of organic carbon, methane is

generated. This methane is enriched in Cl2 and therefore any

residual CO2 has an extremely heavy carbon'isotope signature

(+15 permil), that may subsequently be recorded in late

diagenetic cements. Further organic reactions do occur that

are complex in nature and include decarboxylation which can

generate carbon isotope values of betvreen -10 permil Eo -25

permil.

The contribution of soil CO2 to the isotopic signature

of various carbonate cements has been one of the better

studied and documented aspects of stable isotope geochemistry

in carbonates I Gross 1964; Allan and Matthews ]-977 ]. The

CO2 generated in the vadose zone is depleted in C13 and the

carbon isotope signature of the resulting cements

precipitated by soil CO2 charged meteoric waters is

isotopically light (-J-2 permil). Generally' further reaction

of this soil CO2 with atmospheric CO2 generates a slightly

heavier carbon isotope val-ue and therefore freshwater

limestones have a range of carbon isotope compositions

between -I2 permil and +3 permil I Keith and ]febet J-964 l.

Such isotopically light carbon isotope values have been

encountered in carbonates as o1d as the Precambrian and help
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distinguish fossil nhardgroundsn of subaerial genesis from

those of subaqueous marine genesis IBeeunas and Knauth 1985].

Large perturbations of isotopically light carbon are

rare in the carbonate rock recordr with the carbon isotope

iompositions quickly equiJ.ibrating with the rock carbon

values. This tendency for the carbon isotope record to remain

fairly close to the rock carbon value is due to the highly

discordant sizes of the water and rock reservoirs. The rock

carbon reservoir, being dominant, controls the isotopic

signature during rock-water interactions I Meyers and Lohmann

1985 l. Whatever l-ocal perturbations due to, say light, soil

COz, is only a transient phase. Vüith continued diagenesis

the rock carbon signature reimposes it's dominance on the

carbon isotope record. The carbon isotope record of

carbonates is therefore a fairly reliable indicator of

original rock carbon values and shows only sma1l local

variations.
The oxygen isotopic compositÍon of a marine carbonate is

strongly controlled by the isotopic values of the marine

waters and the temperature I Epstein 1959 ]. Like the carbon

isotope composition, the oxygen isotope compositions of

present-day marine waters has a narrow ranger clustered

around the zero per mil PDB. Variations occur in meteoric

waters mainly due to various fractionating Processes that

operate on the marine waters, from which most meteoric water

is derived. The ultimate oxygen isotope composition of

meteoric waters depends on climate, distance from marine

source and changes in comPosition of the marine source.

Climate is important since oxygen isotopes are strongly

dependant on temperature. With increasing distance from the
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marine source, meteoric water undergoes increased

fractionation by repeated evaporation-precipitation. The

oxygen isotope composition of t,he meteoric water therefore

gets more and more O18 depleted. Changes in oxygen isotope

compositions of marine waters can occur during glacial

events. The marine waters would then be enriched in O18 since

glaciat ice locks up the 0]6 fraction. In general thenr the

non-narine waters are isotopically much lighter in their

oxygen isotope compositions compared with the marine waters.

The result of repeated diagenetic modifications by meteoric

pore-waters is therefore to produce increasingly light oxygen

isotope products. This evolving pore-water isotope chemistry

can be recorded in successive cement precipitates in some

cases I Dickson and Coleman 1980; I{arshall 1982 ].

Unlike the carbon isotope record, the oxygen isotopic

composition is strongly controlled by the water reservoir.

The rock reservoir signature is easily overprinted and erased

by diagenetic pore-waters. Increasing importance is being

given to the burial diagenetic environment and itrs imprint

on the carbonate sediment.s I Dickson 1985 ]. Presumably the

burial cements should have isotopically light values since

the temperature of precipitation would be higher than near-

surface processes. Howeverr the interpretation of stable

isotope data are certainly not clear cut and conflicting views

have arisen based on similar data I Moore and Druckman 1981;

!{agner and I'Iatthews 1982 I .
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FIG.l.I: Map showing the distribution of sediments of the

Adelaide Geosyncline. The Torrens Hinge Zone (TIIZ)

separates the geosyncÌine from the Stuart She1f on the

west.
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FIG.l.2z Summary of the stratigraphy within the Flinders

Ranges and adjacent areas. From Rutland et aI.[1981] and

based on data of the South Australian Departme;t of Mines

and Energy.
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FIG.I.3: Simplified stratigraphy and radiogenic ages of

the Adelaidean in the Flinders Ranges with an updated

divisí,n and addition of the Ediacaran period (After

Jenkins t19861 ) .
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FfG.l.4: Table listing criteria for the recognition of

aragonite precursors (After Sandberg t1985l ) .



C¡<rrgnl¡ ron Rec<¡cl.¡ltloN or ANctu¡"ll Annc;oN¡l-t:s'

l. Still aragon ¡t¿. Encountered in quite old rocks (Figs. 3A-D)

2. Mosaic of generallf irreg'ular colcite spar t'onlaining oriented aragort ite relic's. Crystal boundaries commonly cross-cul

original structure defined bY organic or other inclusions. RePlacement crystals normally l0 - l0r times larger than

replaced aragon ite crystals (Fig. 5).

, but v,ithout araS,onrle relic.s. Original aragonite nlineralogy supported by elevated3, Calcite mosaic as.for Criterion 2

Sr2+ content, relative to levels reasonably expected in dLMC resulting from alteration of originally calc itic constituents

4 Calcitc ntosaic asfor Criterion 3, but Sr2 + nol elcvated, or not mea.çured . Differing Srr + content in the resulting ca lcites

can reflecl differing degrees of openness of the diagenetic system

5. Mold or subsequantl)' calcite-f lled mold. Common for aragonitic consituents, but equivocal because observed for non-

aragonrtrc constituents (e,g., miliol id foraminifera, Schroeder, 1979) in undolomilized limestone

N¿¡¡c: Constituents Preservlng regularity both in texture and in optical orienta(ions are sometimes suggested as products of

pseudomorPhic or paramorphic calcitization of aragonite. Not supported by observations on diagenesis of known

aragonites. Even the unusual hot spring alteration of some aragon ite ooids reported by Richter and Besenecker ( 1983,

a I 0-50 fold increase in stal size and leavcs

lAnangcd in orclcr of dccrcasing rcliabilit¡'. from Sandbcrg ( l98l)

re lics shed
4



FIG.1.5: Range of oxygen and carbon isotope compositions

of carbonaÈes and the controlling factors (After Hudson

r.r9771).
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CHAPTER TT{O

LATE PRECAMBRIAN TREZONA FORMATION

2.Lz INTRODUCTION'

The Trezona Formation constitutes part of the Umberatana

Group of glacigene and interglacial sediments. These

sediments form part of a thick sequence of sedimentary

rocks, ranging from Late Precambrian (Adelaidean) to Cambrian

in â9ê, that make up the Adelaide nGeosyncline" lRutland

19811. The glacigene sedintents mark both the start and end of

sedimentation during this interval of the Adelaidean. Based

on radiometric data, the upper (l'{arinoan) glaciation is

estimatecl to have occurred later than 724 Þta ago t!{ebb et al.

19831. The interglacial sediments are dominantly siltstones

with local development of shaltow water carbonates formed

arouncl diapiric structural- highs [Lemon 1985]. The Trezona

Formation is such a sequence of shallow water carbonates

developed in the central Flinders Ranges.

The area chosen for this study is south of Blinman

because the Trezona Formation is thickest and best developed

herer ancl the sediments are relatively undeformed. Samples

were collectecl f rom sections at lrierta, Bu1ls Gap and Enorana

Creek ( Fig.2.D. The carbonate environments varied from

subtidal barrier complexes to lagoonal and intertidal flats

with extensive development of stromatolites [Preiss 1971].

Ooid shoal bodies occur in all the sections studiedr but are

best developed adjacent to the diapiric structure at Bulls

Gap. The environment of carbonate deposition became

increasingly res.tricted during deposition of the Trezona

Formation, and terminated with the onset of 91acia1 and

fluvio-gIacia1 conditions shown in the Elatina Formation.
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2.2t PETROGRAPHY

2.2.L2 OOIDS

There is a large range of fabrics and sizes displayed by

the ooids. Ooid diameters vary from 0.3mm to l.Omm for the

small- ooids, and upto 10mm or more (max. l-6mm) for the large

ooids (pisoids). The types of fabrics observed are shown in

Figures 2.2 to 2.3. The large ooids have nucleii varying from

0.3mm to 2mm in diameter, with well developed concentric

cortical fabrics of micrite and microspar (Fig.2.2a). The

interiors of the large ooids are commonly made of clear

blocky ferroan calcite f illing a void into which f ragrrrents of

the micritic cortex sometimes collapsed and are preserved

(Fig.2.2b). The shapes of these large ooids generally tend to

be elongate and asymrnetrical, although occasionally spherical

and symmetrical ooids are present (Figs.2.2c A 2.2a). Some of

the cortical layers are sparry and made of equant to

subequant calcite crystals with a brick-like fabric

(Figs.2.2d & 2.2e). Each "brick" in the fabric corresponds to

an individual component calcite crystal.

sma1l ooids have some of the fabrics displayed by the'

large ooids and also some fabrics that are unique. The smalI

ooids are commonly micritic with Sparry cores or occur as

oomolds with blocky ferroan calcite infills (Figs.2.29t 2.3b

& 2.4c). Some oomolds clearly shovr an earlier generation of

medium crystalline calcite cement that lines the inner ooid

margins, and a later generation of coarsely crystalline

calcite cement in the ooíd centers (Fig.2.3b). These spar-

fiIled oomolds also display some irregular shapes with trunk-

to-tai1 elephantine chains (Fig.2.3f). The sparry calcite of

micritic ooid cores has irregularly distributed rhomb-shaped
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inclusions not found in the cl-ear calcite in oorrrolds

(Fig.2.2g). Some smalL ooids are totally micritic with no

discernible cortical laminations. In contrast' some ooids

display neomorphic fabrics with sparry cortices of coarse

calcite with concentric cortical laminations Preserved as

inclusions (Fig.2.2h). The calcite crystals of these sParry

neomorphic fabrics have a brownish colour. Fibrous non

ferroan isopachous caLcite rnosaics are found infilling some

small oornolds and are succeeded by blocky ferroan calcites at

ooid centers (Fíg.2.4d). Half-moon ooid fabrics with their

mj-critic lower halves and sparry upper halves are present but

rare (Fig.2.3h). The various ooid fabrics have been

summarised in Figure 2.7. In all ten different ooid fabric

types, I to X were identified. The following section on ooid

geochemistry makes reference to these ooid types described in

Figure 2.7 .

2.2.22 CEMENTS

Based on fabrics, spatial distribution' and ferroan non-

ferroan naturerfive different groups of cements are

recognised.

Type A: Isopachous fibrous fringing cements around

depositional grains are non-ferroan and record the earl-iest

stage of cementation. (Fíg.2.3a). They are the dominant

interparticle cement around ooids and intraclasts in

intercolumnar areas of stromaLolite biostromes. In the ooid

grainstones proper, however, they comprise less than 10t of

the total interparticle cements.

Type B: This cement is also non-ferroan and occurs as a

bladed to granular form with anhedral crystal shapes. ft is
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the dominant cement in the interparticle spaces (Fig.2.3c).

It generally has a brownish appearance similar to the calcite

in type I and X ooid fabrics. The shape of these calcites

varies from bladed to granular forms (Fig.2.3b). Crystals

vary frorrr 50um-200um in size and are inclusion f ree. In soine

ooids this cement forms drusy calcite mosaics.

Type C: This cement is a blocky ferroan calcite spar.It is

the dominant component f illing oomolds (Fi9.2.2c, 2.29 &

2.3b) and is composed of well developed subhedral to euhedral

crystals, 1mm-0.13mm in size. In interparticle sPaces it

represents the pore-occluding stage of cementation after TyPe

A or B cements. In ooids with Type III and IV fabrics' the

blocky ferroan calcite has microdolomite inclusions. Blocky

calcite is also present Ín fractures and veins and cross-cuts

earlier cement phases. In ooid grainstones with large

intraclastic populations fenestral voids are commonly filled

with this blocky cement and are termed fenestral cements

(Fig.2.5). In such cases the earlier cement is ferroan with

non-ferroan cement occupying pore centers.

Type D: This cement is typically cloudy'subequant or bladed

calcite crystals. It is restricted to ooid grainstones that

have Type IIr and IV ooid fabrics (nig.2.3d e 2.6). This

cement is non-ferroan when stained but has occasional iron

rich phases within it. In large poresrthis cement is followed

by the pore-occluding Type C cement.

Type E: This is a coarsely crystalline non-ferroan calcite

mosaic containing relict ooids and peloidal grains (Fig.2.3e

e 2.4b). It has a characteristic brownish appearance similar

to the type B cements.There is no regular spatial

relationshÍp between the position of ooids and peloids and
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the crystal margins of the calcite mosaic. In some cases the

peloidal grains occur in centers of calcite crystals' with

the calcite resembling syntaxial growths around peloids. In

others the crystal margins cut across the peloids. Un1ike the

other cement fabrics described thus fat, type E cements occur

in association with a laminated limestone facies and not with

ooid grainstones. This laminated limestone facies consists of

alternating dark sparry layers and 1ight micritic layers (

type E cements ). The various cement fabrics are summarised

in Figure 2.8.

2.32 TRACE ELEI,IENT CHEI4ISTRY

The trace el-ement data ôre generated from the analyses of

43 separate components totalling from 430 to 860 individual

microprobe analyses.

2.3.L2 OOIDS

.It¡e trace element chemistry of the various ooid and

cement fabrics, when plotted, fal1 into distinct fields with

few overlaps (Figs.2.912.I0 e 2.]L). Ooid fabrics Type I anci

X have elevated Sr concentrations that are higher by an order

of magnitude than Type II, III and IV fabrics (Fig.2.10).

Type I fabric has the highest Sr and lowest I{g concentration'

with an Fe concentration comparable to the blocky ferroan

calcites of Type II fabrics. The sParry Type X ooid fabric

has a lower Fe content, similar to that of the micritic Type

VII fabric. The trace element chemistry of Type II, III and

IV fabrics cluster with large overlaps. In general terms' the

trace element chemistry of Type I and thaÈ of Types IIr III,

IV and VII fabrics represent two end members with chemistry

of Type X fabrics being intermediate-
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2.3.22 CEMENTS

The cements can also be separated into dist,inct groups

based on trace element chemistry (Fig.2.11). Type E cement

fabrics, with the highest Sr and lowest I'19 concentration

faIl in the same field as Type I ooid fabrics. The

similarity in the fields of Type C cements and Type II ooid

fabrics is because the blocky ferroan calcites form the spar-

filled Type II ooid fabrics. The Type A fibrous isopachous

cements and the inclusion-rich Type D cements have the same

trace element chemistry, but Type D cements have a very large

Fe and NIg variation. Type B cements faIl into an intermediate

fie1d, with a large range in Sr concentrations.

2.42 OOID INTERPRETATION

Most of the ooid fabrics have been described by other

workers studying Phanerozoic ooids [Sandberg 1975; !'iilkinson

et.al. 19841 and Precambrian ooids [Tucker 1984]. Type I ooid

fabrics representing calcitized ooids of neomorphic spar and

the brick-like Type X fabrics are inferred to have been

originally aragonitic. In type I fabrics the preservation of

original concentric cortical laminae as inclusions implies a

neomorphic fine-scale replacement process. The replacement

spar comprises coarse interlocking calcite crystals and has a

brownish colouration. These fabrics have been described by

Sandberg t19851 and are typical in calcite replacement of

skeletal aragonite. In addition, the type I ooid fabrics have

elevated Sr concentrations' supporting the inference of

aragonite replacement.

The Type X fabrics may result irom the neomorphic

alteration of an aragonite precursor and are identical to
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those described by Tucker t19841 and Assereto and FoIk

t19761. These type X ooid fabrics also have elevated Sr

concentrations although not as high as those of the type I

fabrics. fn both the type I and X ooid fabrics, there is

preðervation of precurSor relics, i.e. inclusions in type I

fabrics and concentric cortical boundaries in type X fabrics.

Type I and X ooid fabrics can normally be found within

the same thin-section and would therefore have been subjected

to the same diagenetic environment. The reasons for

generation of such different fabrics under essentially

similar diagenetic conditions are unclear. The difference in

the Sr content of these two calcitization fabrics may have

been a reflection of the degree of interaction between the

solution-films at reaction zones (cal-citization fronts) and

the pore-waters proper. This concept is explained in

Pingitore ll-976l and Brand and Veizer t19801. A 'closed"

diagenetic environment is one brought about by the Presence

of thin soluÈion films across diagenetic fronts in static

water settings (vadose) tPingitore 19761. The nopenn

cliagenetic system results in mobile pore-v¡ater settings

(phreatic) were there is a high degree of interaction between

the reaction fronts and the main pore-water body. The higher

Sr and Fe of type I ooids compared to type X ooids would seem

to suggest that type x ooids may have been generated in

sha]l-ow meteoric settings and type I ooids in deep burial

environments. However, Sandberg and Hudson t19831 found no

difference in the calcitization fabrics in either of these

two environments. At this stage the reasons are purely

speculative in nature untit more empirical work on these

cal-citization fabrics becomes available-
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In some cases ooid fabrics have a composite fabric in

which the central cortical parts are composed of blocky

ferroan caLcite, similar to type II ooids and the remaining

cortical envelope comprises the brownish neomorphic spar of

type I ooids. The chemistry of these two calcite types is

also different, with the brownish neomorphic spar falling in

the field of type E cements and the void-filling blocky

calcites in the field of type C cements (Fig.2.11).

Type II ooid fabrics composed of oomoLds filled with

clear blocky ferroan calcite cements represent void-filI

calcites. The lower Sr content of the type II ooid fabrics

suggest a "open" diagenetic environment. This nopenn setting

was the resuLt of the voids in the forn of oomolds that were

subsequently filled by the blocky ferroan caLcites. These

voids woul-d have had relaLively mobil-e pore-water flow

conditions'which allowed easy exchange of cations during

calcite precipitation I Pingitore J-976 ].Some of these sPar-

filled molds are deformed into irregular shapes and are

similar to those described by Kettenbrink and l{anger t19711

and Conley lI977l. They resuLt from the early dissolution of

the aragonite in ooids and subsequent collapse during burial.

They normally have an outer rim of early calcite cements

thereby retaining the gross shape of the ooid subsequent to

deformat ion.

There are some ooid fabrics that indicate presence of

bimineraLic corticesri.e. calcite and aragonite. These ooids'

called half-moon ooid fabrics, have been interpreted by

Carozzi t19631 as resulting from the dissolution of soluble

or metastable elements in the ooid cortex and the collapse of

the stabl-e elements onto the ooid floor. The remaining cavity
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being later fiIled by calcite cement. The half-moon ooids in

this study have probably formed in a similar fashion with the

dissolution of aragonitic layers in the cortex.

Inference of the precursor mineralogy of the micritic

and microsparitic Type V'VI & VII ooid fabrics is

problematic. VüilkinsonrOwen & Carroll t1985'p.I75l classified

micritic and microsparitic ooid fabrics as of ambiguous

origin. Those fabrics can represent original equant calcitic

nannograins forming ooid cortices or micritized aragonitic or

calcitic ooids. In view of these two possibilities, Type VI

ooid fabrics are interesting. The cortical laminae of the

ooids include boÈh sparry brick-like calcite ( equivalent to

type X ooids ) and micrite. The generation of the micritic

cortical fabrics by micritizaiion is unlikely because of the

patchy and discontinous distribution of individual micritic

l-aminae.The sparry fabrics in such ooids'have calcites with

elevated Sr concentrations similar to the type X ooid

fabrics. The micritic laminae have comparatively lower Sr

concentrations of between 600-150Oppm. Such high Sr calcites

are unlikely to be derived from micritic calcitic ooids and

are normatly associated with calcites derived from

transformation of aragonites I Assereto and Fo1k I976; Davies

L977; Sandberg and Hudson 1983 l. One possibilty is the

existence of both calcite and aragonite cortical layers and

their alteration to generate the fabrics in type VI ooids. In

such a case the sParry brick fabrics would represent the

altered aragonite layers and the micritic fabrics the calcite

layers. Alternatively if these ooids are inferred to have

been originally aragonitic, then the nicritic and sparry

cortical fabrics represent two different replacement products
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of aragonite. Such ooid fabrics have been described from

Pleistocene marine oolites and from hot spring ooids t

Richter 1983; Richter and Besenecker L982 l. In these two

settings, tangential-aragonitic ooids occur in various stages

of transformaÈion, from partially calcitized to completely

calcitized and micritic,/microsparitic f orms. In both cases an

aragonite precursor is inferred, either partially or totally

making up the ooids.The brick-Iike fabric of sonìe cortical

layers and their high Sr content is evidence of this.

Therefore, whiLe it is not possible to adequately explain the

type VI ooid fabrics, it seems probable Èhat an aragonite

precursor had a part in the genesis.

In type V and VII ooid fabrics, however, there is no

such association of sparry and micritic cortical fabrics. In

these two ooid fabrics, no clear evidence existsfor

deiermining the precursor mineralogy.The cortices are totally

rnicritic. In both fabrics the micrites have comparatively Iow

Sr concentrations, similar to the micrite in type VI ooids (

600-1500ppm ). A precursor ooid made up of equant calcitic or

Mg calcitic nannograins could generate such a fabric during

diagenesis. However, algaI micritization of original

aragonite or calcite ooids can also generate similar fabrics.

The void-filI calcite in some of the type V ooid cores

suggests dissolution of a metastable element ( aragonite )

prior to precipitation of the ferroan calcite. In some cases

however. these sparry cores resemble sparry ferroan calcites

wÍthin micritic corticaL areas of simil-ar ooids, possibly

formed by aggrading neomorphism during burial diagenesis.

Ooid fabrics of type III and IV were probably originally

cal-citic with the replacement spar being the result of
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aggrading neomorphism of the original micritic fabric. Such

an interpreÈation is supported by the existence of ooids in

various stages of neomorphism into Spar, from some entirely

micritic ooid fabrics to some entirely of sparry cal-cite. The

comparatively high tvlg content of these replacement calcitest

with their microdolomite inclusions suggest I{g enriched pore-

waters I Lohmann and l{eyers 1977 ]. The source of this Mg

could have been either intragranular or from external

sources. An external source of the Ìttg is discounted because

of the distribution of the microdolornite inclusions. They

are confined to the ooÍds of type III and IV fabrics. No

microdol-omite inclusions are found in similar ferroan

calcites in interparticle cements. TI're fabric specif ic

occurrence of the microdol-omite suggest some sort of locaI

source for the Mg, probably a I'lg calcite precursor. Also'

ferroan calcites are common replacements of I{g calcÍte

precursors t Richter and Fuchtbauer 1978 l. Lohmann and

Ivleyers 11977 J suggested the processes of solid-state

exsolution and incongruent dissolution for the formation of

microdolomite inclusions in calcite cements-

Solid-state exsolution results in formation of two

stabl-e phases, dolomite and calcite, by solid state

diffusion. This process, however, proceeds at slow rates at

diagenetic temperatures and was probably insignificant.

Incongruent dissolutÍon involves microscale dissolution of

the precursor !1g calcite resulting in IrIg enrichment of the

solution film. This l{g enrichment presumably requires some

sort of closed to semi-closed diagenetic environment. The

processes involved and the factors resPonsible in this

closure are not known. It is possible that loca1
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microstructural differences may have aided in the formation

of microdolornites and the large variation in lvlg observed in

these recrystallized ooids. Videtich t19851 ' in her study of

I{g distribution during diagenesis, found that inclusion-rich

areas had lower Mg than inclusion-rich areas of

recrystallized limestones. This vras attributed to the

presence of higher microporosity and permeability in

inclusion-rich areas and their subsequent faster dissolution-

r eprec ipitat ion .

The l{g rich inclusion-free areas however' might undergo

ctosed system diagenesis resulting in formation of

microdolomites. It is not clear which mechanism was

responsible for the microdolomite in the present study.

Amongst the type III and IV ooids are occasionally found

type IX ooids made up of fibrous calcite mosaics with

micritic envelopes. The difference in the fabrics of these

associatecl ooids probably indicates difference in original

mineralogy. The lack of collapse features amongst these type

IX ooidsrclespite evidence of pressure solution indicates

stabiLization before significant burial. The non-ferroan

cal-cites of these ooid fabrics suggest absence of burial

depths, which normally produce ferroan caLcites. It is

inferred, therefore that the fibrous calcites of type IX

ooids were formed at shallow depths, probably by dissolution

of a metastable component Q aragonite). Their association

with type III and IV ooids implies the existence of both

originally calcit,ic and aragonitic componentsrwith the

calcitic being dominant in these oolite units. Type IX ooids

form a very smal-l percentage of the totaL ooid population

(1ess than 5S).The micritic envelopes in the type IX ooids
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may have existed as original calcitic envelopes or as

micritized aragonitic ooids. The essentially isopachous

nature of this cement would indicate a vadose type

environment aIÈhough there was no evidence of vadose

interparticle cements. Possibly they were present but have

been overprinted by later phreatic cements. The clear

ferroan cements found in the centers of some of Èhese tyPe IX

ooicls represents the pore occluding cementation stage during

burial. The various ooid fabrics and their infered precursor

mineralogy is schematically represented in Figure 2.I2.

2.52 CEMENT INTERPRETATION

The cements associated with the oolite units record a

range of diagenet,ic environments, from marine phreatic to

meteoric phreatic and deep burial. The type A cements with

their fibrous form and relatively Mg enriched chemistry are

inf erred to represent narine phreatic precipitates. l'ios '
modern day marine cements form isopachous crust of acicul-ar

crystals of aragonite or ivlg calcite I FoIk and Land 1975¡

Longrnan 1980; James and Choquette 1983 l. Precipitation of

the type A cements seems to be favoured in areas of active

water circulation like the intercolumnar areas of

stromatolitic buildups. The retention of a fibrous fabric and

absence of a coarse calcite replacement fabric tends to

discount the possibility of type A cements having an

aragonite precursor. Both its fibrous form and high ltlg

content suggest that the precursor was Mg calcite.

Type D cements, with their bladed calcites and inclusion

rich appearance are also interpreted as marine phreatic.

Geochemically they encompass the field of the inferred marine
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type A cements. The large variation in their Mg and Fe

contents is due to the presence of t,hese inclusions. These

inclusions do not represent microdolomite phases but are

trapped solids including clays and iron oxides. Such

inclusion rich calcites of marine origin are described in

skeletal grainsÈones of Devonian reefs [ lrlalIs and Burrowes

1985 l. The clear blocky ferroan type C cements represent the

final phase of cementation and probably formed in the deep

phreatic burial environment.

The equant form and relatively clear aPPearance of the

type B and E cements is commonly interpreted to represent

precipitation from meteoric phreatic waters I Folk and Land

1975 I or a result of burial diagenesis. Howeverr such a

relationship between crystal habit and pore-water chemistry

is not strictly valid. Equant high-lv1g calcites are known to

form in Holocene shallow marine environments I James and

Ginsburg 1979; Íüarme and Schneidermann 1983 I and fibrous low

Mg calcites in meteoric vadose environments I Braithwaite

L979; Kendall and Broughton 1978 l. Also, equant blocky

calcites are reported to form marine cements in Upper

Jurassic tl4lilkinsonrsmith and Lohmann 1985 7, and Ordovician

limestones tvlilk inson et. al. 1982I .

Type B and E cements however, also have a very high Sr

content (2000ppm-5000ppm) which is unlike normal diagenetic

calcite cements (400-700ppm) [Kinsman 1969]. Such high Sr

calcites have been inferred to represent aragonite

replacements in previous studies [!{ardlaw 1978; Davies I977].

But the fabrics of both type B and E cements are unlike those

commonly observed during calcitization Isandberg I985].

Although both the type E and B cements have high Sr content'
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type B cements have a comparatively lower Sr content and are

associated with ooid grainstones.

The constraints imposed by the geochemical and fabric

data are of opposing nature. The geochemical data points to

an aragonite precursor but is not supported by the fabric

data. If there is an aragonite precursor involved' the

fabrics of type B and E cements certainly do not represent

normal aragonite calcite transformation. Could an aragonite

precursor have been responsible in an indirect way for the

high Sr content of these cements? The ooid-cement

relationships does seem to suggest this for.the type B

cements.

2. 6 z OOID-CEII'IENT RELATIONSHIP

An interesting association of inferred aragonitic ooids

with high Sr cements and calcitic ooids with low or nnormaln

Sr cements is found in the ooid grainstones. lVhenevi¡r ooids

with aragonite replacement fabrics were presentr the

interparticle cements are of type B described above. $Ihere

there was no evidence for the presence of aragonite

repl-acement fabrics in ooids, the interparticle cement $¡as of

type D. It is common to find oolite units with both calcitic

and aragonitic precursor ooids coexisting as well- aS those

with only calcitic precursor ooids. The reasons for shifts in

precipitation of l'Ig-calcite and aragonite in sea-water are

unclear. Situations where both aragonite and Mg-calcite are

precipitated in modern marine settings as cements and ooids

are known lJames and Ginsburg 1979; Land, Behrens and

Frishman 19791. The infl-uence of organics and kinet.'i-c

controls are possibly important IGiven and lfitkinson 1985].
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Possibly the coexistence of high Sr cements with

inferred aragonitic ooids may be related to the diagenetic

alteration of these ooids. During the transformation of the

aragonite ooids' pore waters would have high Sr

concentrations which couLd then result in the precipitation

of high Sr cements similar to the type B cements. Such

eLevated Sr concentrations in pore-waters have been observed

in moclern oolites undergoing meteoric diagenesis I Hal1ey and

Harris J-979 l. Obviously such a diagenetic environment would

have to be essentially a closed chemical system.

Such an explanation would not explain the type E cement

fabrics since there is a lack of such aragonite replacement

ooids with the type E cements. The type E cements are very

similar to the calcite laminae fabrics described by Tucker

t1983rp.301-303 and his Figs 8a and 8bl and Tucker t19861.

His cements are also associated with a l-aminated limestone

facies which is organic rich. Based on the very high Sr

content of his carbonates and the occurrence of ooid

grainstones ( within the same formation ) with aragonite

replacement fabrics, he inferred an aragonite precursor for

the laminated limestone facies. Tucker t19831 made no mention

of any calcitized fabrics or of textural evidence supporting

aragonite replacement. VÍhilst the type B cement fabrics are

unlikely to be replacements of aragoniter the type E cement

fabrics certainly are not typical of calcite cements.

Although type E cements are void-filI cements they do not

have the typical features of crystal growth from pore margins

and drusy crystal mosaics [Bathurst 1975]. Irlith the evidence

in hand a proper interpretation of the genesis of these

cements is not possible. Although the geochemical data
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suggest an aragonite Precursorr this is not supported by the

textural data. Alternatively it may be possible that the type

E cement fabrics did have an aragonite precursor and the

resulting fabrics are atypical of the commonly observed

calcitization fabrics.

2.72 OXYGEN AND CARBON ISOTOPES

The carbon and oxygen isotope composition of 39 samples

analysed are tabulated in Figure 2.I3 and plotted in Figures

2.14 and 2.L5. The oxygen and carbon isotope trend of the

clepositional (ooids) and diagenetic (cements) components

differs from the commonly observed trend of lighter oxygen

and carbon Del values with meteoric diagenesis. The cements

have heavier oxygen and lighter carbon isotope compositions

than the ooids. There is some overlap of the interparticle

cement and ooid fields. The late diagenetic fenestral calcite

cements are enriched in oxygen and depleted in calbon

isotopes. The ooids and interparticle cements have similar

carbon isotope values but differ in their oxygen values. The

oxygen isotope composition of the ooids ranges from -9.5

permil to -I5 permil. The interparticle cements are generally

heavier in oxygen isotopes and range from -6.5 permil to -12

perrnil. llith one exception both components have carbon

isotope compositions with a comparatively narrow range; from

-2 permil to -4 permil for the interparticle cements and -2.7

to -4 permil for the ooids. The exception is for

interparticle cements comprising poikilotopic spar. These

cements have been described in Singh f19861 and were referred

to as Type E cements (section 2.2.2). The carbon rzalues for

these cements, ( approx. -7 permil ), indicate contributions
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from an organic carbon source. The two data points for

intraparticle cements ( ferroan calcites filling ooid

rnolds)rrecord oxygen isotope compositions ranging from -9.5

permil to -I2 permil. Their carbon isotope composition is

depleted in C13 and ranges from -4.5 Permil to -7.5 permil.

The fenestral cal-cites have comparatively narrow range of

oxygen and carbon isotope compositions ¡ -6 to -6-5 permil

for the oxygen and -6.5 to -8 permil for the carbon isotopes.

The oxygen and carbon isotope trends commonly observed

in phanerozoic marine limestones subjected to diagenesis with

meteoric pore-waters involve a decrease in oxygen and carbon

isotope compositions of the marine componentsr acquiring the

lighter isotope values of meteoric waters. The carbon

isotopes do not normally show as much of a shift as the

oxygen isotopes during meteoric diagenesis. It is commonly a

sma]I positive or negative number in the case of modern

marine limestones I Hudson 1977 ]. However the shift in

carbon isotopes can be large if an organic carbon source is

present in the pore-watersr âS in subaerial diagenesis

involving soil gas COz. Various studies over the years have

recorded such shifts in oxygen and carbon isotopic

composition during meteoric diagenesis I Magaritz I9B3;

Meyers and Lohmann 1985; Allan and Matthews I9B2 l. In the

light of Lhe above stable isotope trends established from

previous studies, how does one interpret the carbon and

oxygen trend of the Trezona limestones?

There are two aspects of the carbon and oxygen isotope

signatures of the Trezona limestones that differ from normal

marine limestones and their diagenetic trends:

i) ApparenÈ heavier oxygen isotope composition of
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later precipitates (cements) compared to depositional

components (ooids).

ii) Depleted carbon isotope composition of these later

precipitates.

The ooids are the only marine components in the C-O plot

of the Trezona limestones, and assuming no major diagenetic

alteration, would represent the isotopic conposition of the

precipitating marine viaters. However, oxygen isotope

compositions of marine components are easily altered during

diagenesis and the present isotopic compositions of the ooids

are unlikely to be representative of original marine

compositions. An important point to noÈe when interpreting

stable isotope data is that the depositional comPonents will

record the influence of varying pore-water chemistry. The

diagenetic components on the other hand provide us with the

isotopic composition of the various pore-waters involved in

the diagenetic process. The large spread of oxygen isotope

compositions in the ooids is probably the result of this

overprinting of later diagenetic processes on their original

marine composition.

Trace element composition of some ooids ( high Srrlow Mn

and Fig.2.10 ) indicates limited equilibration with Pore-

$¡aters. Inspite of the large range in oxygen isotopes of the

ooidsr the carbon isotope composition remains within a fairly

narrow range. This is probably due to the fact that carbon

isotope comPositions are strongly rock controlled and

equilibrate fairly rapidly [Meyers and Lohmann 1985; l{agaritz

19831. Magaritz t19B3l showed that under similar diagenetic

conditions, the carbon isotope record did not show large

shifts from marine or rock values. In comparision the oxygen
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isotope composiÈion recorded large shifts. The Trezona ooids

preserve a high minor element composition, with itrs elevated

Sr content indicating limited recrystallization with

retention of precursor chemistry (?aragonite). It is inferred

that the carbon isotope composition of the ooids would

represent a good estinate of the original marine carbon

isotope composition during deposition of the Trezona

limestones.

The oxygen isotope composition of the ooids is unlikely

to indicate original marine values. The trend towards Iighter

oxygen values with diagenesis is due to either an increase in

temperature of pore-waters and/or isotopically depleted pore-

waters. The present range of oxygen isotope compositions of

the ooids (using Craig's (1965) expression) corresponds to

calculated precipitation temperatures of between øfC and 102"C

from waters with oxygen compositions of -l-.2 permil [pre-

glacial val-ue of Shackelton and Kennett 19751 or between 70'C

o
and 112t from waters with oxygen compositions of 0 permil t

present ocean vraters with polar ice-capsJ - These high

temperatures indicate equilibration with pore-waters of

burial environments. The relatively small variation in carbon

isotopes of these ooids indicates high degree of rock-water

interaction and equilibration with rock carbon val-ues. There

is ample evidence of pressure solution in the ooid

grainstones with microstylolites, collapsed ooids and

occasional sutured ooid contacts. The above exPlanation for

t.he large negative oxygen isotope values of the ooids assumes

a constant isotopic composition for the pore-waters. This is

unlikely and the pore-waters would have been evolving with

progressive rock-water interactions and introduction of
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meteoric waters. The depleted oxygen isotope comPosition of

the ooids is most probably the result of a combination of

equilibration with high temperatures and light meteoric

waters. Such lighter oxygen isotope composition of ooids

compared to equant inteiparticle cements was also recorded

by Moore and Druckman tl981l and they attributed this to

later recrystallization of ooids in warmer temperatures.

The interparticle cements have similar carbon isotope

compositions as the ooids and imply a common source' possibly

marine. Although their oxygen isotope comPosition has a large

overlap with the ooid composition, there is an apparent

shift towards heavier oxygen isotope values. This heavier

oxygen composition is considered to be an artifact of the

large shift towards lighter oxygen isotope compositions

recorded by the ooids from their original marine composition.

These interparticle cements are interpreted as shallow

subsurface phreatic precipitates. The pore-waters involved in

the precipitation of these cements were essentially similar

Èo those that caused depleted oxygen isotope compositions in

the ooids.

The Type E interparticle cemenLs have carbon isotope

compositions that are depleted in CI3, indicating organic

carbon sources. Such excursions of the carbon isOtope record

from normal marine values is of local extent and rapidly

equilibrates with the enclosing rock compositions lMeyers and

Lohmann 19851. Such excursions therefore indicate small

degree of rock-water interaction. The high Sr content of

these cements supports this and indicates diagenetic

alteration analogous to the thin film/closed system of

Pingitore t19761.
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Void-filling or fenestral calcites with depleted carbon

isotopes have very low Sr and high Mn content, probably the

result of a relatively open system $¡ith involvement of

meteoric pore-lJaters. These cements are enriched in O18 and

record heavier oxygen compositions compared to the

interparticle cements. This suggest that the pore-waters were

either colder or had a heavier oxygen isotope composition

than those involved in the genesis of the interparticle

cements. These later precipitates vrouLd have formed in an

environment which had stabilised, with absence of metastable

components and the precipitat.ion of the interparticle cements

and alteration of the ooids. Therefore, there would have been

limited rock-water interaction and any organic carbon source

would be preserved in the resulting precipitates.

Dickson and Coleman It980l in their study of diagenesis

and oxygen and carbon isotope compositions found their first

meteoric cements had heavier oxygen compositions than the

enclosed skeletal grains. They suggested that the pore-waters

were either heavier in their oxygen isotope comPositions or

there were colder waters involved. During glaciation' the

locking up of waters in ice caps causes O18 enrichment of

marine waters. l,leteoric waters derived from such OI8 enriched

marine sources wouLd also be comparatively enriched in the

oxygen isotopes. Fairbanks and t4atthews 119781 found that

oxygen isotope composition of seawater increases by 0.11

permil f.or every 10 m faII in sealevel. The progressively

heavier oxygen isotopes of later precipitates implies gradual

enrichment of the meteoric watersr possibly from increasingly

colder v¡aters from the encroaching or expanding ltarinoan

glaciation. AIso the cooler atmospheric conditions during
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this low sea stand would have contributed towards the heavier

oxygen compositions. The effect of glacial-interglacial

events on the oxygen isotopes have been studied from both

shallow water and basinal carbonates I Fairbanks and l'latthews

1978; Emiliani L966; Shackelton and Kennett 1975 l - These

studies reveal shifts of between I permil to 1.65 permil in

the oxygen isotope record due to glaciation-

Depleted carbon isotope signatures like those of the

fenestral calcite cements and some interparticle cements

normally indicate organic carbon Source. These large negative

carbon isotope compositions were also recorded by Veizer and

Hoefs l,LgT6rAppendix 11. Similar depleted carbon compositions

have been studied from Holocene and Pleistocene limestones

and have been l-inked to subaerial exposure surfaces lAllan

and l{atthews 19821. This enrichment in C12 has been

attributed to contributions from soil gas CO2 - These

depleted carbon isotope values were also recorded from

Paleozoic and t¡lesozoic limestones. However this unit is of

Late Precambrian age and to suggest the involvement of soil

gas CO2 would imply that there were soil profiles of some

sort present. There have been suggestions of Such soil

profiles in Precambrian environments from a recent study of

carbonates lBeeunas and Knauth 1985].

Irwin et al. 11977 J developed a model relating various

organic matter degradation processes to the carbon isotope

signature. They proposed a depth related variation in carbon

isotopes of diagenetic carbonates in organic-rich sediments.

Based on their study, it is possibte to develop negative

carbon isotope compositions in burial environments without

resort to subaerial exposure and soil gas CO2 contributions.
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However, the present study does not reveal the systematic

change of carbon isotopes with increasing burial noted by

Irwin et al. IJ977]. fn fact the comparatively heavier oxygen

isotope compositions of the diagenetic components does not

support a burial environment.

Void-filling calcites with light carbon isotope

signatures have been recorded in ammonite chambers by

I'Iarshall t19811. These light carbon compositions occur in

early calcites and sheIl replacement caÌcites' suggesting an

early diagenetic source of organic carbon' possibly from

bacterial reduction. In the Trezona limestones the light

carbon isotopes were introduced during later diagenetic

processes and probably prior to any significant burial-

With increased burial, the diagenetic environment

becomes reducing, resulting in precipitation of ferroan

cements. Such ferroan cements are found within molds and

record depleted oxygen isotope compositions' probably

reflecting the higher temperatures of burial. These cements

also record negative carbon isotope compositions although

there seems to be a trend towards heavier carbon isotopes.

The large negative oxygen isotope compositions of the ooids

from equilibration with light meteoric waters and/or burial

diagenesis makes än estimation of the original marine oxygen

composition diff icult.

2 .8 z SUI4¡,IARY

Evidence for the precipitation of non-skeletal aragonite

during the Late Precambrian is found in the Trezona Formation

ooids. The ooids inferred to have been originally aragonitic

are made of coarse interlocking mosaics of neomorphic
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calcite, brick-textures and spar-fi11ed ooid mo1ds. Some of

these coarse replacement calcites have cortical Laminations

preserved as inclusions. The neomorphic spar ooids have

elevated sr concentrations of between 3000ppm-5000ppm.

lvlicritic ooid f åbrics are ubiquitous and their original

mineralogy is not known. However, some of the spar replacing

the cores of some micritic ooids has high Mg concentration as

well as microdolomite inclusions-

The cements associated with the ooids inferred to have

been aragonitic have high Sr concentrationsr varying from

200oppm to 500oppm. The textures of these strontium-rich

cements do not support an aragonitic precurSor and their

genesis remains unclear. High Sr cements were also found in

an associated laminated l-imestone facies. Texturally these

strontium-rich cements comprise coarse poikilotopic calcites

with neomorphic fabrics and could Possibly ha.¡e had

aragonitic precursors. In contrast, cements associated with

the ooids inferred to have been caLcitic, have lower Sr

concentrations of between 800-I20Oppm.

The components of the Trezona formation limestone record

unusual stable isotopic trends, compared to most Phanerozoic

limestones. The heavier oxygen composition of the

interparticle cements compared to the ooids may be an

artifact of the large shift towards lighter values recorded

by the ooids during burial diagenesis. The original oxygen

composition of the ooids could not be therefore determined.

Amongst the cements, there is a trend towards heavier oxygen

and lighter carbon compositions with later precipitates

(fenestral calcites). The lighter carbon isotopic composition

couLd indicate involvement of organic carbon sources. There
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!{ere no subaerial exposure features associated with these

depleted carbon isotope signatures. Such depleÈed carbon

isotope compositions were recorded from corretratable late

Proterozoic carbonates in l,torocco and Svalbard and East

Greenland by Tucker t19861 and Knoll et al. [1986]. This

suggests that the depleted carbon isotopes could be the

resuLt of globa1 flucÈuations in the sea-water isotopic

composiÈion.
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FIG.2.Lz Location of study area and sample sites within the

Trezona Formation. lvlodif ied af ter Lemon t1985I . Geology

based .n S.Aust.Dept. of Mines and Energy I=250r000

Parachilna sheet.
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F'IG.2.2a: Both large and snaIl ooids with well developed

micritic concentric cortical fabrics designated as type V

and VII ooid fabrics. Large ooíd in lower right has quartz

grain with authigenic overgrowths as nucleus. The central

cortical parts of some ooids have altered to coarse blocky

ferroan calcite (type C cement of text)'.
FIG.2.2b: Large type V ooid with interior of blocky

ferroan calcite and inward collapse of micritic cortical

laminations.

FIG.2.2c: Large type fV ooids with a ngroundmassn of type

II ooids of void-fill calcite. Note asymmetrical shape of

Iarge ooid at bottom center.

FIG.2.2d: Large ooid with both sparry and micritic fabrics

and blocky ferroan calcite core designated as type VI ooid

fabr ics.

FIG.2.2e: Typé X ooids with cortices of sparry brick-Iike

fabric made of brownish calcite and clear calcite in

interparticle areas and ooid core. These ooid fabrics have

elevated Sr content (ref.fÍgure 2.I0).

FIG.2.2f: Coated grain with the sparry brick-Iike fabric

of type X ooids and nicritic nucleus. Associated are type

I ooids of neomorphic spar at bottom right and right.
FIG.2.2g: Type fII ooid fabrics with spar-replaced

interior. Note presence of rhomb-shaped inclusions in this

replacement spar.

FIG.2.2h: Type I calcibízed ooíds of neomorphic spar under

crossed nícoIs. Concentric cortical laminations are

preserved as inclusions within the coarse caLcÍte.

Microprobe analysis revealed Sr content ranging from 3000-

500Oppm.
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FIG.2.3a: Acetate peel of type A fibrous fringing cement

and later generation tyPe C blocky ferroan calcite cement.

FIG.2.3b: Interparticte type B cements with fringe of

prismatic (p) cement around ooids. Ooid on right has been

replaced by blocky ferroan calcite (type II ooid).

FIG.2.3c: Sparry type X ooids with clear type B non-

ferroan blocky calcite in interparticle areas. This

calcite cement has high Sr concentrations, ranging from

20 0Oppm-40 0Oppm.

FIG.2.3d: Type D calcite cement (IR) progressing into a

inclusion-free (IF) phase. Generally associated with ooid

grainsÈones having ooid fabrics suggesting calcitic

precursors.

FIG.2.3e: Similar to f igure 2.4b but with higher Power

obj ect ive .

FIG.2.3f: Distorted ooids with elephantine shapes

associated with micritic ooids.

FIG.2.3g: Calcitized ooid of brownish calcite (type I)

being replaced by clear blocky ferroan calciÈe. Note

preservation of concentric cortical layers wíthin the

brownish calcite.

FIG.2.3h: tvlicritic and microsparitic ooids (type VII) with

half-moon ooid fabrics (type VIII) in some (arrowed).
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FIG.2.4a: Calcitized ooid of brownish calcite ( type I
ooid fabric ) adjacent to an ooid replaced by blocky

ferroan calcite ( type II ooid fabrics ). The

interparticle cement is of type B with itfs elevated Sr

content (ref.figure 2.11) .

FIG.2.4b: Type E poikÍlotopic calcite cement enclosing

peloids. This cement has Sr content between 2000-5000ppm.

FIG.2.4c: Stained acetate peel of type fI and type X ooid

fabrics. The type II fabrics are ferroan as are the

nucleii of the type X ooids.

FIG.2.4d: Ooid grainstone comprising Type IX ooids ( arrow

) and type IV ooids.

FIG.2.5z Blocky calcite cement in a cavity, referred to as

fenestral cement. Note the Fe rich zoning and well

developed crystal terminations. Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.2.6¿ Interparticle cement in ooid-intraclast
grainstone wíth cloudy inclusion rích frínging cement

gradíng ínto a clear blocky calcíte cement in pore cenÈer.

The cloudy fringing cement is referred to as Type D

cement. Field of view is 4.4mm.
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FIG.2.7¿ Summary of various ooid fabrics in the Trezona

Formation oolites.
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I-Goarse neomorphic spar ooids with relict inclusions

ll-Ooid molds with void-filling blocky ferroan calcite
lll-Micritic ooids with ferroan calcite cores and microdolomite

lV-Micritic ooids with ferroan calcite cores

V-As type lV but with asymmetrical shapes

vl-ooids with both sparry brick-like and micrite calcite

Vll-Micritic ooids
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E'IG.2.82 Summary of cement fabrics in the Trezona

Formation oolites.
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FIG.2.9¿ Trace element data of Trezona Fornation conponents.
Reported vaLues rePresent the means of between t0 and 20

rni'ciópioUe ãñáfV""'". Values in brackets refer to two standard
deviation f rom ínean [2dJ.

sample Description sr (ppn) Mg (ppm) Mn (ppn) re (ppm)

OOIDS

TBGI0 NeomorPhic

TBGI7 Brick-texture

BG2

TB6 t"lic r it ic

TGC5

TB5

TBGl7

TB4

BGl

T3I

T8

T16

TB3

BOUNDSTONES

TB2

ll

4580
(750)

277 0
(460)

1409
(363)

1720
(300)

107 8
(631)

620
(120)

1300
(200)

470
(s0 )

788
(18s)

708
Q72)

563
(238 )

117 0
(10)

114 0
(200)

128 0
(1s0 )

3456
Qe57 )

684
(227 )

13r0
(380)

2L40
(140)

s048
(432)

2590
(110)

4250
(1016)

2s90
(90)

l.442
(7 6)

2820
(320)

3243
(638)

2447
(311)

4893
(1468)

3 ITO
(20)

4330
(1870 )

314 0
(240)

3045
Q064)

3 218
(336)

b.d.

b. d.

6s4
(143 )

280
(50)

258
(12s)

8s0
(390)

203
(60)

620
(190)

255
(89)

s57
(rs1)

258
(180 )

300
(10)

310
(180)

b.d.

367
(343)

872
(290)

3040
(560)

t920
(420)

1887
(188)

r520
(210)

6908
( 3136 )

3550
(I470)

2492
(277 )

1870
(200)

2339
Q78)

19 s3
(821)

4366
( 5826 )

237 0
(r30)

2460
(470)

r440
(90)

4246
(27 421

2L6l
(7s9)

l!

ll

ll

T9

TAO

n



Sample Description Sr (ppm) l{g (ppm) Mn (ppm) Fe (ppm)

Ì'lICRITES

TG4

TBGl1

TGC2

CEMENTS

TBG16 Vein sPar

186 Blocky inter-
part íc1e

Tc6 PoikilotoPic

BG2

TB4

TBGl7

T9

TBG3O

TBGII

TG6 Fenest r a1

TGlO

TGC3

TBGII

n

n

n

n

523
(160 )

3 013
(7])

190
(e9)

965
(68s)

34s0
(1600)

350
Q25)

5r0
(266)

2203
(1r18)

566
(464)

1706
(r73r)

703
(20)

240
(r00)

b.d.

4t6
(290)

34r
(302)

3245
(3r3)

1t99
(2e6)

2485
(6r8 )

113 2
(369 )

2020
(10)

2 310
( 1010 )

3652
(423)

202r
(1214 )

2099
(802)

410 6
(6464)

3490
(624)

2359
(383)

2850
(920)

404
(106 )

783
ß67 )

24t3
( t169 )

426
(r97)

247
(88)

840
(80)

t76
(72)

2107
(344 )

303
(148 )

b.d.

404
(180)

570
(68s)

432
(862)

628
(481)

b.d.

316
ß2)

520
(180)

475
(48s)

467
Q45'.'

976
(34s)

42L
(225)

4 111
(630 )

607 0
(3330)

2368
(197)

2t27
(3s4)

149 5
(7rs)

2722
Qt7','

2220
(s35)

t265
(1046)

770
(800)

1016
(6s0 )

2520
(142s)

4r30
(8r9 )

3850
(r23 )

913
(63s)

r492
(r250)

3850
(10r3)

1612
(77s)

1.0 01
(]4)

n

TGC2 245
Q64l



Samp1e Description Sr (ppm) Mg (ppm) Mn (ppm) Fe (ppm)

TBGIT

T9

TAO

TB6

T8

T16

TB3

TB4

TBGlO

TGC5

BJ.ocky intra-
part icle

520
(4r0)

239
(203)

340
(62)

330
(140)

600
(180)

180
(90)

147 0
( 12s0 )

290
(80)

320
(160 )

370
(213)

168 0
(480)

2r27
(896)

4659
(408)

159 0
(230)

3780
(7s0)

3660
Q70)

r950
(4s0)

2720
(660)

3 050
(s40)

2720
(990)

380
(310)

577
(133)

t027
(669)

3r20
Q7 }'.,

380
(r30 )

730
(110)

310
(280)

680
(380)

300
(130)

468
(16s)

4 68I
(288)

4060
(4r0)

2.3850
(s10 )

2960
(400)

3340
(1480 )

3 2r3
Q623)

2470
(1380)

2800
(640)

3660
(s80)

343 9
(829)

n

n

ll

n

n

ll

ñ

n



FIG.2.10A & B: Trace-element chemistry of the various ooid

fabrics determined with the electron microprobe. The

fields of the ooid fabrics are defined by two standard

devíations from the mean (2d). The ooid fabric types

correspond to those in figure 2.4. The number of analyses

(N) for each field varied from 10 to 50.
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FIG.2.llC & D: Trace-element chemistry of the various

cement fabrics determined with the electron microprobe.

The fields of the cement fabrics are defined by two

standard deviations from the mean (2d). The cement fabric

types correspond to those in figure 2.6. The number of

analyses (N) for each fieLd varied fron 10 to 50.
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FIG.2.l2: Schematic diagram of the inferred original ooid

mineralogies and their replacement fabrics.
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FrG.2.13:

Samp1e D esc r ipt ion

STABI,E IsoToPE DATA oF THE TREzoNA FoRl"lATIoN

DeI OI8 DeI CL3

OOIDS

TBGIT

TB5

TBGl7

T9

T3I

TB4

BG1

TB6

CEI'[ENTS

Brick-texture +

micritic fabric

Micritic fabric

Micritic fabric

Vein cal-cite

Blocky inter-
particle

Poik ilotoPic
cement

Fenestral
cernent

BlockY Íntra-
part icle

n

n

-1r.03

-13.89

-1I.26
-14.7 4

-9.85

-13.25

-10.67

-11.65

-2.70

-2.90

-2.81

-3.96

-3.84

-3.00

-3.89

-2.75

+2.36

-2.86

-2.29

-2.60

-4.14

-4.04
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FIG.2.L4: Oxygen and carbon isotope plot of the Late

Precambrian Trezona Formation. Samples dominantly whole

rocks, implying composite isotopic compositions-
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FIG.2.I5: Oxygen and carbon isotope plot of the Late

Precambrian Trezona Formation. Samp}es are of individual

components.
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CHAPTER THREE

LATE PRECAMBRIAN BALCANOONA FORMATION

3.]: INTRODUCTION

The Balcanoona Formation constitutes a Limestone-

dolornite sequence between the two Late Precambrian glacigene

formations that overlies the basinal shales of the Tapley

HiIl Formation, and is the oldest unit investigated in this

study (Fi9.1.2). !{ithin the context of the stratigraphy of

the Adelaíde Geosyncline, it represents the topmost unit of

Sturtian age. At it's type section in Nepouie Creek, the

Bal-canoona Formation is reporLed to be aPproxinately 450 ft

thickr but it's thickness is highly variable I Coats and

Blisset J97I l. It thickens north of the type section and in

some areas syndepositional- faulting results in thicknesses of

390m east of Arkaroola Homestead. Both itrs lower and upper

contacts are transitional- showing j.ntertonguing relationships

with the underlying Tapley Hill Formation and the overlying

redbeds of the Angepena Formation. Although confined to the

Northern Ftinders Ranges, the Balcanoona Formation has a

southern facies equivalent in the Brighton Limestohe

(Fis. I.2) .

The Balcanoona Formation consists of a massive, bedded'

dark grey limestone that is oolitic and stromatolitic. The

stromatolites vary from columnar and wavy forms to lateral1y

linked and laminar types I Preiss 1971 1. The top of the

Balcanoona Formation has the development of a buff coloured

fine-grained dolomite facies. The limestone of the Balcanoona

Formation is interpreted to have formed in shallow subtidal-

to intertidal environments, with more restricLive supratidal

conditions forming the uppermost dolomite facies. Sanples for
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this study v¡ere obtained from a section in the Munyallina

Va1]ey area (fig.3.1). The sampled horizons vrere mainly the

oolite units although a few stromatolite samples were also

studied.

3.22 PETROGRAPHY

3.2.L2 OOIDS

The type of fabrics observed in the ooids of the

Balcanoona Formation inctuded half-moon ooids, brick-texture

ooids, micritic to microsparitic ooids' sparry ooid molds and

compound ooids. Ooid diameters ranged from 0.2mm to a maximum

of 5mm, with no correlation between ooid size and fabric type

being observed.

HaIf -l,Ioon Ooids:

These ooids are well developed within the ooid

grainstones with the ooid cores comPrising characteristic

micritic and microsparitic lorver halves and coarsely

crystalline blocky spar upper halves (Figs.3.2 & 3.3)' There

is a range of sizes of ooids with this half-moon ooid fabric'

from 0.8mm to 2mm. The thickness of the micritic to

nicrosparitic envelopes in these ooids also varies and

commonly constitutes a minor proportion of the total ooid

size. These envelopes in some cases have composite fabrics;

inner cortical layers are darker, with a finer grain size

compared to the lighter and larger crystals of the outer

layers. There is a distinct difference in fabric of these

cortical layers with inner micritic layers and outer brick-

texture laYers (Fig.3-6) .

Brick-Texture Ooids:

This type of ooid refers to the fabric of the cortical
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Iayers, which are made of a mosaic of calcite spar with

rectangular shapes, resembling a layer of bricks (Figs.3.6 &

3.7). The concentric nature of the cortical layers is well

developed. In some casesr the individual brick-like calcite

crystaÌs are not confined to single cortical layers but

transect a few adjacent layers. Such brick-texture fabrics

can comprise whole ooids or are developed in the ouÈer parts

of some ooid corticesr with the inner parts being micritic

and having indistinct corticaL laminations (Fi9.3.6).

lvlicritic Ooids:

These ooids have cortical layers of randomly oriented

micritic to microsparitic calcite. Most micritic ooids are

homogerfous with no distinct nucleus and vague cortical

Laminations (Fig.3.5). The nucleus' where discerniblet

comprisesa sparry calcite mosaic. In some of the larger

micritic ooids these cortical l.ayers are more distinct. The

sizes of these ooids range from 0.7mm to as large as 5mm in

Some cases. The larger ooids have less spherical shapes

compared to the smaller micritic ooids.

Sparry ooid molds:

Some ooids are made of blocky ferroan calcite mosaics.

The calcite spar has a void filling nature with its

increasing crystal size from ooid margins to void center

(Figs.3.4 & 3.5). These sparry ooid molds occur either with

rnicritic envelopes, resembling superficial ooidst oÍ comprise

totally of blockY calcites-

Compound Ooids:

Occasionally two or more ooids are bound together with

an envelope forming compound ooids (Fig.3.8). The diameters

of these ooids can be aS large aS 3mm. The envelopes can be
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micritic or sParry with a brick-texture fabric. The shapes of

these compound ooids are normally asymmetrical-.

3.2.22 CEMENTS

There are two types of calcite cements that lrere

recognised in the ooid grainstonesi fringing bladed cements

and blocky cements. The bladed cements are rare and found

fringing some ooids. The blocky cements are the dominant type

and occur either as interparticle non-ferroanr blocky calcite

cement or aS intraparticte ferroan, blocky calcite cement

(Figs.3.3 & 3.JÐ. Some blocky calcites are associated with

stromatolite laminae, where they form light sparry layers

alternating with dark micritic layers (Fi9.3.13). Replacement

of ooid cores by dolomite is fairly pervasive in some ooid

grainstones (Fig.3.10). The dolonite occurs as granular

mosaícs within ooids that show evidence of compaction with

distorted shapes and grain-to-grain contacts. Occasionally

ooid cores have large rhomb-shaped dolomite spar within a

blocky calcite mosaic. The dolomite represents a late

cliagenetic phase and is associated with the intraparticl-e

blocky ferroan calcites. The genesis and timing of

dolomit ization was not investigated and only the associated

blocky calcite cements are discussed further.

Interparticle Cement:

These cements occuPy the pore-spaces between ooids and

other grains in the ooid grainstones. They are quite similar

to the intraparticl-e cements texturally, but are non-ferroan

and have a turbid to brownish appearance in plain 1i9ht

(Fig.3.I2). There is generally a lack of any early fringing '

cements, since bladed cements are rare, and this blocky
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calcite Spar seems to be the dominant cement generation

between ooids (Fi9.3.11) .

Intraparticle Cement:

Their ferroan and cIear, inclusion-free nature

distinguishes them from the interparticle cements (Figs'3'3 &

3.I2). Spatially they are generally confined within ooids and

intraclast with the crystal size increasing from pore margins

to centers. Some interparticle spaces do have this ferroan

calcite spar occurring as a final Pore-occluding stage' but

this is rare.

3.3: TRACE ELEI4ENT CHEIVIISTRY

A total of 23 separate components involving 230 to 460

individual microprobe analysis were used to generate the

trace element data.

3.3. l: OOIDS

The ooids have a large range of sr contentsr with

the brick-texture ooids recording the highest Sr values (-

1600 ppm ). Ivlicritic ooids have Sr content that varies from

1300 ppm to 400 PPm (Fig.l.I4). The I{n content of most of the

ooids v¡as below detection limits on the microprobe and appears

to be independent of the sr content (Fi9.3.15). The Sr vs Fe

plot, however, shows a negative correlation (Fig.3.16). The

Mg content of the ooids ranges from 2000 ppm to 4200 pPm

(Fig.3.17). The trace element fields for the ooid nolds and

the ha]f-moon ooids are not represented becauset comprising

dominantly of blocky calcites, their trace element content is

similar to that of the intraparticle cements (Figs.3'18 to

3.2O). There was no discernibte difference in the trace

element chemistry of the micritic part of the hatf-moon ooid
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fabric from that of the micritic ooids either.

3.3.22 CEMENTS

The trace element chemistry of the three major cement

types i.e. blocky interparticle cements, blo.cky intraparticle

cements and bLocky cements associated with stromatolite

laminae, define separate fields in terms of trace el-ement

concentrations (Figs.3.I8 to 3.20) '
The difference between the blocky interparticle cements

and the intraparticte cements is in their Fe and Mn contents

(rigs.3.18r3.19). Interparticle cements have lower amounts of

I{n and Fe ( <200ppm to 300ppm l{n; 500ppm to 1100ppm Fe )

compared to the intraparticle cements ( 400ppm to 520ppm I'ln;

1400ppm to 2600ppm Fe ). Their sr content has a fairly

similar range, varying from < 2}opprn to 1000ppm. Atthough

their I{g content is similar (Fig. 3.20) , the intraparticl-e

cements have a larger spread of lrig values ( 1400ppm tl.'

270Oppm ) compared to the interparticle cements ( I800ppm to

2600ppm ) .

The blocky cements associated with stromatolite Iaminae

record very high sr ( 1700ppm to 4100ppm ) and ltlg ( 3000ppnt

to 3600ppm ) contents. They are very low in Mn content, being

below the detection limit on the microprobe ( < 200ppm ) '

Iron content shows a large spread ranging from about 1000ppm

to 290OPPm.

3.4: OOID INTERPRETATION

All the ooid fabrics observed in the Balcanoona

Formation ool-ites are also developed in the Trezona Formation

oolites and their interpretion remains essentially the same

aS that discussed for the Trezona Formation ooids (section
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2.4). Half-moOn OOid fabrics are however' much more

extensively and better developed in the Balcanoona Formation

oolites.
some of the ooid fabrics within the Balcanoona FormaÈion

suggest the presence of aragonite precursors. The brick-

texture ooids are interpreted to have had an originally

aragonitic mineralogyr âs discussed in the section on the

Trezona Formation oolites. They have been described by other

workers and have been similarly interpreted I Assereto and

Folkl,g76;Sandberg1985;Tucker1985l'Suchan
interpretation is supported by the trace element chemistryt

with the brick-texture ooids recording high sr content' This

retention of the original cortical layering and the high sr

content implies limited recrystallization and the presence of

a relatively closed system I sandberg 1985; Wardlaw et

aI.1978; Pinoitore 1976 l.

Half-rnoon ooids may have resulted from the preferential

dissolution of metastabte aragonitic cortical layers with the

partial collapse of the ooid cortex, forming a cavity floored

by micritic/mierosparitic se.f iment fCarozzi 19631' The upper

hal-f is l-ater f i11ed by blocky f erroan calcite. such fabrics

could also develop from the dissolution of gypsum cortical

layersrbutthereisnoevidencetosuggestpresenceof

intense evaporitic conditions during deposition of the

Balcanoona Formation oolites'

The sparry ooid molds could represent original

aragonitic ooids, which were dissolved and replaced by blocky

ferroan calcite. Alternatively, such ooid fabrics could also

be generated from originally calcitic ooidsr possibly under

burial conditions I sandberg 1983 1. There is evidence of
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burial diagenetic alteration with pressure-solution features

and distorted and compacted ooids within the Balcanoona

Formation oolites. UnLike in the Trezona Formation oolites'

no composite ooid fabrics with both calcitized neomorphic

spar and blocky calcite within the same ooid were found in

the Balcanoona Formation. The original mineralogy of the

sparry ooid molds therefore remains uncertain, although their

close association with micritic ooids and the dichotomous

diagenetic behaviour seems to favour an aragonitic

mineralogy.

Micritic ooids remain ambiguous since they could be

either micritized aragonitic ooids or originally calcitic

ooids with a random micritic fabric tWilkinsonrOwen and

Carrol 19851. These possibilities v/ere discussed in the

section on the Trezona Formation oolites (section 2.4). If

one interprets the original mineralogy of the micritic ooids

as being calciticr then there is a problem with the high Sr

content of some of the micritic ooids (- 1200 ppm ). Some

micritic ooids seem to have a "micro" brick-texture which is

hard to resolve under the lighÈ microscope. If these

apparently micritic ooids do have a "micron brick-texture'

suggesting an original aragonitic mineralogy, then the high

Sr content could be explained to some extent. The problem of

the interpretation of the precursor mineralogy of the

micritic ooids therefore remains unresolved.

3.5: CEI4ENT INTERPRETATION

Bladed fringing cements commonly coat grains in many

shallow marine carbonates lgricker 1971] ¡* TheY can form

either in marine environments or in the shallow subsurface
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mixing or meteoric environments. These cements represent the

first phase of cementation in the ooid grainstones and

probably formed in diagenetic settings that had stronger

marine influence compared to those resulting in the blocky

cements.

The blocky interparticle calcite cements are interpreted

as shallow subsurface phreatic precipitates and the blocky

intraparticle calcite cements represent later Precipitates in

the deep burial environment. The later origin of the

intraparticle cements is supported by the occurrence of

blocky ferroan calcites, similar to the intraparticle

cementsr âS pore-occluding phases within some interparticle

areas. Also, the Presence of ooid molds that have suffered

compaction without affecting the in-filling intraparticle

calcite cements suggests a deep burial origin for these

cements.

These intraparticle calcite cements have a ferroan

nature, probably from the reducing conditions found in burial

environments. In contrast the interparticle calcite cements

are non-ferroan, the result of precipitation from oxygenated

pore-waters in the shallow subsurface environment. Although

generally low in IvIn, some of the interparticle cal-cite

cements have high l,ln contents, probably reflecting the

ability of IvIn2+ to occur in more oxidizing waters than Fe2+ t

Garrells and Christ 1965; tvleyers and Lohmann 1980 l.

The Sr content of diagenetic blocky calcites is normally

a few hundred ppm. The sr content of some of the blocky

interparticle cements is higher than norrnally found in

diagentic calcites I Kinsman 1969; Irlorrovrs and ltayers 1978;

Veizer 1985 l. The Sr content of the blocky calcites in
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stromatolite laminae are even higher than those found in some

of the interparticle calcite cements.Their genesis is not

adequately understood and is discussed in section 7 '4 in the

concluding chapter. High Sr content in calcites can result

from either precipitation in sr enriched pore-waters or from

neomorphic alteration of aragonitic precursors. There is a

lack of calcitization fabrics within the interparticle

calcite cements of the Balcanoona Formation oolites,

discounting the possibility of an aragonite precursor'

Incomplete understanding of the partition coefficients for sr

under variing diagenetic settings probably contributes to the

problem of the interpret,ation of these strontium rich blocky

calcites.

3.6: OXYGEN AND CARBON ISOTOPES

A total of 15 samples were analysed and the Oxygen ancl

carbon isotope plot of the Balcanoon.. Formation carbonates is

distinctly different from that of the Trezona Formation in

terms of their carbon signatures (Figs.3.21 & 3.22). The

oxygen isotopes of the various components range from -4

permil to -L2 permil. carbon recorded a much Iarger range'

from 1 permil to 9 permil. There is considerable scatter in

both the oxygen and carbon isotopes, much like that obtained

from the Trezona FormatÍon. If one considers the oxygen and

carbon signatures of the various components separately,

however, they generally plot in fairty distinct fields.

The blocky interparticle cements show a trend of

increasingly lighter oxygen with lighter carbon- This trend

is a commonly observed one in carbon¿rr"êS¡ repreSenting

increasing diagenetic modification with meteoric pore-waters.
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The blocky intraparticle cements are much lighter in both

oxygen and carbon. Their lighter oxygen signature is probably

the result of equilibration with either pore-waters of

lighter isotopic composition and/or precipitation at higher

temperatures with increasing burial. The higher precipitation

temperatures woutd be consistent with the interpretation of a

burial origin for these cements.

The oxygen and carbon compositions of the micritic ooids

are distinctly different from those of the blocky cements'

They are lighter in oxygen than the associated blocky

interparticle cements, their oxygen composition being similar

to the blocky intraparticle cements. They are significantly

heavier in their carbon compositions compared to the

intrapartícIe cements. The much lighter carbon composition of

one ooid analysis was probably due to itts greater diagenetic

alterationr it had the highest Fe content amongst the

micritic ooids. The lighter oxygen composition of the ooids

might be the result of recrystallization under burial

conditions, after Precipitation of the interparticle cements

at shall-ow subsurface settings'

such heavy carbon compositions are unusual and are

normally associated with evaporitic environments I l4arowsky

Lg6g; Harwood and coleman I9831 or during anaerobic

fermentation-decomposition of organic matter I Irwin et al'

19771. This heavy carbon excursion for the Balcanoona v¡as

also recorded by schidlowski et aI.t1975, Table XVI I and

veizer and Hoefs lIgT6,Appendix 11. Although veizer and Hoefs

ÍLg|6l did not record such large positive carbon values as

those recorded from the ooids of this study, they did reveal

a trend of heavy carbon in the sturtian. since they analysed
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whole rock samples, it is possible their lower carbon values

could be due to the íncorporation of lighter diagenetic

carbon.

Unusually heavy carbon carbonates are known from various

Precambrian formations in different parts of the world

tschidlowski et aI.19751. These include the Lomagundi

dolomites (Rhodesia), Karelian carbonates (Fennoscandia)'

Eleonore Bay Formation (East Greenland) and the Indian

"Puranasn. All Of them have mean carbon values of +3 per mil

to +5 per mil except the Lomagundi dolomites (+9.4 per mi] =

2 per mil). since the carbon isotopic composition is

dependent on the contribution of carbon from the organic

carbon and carbonate carbon reservoirs, the heavy carbon

val-ues reflect an increased Cotg/Ccarb ratio. Increases in

the burial rate or preservation of organic carbon will cause

such increases in the Corg /Ccar.b ratio. The increased burial

rate couLd be due to increased organic productivity or

increased preservation of organic carbon due to expansion in

the oxygen minimurn layer in ocean waÈers. The Phanerozoic

carbonate record also has such heavy carbon excursions

preserved in Permian and Cretaceous limestones lHolser et

al.1986; Scholle and Arthur 1980 l.

It can be argued that the heavy carbon composition of

the Balcanoona Formation is due to sedimentation in

restricted to semi-restricted' possibly even lacustrine

environments. Sedimentation of the Balcanoona Formation

occurred in peritidal settings with possible supratidal

conditions forming the upper dolornite facies. There was no

evidence of any evaporites and the samples analysed for

stable isotopes were dominantly from oolite units, formed in
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comparatively open marine settings. The highest carbon

compositions were recorded from these oolite units and the,

associated stromatolite and dolomitic units had rnuch lower

carbon compositions.

Ivloreover, there is evi'dence to suggest that restricted

or evaporitic environments do not necessarily record

unusually heavy carbon compositions. This has been argued by

Magaritz et al. (1983) and in Holser et aI. (1986) 
' when

explaining the Permian carbon anomaly. Al-though evaporitic

sequences do record heavy carbon compositions, sucft

excursions occur even in associated or underlying and

overlying non-evaporitic sediments. AIso, the non-evaporitic

sediments normally record the heaviest carbon comPositions in

some Late Proterozoic sequences lKnol1 et aI. 1986,' Tucker

19861.

Therefore, while heavy carbon compositio¡s can and do

occur in sediments dePosited in restricted and evaporitic

settings, sediments from non-restricted environments also

record these heavy carbon compositions and they are normally

heavier in these sediments. The validity of such heavy carbon

compositions being of primary rather than secondary or

diagenetic origin has gained support from some recent

studies, where the associated organic carbon in the

carbonates was analysed lKnoll et al. 1986]. It was shown

that both the carbonate carbon and organic carbon recorded

similar trends.

Based on the above facts then, it is inferred that the

heavy carbon composition of the Balcanoona Formation

carbonates is probably primary and related to the marine

water chemistry and the Corg /Ccatb ratio in such waters
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during Sturtian times (Balcanoona Formation). The question of

whet,her this positive carbon anomaly in the Balcanoona

Formation is of global or locaL extent is discussed in

section 7.5 of the concluding chapter.

3.'l ¿ SUMMARY

The petrographic and geochemical investigations of the

Balcanoona Formation oolites reveals a number of interesting

features. Texturallyr Some of the ooids are well preserved

with calcitized fabrics, indicative of an aragonitic

precursor. This is evidenced by the presence of ooids with

brick-texture cortical fabrics. In addition sparry ooid molds

suggest leaching of the precursor carbonate (?aragonite) ' The

presence of half-moon ooids coul-d indicate possible

bimineralic ooids. Unfortunatelyr the precursor mineralogy of

the micritic ooids could not be determined with the same

degree of confidence and remains ¿ncertain'

Supporting evidence for an aragonitic precursor for the

brick-texture ooids is found in their high Sr content. Some

blocky calcite cements within the oolites record unusually

high Sr content, as do sparry laminae within stromatolites'

A]Èhough the high Sr content suggests the possibility of an

aragonitic precursor for these cements, it is not supported

by textural data. The genesis of these high sr blocky

calcites therefore is not understood and remains unresolved-

The oxygen and carbon stable isotope compositions of the

Balcanoona Formation defines a fairly distinct field from

that of the Trezona Formation. The carbon isotopes are

signif icantly heavier than Èhe T.':arzona Formation, recording

positive values of between 1 pernil and 9 permil. The oxygen
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isotopes are fairly similar

range from -4 permil to -L2

to the Trezona Formation and

permil.
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FIG.3.I: Location map of the Munyallina Valley sample area

for the Late Precambrian Balcanoona Formation (Based on

Copley 1:250,000 sheet) .
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FIG.3.2t Half-noon ooids in the Balcanoona Formation with

peloidal intraclast and interparticle micrite. Field of

view is 4.4mm.

FIG.3.3: Close-up of half-moon ooid with sparry top and

mlcrosparitic botton. Field of view is 1.Imm.

FIG.3.4: Micritic ooid with sPar replaced center.

Interparticle cement is of blocky calcite. Field of view

is l.Imm.





FIG.3.5: Mlcrltíc oofds wiÈh concentrÍc cortícal layers in

the ooid at lower left. Some of the ooids are completely

replaced by sparry calcite. Field of view is 4-4mm.

FIG.3.6: Ooid with a composite fabric comprising a inner

micrÍtíc cortex and an outer brick-texture cortex. Ooid

core has been replaced by blocky calcite. Field of view is

I .lmm.

FIG.3.7z Close-up of brick-texture cortical layers. Field

of view is 1.1mm.
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FIG.3.8: Cornpound ooid with brick-texture fabric. Ooid at

top has been replaced by dolomite. Field of view is 4.Amm.

FIG.3.9: Brick-texture ooíd with replaced core and

Ínclusion rich interparticle cement. Field of view is

1.Imm.

FIG.3.10: OoÍds with selectívely dolonÍtized cores.

Interparticle area has blocky calcíte cement. F'ield of

víew is 4.4mm.
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FIG.3.1L: Clear calcite cement vrith irregular boundaries

and ieplacing ooid at teft. Note relic concentric cortical

layers of replaced ooid. Field of view is 1.1-mm.

FIG.3.J2: CIear blocky calcite cement replacing ooids

contrasted with inclusion rich blocky calcite cement in

interparticle areas. Field of view is I.Imm.

FIG.3.13: Blocky calcite layer in a stromatolite.

Microprobe analyses of this cement recorded elevated Sr

content. Field of view is 4.4mm.
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FIG.3.143 Trace element data of Balcanoona Formation
components. Reported values represent the means of between L0

áña'ZO ¡nlcroprõbe analyses. Va1ues in brackets refer to two
standard deviation from mean [2d].
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FIG.3.15: Trace element chenistry of ooids from the Late

Precambrian BaLcanoona Formation, showing Sr vs Mn plot.

Each plotted sample repr.esents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual nÍcroprobe analyses.

FIG.3.16: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formation, showing Sr vs Fe plot.

Each ploÈted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.3.I7: Trace element chemistry of o.oids from the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formation, showing Sr vs Mg plot.
Each plotted *sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 Índividual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.3.18: Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formation, showing Sr vs Mn pIot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.

FIG.3.19: Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formation, showing Sr vs Fe plot.

Each plotted sample represents the mean of between l0 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.3.20s Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formationr showing Sr vs Mg p1ot.

-Each plot,ted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual nicroprobe analyses.
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FIG.3.2l¿ STABLE ISOTOPE DATA OF THE BALCANOONA FORI'IATTON -a
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FIG.3.22: Oxygen and Carbon isotope plot of the Late

Precambrian Balcanoona Formation. Line joining samples

refers to analyses from wjthin the same sample'
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CHAPTER FOUR

LATE PRECAIT'TBRIAN !{ONOKA FORMATION

4.I: INTRODUCTION

The Late Precambrian (Ediacaran) lrlonoka Formation is

part of the hlilperia Group of sediments within the Adelaide

Geosyncline. The !ùilpena GrouP comprises two major coarsening

upwardsr f€gressive tectono-sedimentary cycles' and the

l{onoka Formation represents part of the upper cycIe. In the

Central Flinders Ranges the lfonoka Formation begins $/ith
tc

basaL silii"lastic turbidites and shales followed by distal

carbonate turbidites and storm resedimented carbonates

lHaines 19861. This sequence is capped by intertidal to

supratidal carbonates. On a regional scale, the Ítonoka

Formation facies development indicatesa deepening to the

northeast.

ihe toprnost interLidal to supratidal carbonates co¡Ìrprisc

thin bedded t greY to black micritic and peloidal limestones

as well as ooid grainstones. Occasionally stromatolite

horizons are developed. This topmost carbonate unit has been

named as the Mayo Linrestone Member and is 26 m thick at its

type section at Brachina Gorge lHaines 1986]. The upper part

of the Mayo Limestone I'Iember is a thin, buff coloured' fine-

grained dolomite. Samples for this study vrere coll-ected from

the oolites of the Mayo Limestone Member at Brachina and

Bunyeroo Gorge (Fi9.4.1) .

4.22 PETROGRAPHY

4.2.L2 OOIDS

The ooids of t."e VÍonoka

fabrics and include micritic

Formatíon displaY a range of

ooids, brick-texture ooids,
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neomorphic spar ooids, half-moon or leached ooids and

superficial ooids with radial structures. The diameter of the

ooids varies from 0.2mm to 2.8mm with a mean of 1.8mm. The

ooids are generally spherical although some of the larger

ooids tend to have elongate shapes. Intraclasts and cortoids

are found associated with the ooids'

Micritic Ooids:

ooids with micritic fabrics comprise micritic to

microsparitic cortical layers with sParry nucleii (Fig'4'2) '

In some micritic ooids only a vague cortical layering can be

discerned. Most of the cores of these micritic ooids have

recrystallized to sParry calcite and selective dolomitization

of these cores is common. The dol0mite within these ooids

forms anhedral to subhedral crystal mosaics and occasionally

has totally replaced the micritic ooids (Fi9.4.11). The

micritic ooids, therefore commonly appear as suPerficial

ooids with thin micritic envelopes and dolospar cores'

Brick-texture Ooids:

These ooids have corticat layers of sparry calcite

comprising crystals with characteristic tabular or brick-like

shapes (Figs.4.5 & 4.6). These individual calcite crystals of

the cortex have a preferred tangential orientation and are

confined within well defined cortical layers. The nucl-eus of

some of these ooids consists of a mosaic of blocky calcite

spar. These brick-texture ooids normally attain larger sizes

than the other ooids and reach 2.8mm in diameter.

NeomorPhic SPar Ooids:

some ooids have cortices of neomorphic spar which is

pseudopleochroic with a light and dark brownish appearance

(rigs.4.8 & 4.9). The margin of this neomorphic spar normally
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defines the concentric cortical layers. This neomorphic spar

can be coarser, and cross-cut cortical laminae, with relics

of the concentric cortical layers preserved within it' Some

of the component crystals forming the outermost cortical

Iayers in these neomorphic spar ooids encroach upon

interparticle areas. Occasionally this neomorphic spar fabric

forms composite ooids. The cores of the neomorphic sPar ooids

are commonly selectively dolomitiz ed. Spalled cortices and

stytolites are normally associated with these dolomitized

ooids (Fig.4.l0).

Half-moon Ooids 2

ooids with partially leached interiors, forming sparry

calcite upper halves and micritic or microsparitic lower

halves, termed half-moon ooids, are common in some

grainstones (fig.4.7). The shapes of these ooids are nornally

elongate and together with the brick-texture ooids, comprise

the largest ooid diameters recorded (2.8mm). The sparry

calcite upper halves of these ooids have typicat pore-fiIling

textures, with increasing crystal size a!Ùay from pore

margins. The cortical envelope Ín these half-moon ooids has a

micritic fabric.

lvlicritic Ooids with RadiaL Texture:

Ooids with radial calcite cortices and micritic nucleii

were found in some grainstones (Figs.4.L2 & 4.13)' The radial

texture is defined by areas of brownish calcite spar '
interspersed with micritic areas. Transecting the radial

texture are vague concentric bands. The thickness of these

radial envelopes are much less than the ooid diameter'

resulting in superficial ooids. Ooids with such radial

fabrics are rare ancl constitute less than 18 0f the ooid
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population.

4.2.22 CEMENTS

Two major cement tlpes were recordedr a bladed fringing

cement and a blocky, equant cement. Both these cement types

are not always present within a specific ooid grainstone'

Dolomite occurs commonly aS a replacement of the cores of

micritic and neomorphic spar ooids.

B1aded Fringing Cement:

Commonly cementing the ooids and the intraclasts are

relatively thin crusts of bladed calcite cements (Figs'4'3 &

4.4). The calcite crystals have prismatic shapes and are

normally turbid compared to the later stage clear blocky

calcites. These bladed fringe cements are absent from ooid

grainstones with brick-texLure and neomorphic spar ooids'

Blocky, Equant Cement:

Thesecementsoccurbothasinterpartic''eand

intraparticle pore-fiIIings. As interparticle cements, they

can form a mosaic of equant or granular calcite cement or

coarse single calcite crystals. The later type is common in

ooid grainstones with bladed fringing cements, where it

occludes remaining Pore-sPace (Fig.4.Ð. In ooid grainstones

with brick-texture and coarse pseudospar ooids, the blocky'

equant cement is the sole Ínterparticle diagenetic component.

In Lhese cases, individual calcite crystal boundaries extend

into and encomPass the cortical layers of these ooids' As

intraparticle cementsr the blocky cements occur as void-

fillings within half-moon or leached ooids and in

recrystall-ized nucleÍi of ooids (Fig ' 4 '7) '
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4.3 ¡ TRACE ELEMENT CHEI4ISTRY

The trace element chemistry vras determined from 14

separate components involving a total of 140 to 280

individual microProbe analYses.

4'.3.1: OOIDS

The trace element chemistry of the 3 major ooid fabrics;

micritic ooids , brick-texture ooids and neomorphic sPar ooids

vJas determined. There was no clear distinction between the

various ooid types based on their trace el-ement chemistry

(Figs.4.L4 to 4.l-7). However, Fê and lvln content of the

micritic ooids tended to be higher than in the brick-texture

and neomorphic spar ooids (Figs.4.15 14.L6). The Fe content in

the micritic ooids ranged from about 800 ppm to 2600 ppm and

the I{n content from 340 ppm to 1000 ppm. The Fe and l'In

content of the brick-texture and neomorphic Spar ooids ranged

from 400 ppm to 450 ppm ancl 270 ppm to less than 200 ppm

respectively. Both the Sr and l{g content of the various ooid

fabrics overlapped; sr ranged f.rom 220 ppm to a high of 650

ppm and l4g from 1000 ppm to 3500 ppm (Fiq'4'17) '

4.3.2¿ CEMENTS

As in the ooids, both the bladed cements and the blocky

cements could not be distinguished based on their trace

element concentrations (Figs.4.18 to 4.20). The Sr content of

the bladed fringing cements was below the detection limit on

the microprobe (160 ppm). The blocky cements, with one

exception, had Sr content varying from less than detection

limit to about 700 ppm. The exception being the blocky

interparticl.e cement associated with brick-texture ooids'

These blocky cements have Sr content of about 2000 ppm and
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low amounts of lvlg, Itln and Fe. The highest l"ln content is

recorded by the blocky intraparticle cements (900-1300 ppm) "

Some of the blocky interparticle cements also have high Mn

content, although they had a larger range (360-11-00 ppm).

Both the bladed cements and the blocky cements are non-

ferroan with Fe content ranging ftom 220 ppm to 1700 Ppm.

4.4¿ OOID INTERPRETATION

The presence of both brick-texture and neomorphic spar

ooids implies the presence of aragonitic precursors lAssereto

and Folk I976; Sandberg 19851. Such ooid fabrics were also

described from the BaLcanoona and Trezona Formations

(sections 3.4 and 2.Ð. Un1ike the calcitized fabrics in the

Balcanoona and Trezona Formation ooids however, the Ooid

fabrics in the !,Ionoka Formation have low Sr contents. This

suggests that the diagenetic alteration of the or,íginally

aragonitic ooids in the lVonoka Forrnatior resulted in great'er

Ieaching and loss of Sr. This could Possibly be related to

the presence of a dolomitization phase in the l¡ionoka

Formation, being absent from the previously described Late

Precambrian units. Ooids in the !,Ionoka Formation suffered

selective dolomitization, Possibly during the late burial

stage. This late recrystallization of the ooids could have

resulted in the removal of any high Sr concentrations that

may have been preserved otherwise-

It is interesting to note the presence of strontium rich

blocky interparticle caLcite cements associated with brick-

texture ooid fabrics. There was no evidence of any extensive

dolomitiza|ion within these brick-texturc,tl ooid grainstones.

The brick-textured ooids al-so had higher Sr contents compared
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to the neomorphic spar ooids. The above observations would

seem to suggest that the presence of a late dolomitization

phase may have caused the lack of preservation of any high Sr

precursor signature.

The interpretation of the micritic and radial ooid'

fabrics remains problematic. The ambiguous genesis of

micritic ooids was mentioned in the previous sections

describing the Balcanoona and Trezona Formations (sections

3.4 and 2.4). The radial ooid fabrics are unusual in that the

were not observed from the other two Late Precambrian units

studied. The radial fabric occurs as enveloPes on micritic

grains and has similarities with the radial ooid fabrics

described from Èhe Ear1y Cambrian of this study as well as

from previous studies (section 5.4). It differs from them

however, since it forms only superficial- type ooids. Such

radial ooid fabrics have been interpreted as having calcitic

precursors Isandberg 1975]. The lack of any texturally

disruptive recrystallizatÍon, i.e. coarse calcite mosaics'

within these radial ooids precludes the possibility of an

aragonitic precursor Isandberg 1985]. It is inferred that

these radial ooids in the l,ionoka Formation also had calcitic

precursors, but they comprise only about It of the ooid

population.

4.5: CEI'IENT INTERPRETATION

The isopachous crust of bladed cements are well

developed in ooid grainstones with micritic ooids. In

grainstones with half-moon ooid fabrics, these early bladed

cements.F.re preserved but not aS well developed and defined.

No such bladed cement fringes were observed in grainstones

/
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!^/ith brick-texture and neomorphic spar ooids. BIaded fringing

calcite cements can occur in a range of diagenetic

environments from marine phreatic to mixing zones to meteoric

phreatic lltongman 1980; James and choquette 1983]. Their

bladed crystal morphology and turbid appearance may suggest

!1g-rich marine waters buÈ pore-water conposition can

sometimes have no bearing on the resulting crystal shape

lBraithwaite IgTg; KendaII and BroughÈon 1980i James and

Ginsburg LgTg; I[arrne and Schneidermann 1983]. The bladed

fringing cements have negligible Sr and low l4g contentsr ênd

lower I,In and Fe COmpared tO the later btocky calcite cements.

It is inferred that these bladed cements probably reflect

precipitation in shallow subsurface meteoric phreatic

environments.

The later blocky calcite precipitates that form the

dominant interparticle cement type as well- as occurring as

intraparticle cements in ooid molds, probably formed in the

deeper subsurface phreatic environnent. They have higher

amounts of Fe and l"ln compared to the bladed cements. These

blocky' coarse and sometimes poikilolopic calcites wi:h ferroan

compositions are common for cements associatecl with

subsurface brines IMeyers 1974i Grover 1983i Itloore and

Druckman 198I1.

An unusual feature of some of the blocky calcite cements

is their strontium-rich chemistry. Their lvln and Fe content is

very ]ow suggesting limited modification with meteoric pore-

waters [erand and Veizer 1980]. Such calcite cements were

earlier described from both the Balcanoona and Trezona

Formations (section 3.5 and 2.5). They could represent

precipitates from Sr enriched pore-waters' since they are
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associated with calcitized brick-texture ooidsr or are

themsetves products of aragonite-calcite transformation. The

latter possibitity is unlikely since it is not supported by

textural evidence Isandberg 1983]. Their genesis is discussed

in section 7.4 of the concluding chapter.

4.62 OXYGEN AND CARBON ISOTOPES

The few samples anaLysed for stable isotopes revealed

carbon isotope compositions varying from 1.89 permil to -0'75

permil. The oxygen isotopes recorded a range from -7.I5

permil to -11.55 permil (Figs.4.2L,4.22). Unlike the stable

isotope data from the other units' the Wonoka Formation

oxygen and carbon isotope cofiIpositions are from whole rock

analysis of ooid grainstones. Therefore a reliable assessment

of the oxygen and carbon isotopic composition of the marine

waters during !,Ionoka Formation (Ediacaran) time is not

possilrre. Nonetheless, given that the carbon isotope

composition is l-ess prone to alteration during diagenesis

compared to the oxygen isotope ltvlagaritz 1983; ]leyers and

Lohmann 19851, the whole rock carbon signature is probably

close to the original marine vaIue.

Compared to the carbon signatures of the Balcanoona and

Trezona Formations, the l,ionoka Formation values are of

intermecliate range; between t.he high positive values of the

Balcanoona and the negative values of the Trezona. Admittedly

the range of carbon isotope compositions within the

Balcanoona and Trezona Formations are large, due to

contributions from light organic carbon. Ev_en in the vlonoka

Format".ion there is indication of light carbon contribution to

the marine carbon signature as revealed by plotted data
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(Fig.4.22) in the study by veizer and Hoefs t19761. The

samples for the present study were carefully chosen taking

care to avoid subaerial exposure leve]s, noted by Haines

t19g6l in the Vfonoka Formation. This accounts for the heavier

carbon isotoPe signatures.

In spite of this diagenetic alteration, there is a real

and significant difference in the carbon isotope compositions

of the Late Precambrian units studied. From a high in the

Balcanoona FormatiOn With it'S heavy carbon isotope

compositionr the carbon isotope trend shows a marked drop to

smalt positive and negative values in the Trezona (l4arinoan)

and !{onoka (Ediacaran) Formations. The possible implications

of this trend and it's comparision with other Late

Precambrian sequences is discussed in section 7.5 of the

concluding chaPter.

4.7 z SUI4MARY

The presence of brick-texture and neomorphic spar ooids

within the Wonoka Formation oolites suggest non-skeletal

aragonite precipitation cluring Ediacaran (Vlonoka) times '

Together with the ooid fabric data from both the Sturtian

Bal-canoona and I'larinoan Trezona Formations described earlier,

it suggests that non-skeletal aragonite precipitation

occurred during deposition of aIt three Late Precambrian

limestone units studied-

Strontium-rich blocky calcites were recorded in ooid

grainstones with cal-citized ooid fabrics. This relationship

between calcitizied ooids and strontium-rich calcite cements

was also observecl in the Trezona Fc,.mation.

The carbon isotope signature available from the Vtonoka
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Formation $¡as from whole rock analyses and defines a

comparatively snall field7 varying from about 2 perrnil to -

0.75 permil. This was significantly different from the carbon

isotope composition of the Balcanoona and Trezona Formations.
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FIG.4.I: Location map of the Bunyeroo and Brachina Gorge

sample areas of the Late Precambrian VÙonoka Formation

(Based on Parachilna I:250r000 sheet).
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FIG.4.2z Mícritíc ooids with sparry centers and bladed

fringing cement. The iortícal layers in the ooid are not

well developed. The blocky equant cement represents the

pore occluding stage of cementation. Field of view is

4 . 4mm.

FIG.4.3: Bladed frínging cement enveloping a peloid graÍn.

Remaining pore space is occupied by coarseJ.y crystalline

calcite cement. Fielil of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.4.4z Same view as figure 4.3 but under cross polars.

NoÈe optical continuity of coarsely crystalline calcite

Cement occludíng pore center. Field of view is 4.4nm.
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FIG.4.5: Brick-texture ooids with some ooid cores

recrystallized to sparry calcite mosaics. Concentric

cortical layers are developed around indistinct nucleii.
The interparticle cement is a blocky calcite mosaic with

high Sr content. Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.4.6z Close up of brick texture ooid showing the

concentric cortical layers and indistinct nucleus. Field

of view is 1.1mm.

FIG.4.7z Half-noon ooíd fabrics with sparry tops and

mfcritic bottoms. The interparticle cement is a blocky

calcite mosaic. Calcite veins transect some elongate

micritic ooids at right. Field of view is 4.4mm.
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FIG.4.8: Neomorphic spar ooids with characteristic

brownish appearance. Some of the ooid cores are

dolomiÈÍz ed. Interparticle area has a blocky equant

calcite cement. Fie1d of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.4,9z Neomorphic spar ooid with relic concentric

cortical layers and brownish appearance. Field of view is

I.Imm.

FIG.4.10: Neomorphic spar ooids forming compound ooids and

having dolomitiz ed cores and disrupted by stylolites.

Field of view is 4.4mm.





FIG.4.1I¡ Micritic ooids selectively replaced by dolomite.

Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.4.L2: I'licritic ooids with thin radial fabric

envelopes. Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.4.l3: Close-up of radial fabric from ooids in figure
4.L2. Note rim of bladed cement. Fie1d of view is 1.Imm.





FIG.4.143 Trace eJement data of wonoka FormatÍol components.
R;ó;;iãã uãf u"" repres:ent the means of between 10 and 20

mièroprobe analyse-s. _vqlues in brackets ref er to two standard
deviation from mean [2d].
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FIG.4.15: Trace elemenÈ chemistry of ooids from the Late

Precambrian lrlonoka Fornation, showing Sr vs Mn plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between I0 to
20 individual nicroprobe analyses.

FIG.4.16: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the Late

Precambrian lilonoka Formation, showing Sr vs Fe plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.4.J-'1: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the Late

Precambrian lrlonoka Formation, showing Sr vs Mg plot.
Each plotl.ed sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual rnicroprobe analyses.
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FIG.4.18: Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian lilonoka Formation, showing Sr vs Mn p1ot.

Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.

FIG.4.L9: Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian Írlonoka Formation, showing Sr vs Fe plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between I0 to
20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.4.20: Trace element chemistry of cements from the Late

Precambrian Wonoka Formation, showing Sr vs Mg plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 to

20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.4.2!S STABLE ISOTOPE DATA OF THE WONOKA FORMATION

Sample DescriPtion DeI O18 Del C13
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FIG.4.22: Oxygen and carbon isotope plot of the Late

Precambrian Wonoka Formation. Analysis is of whol_e rock

samples.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EARLY CAI4BRIAN WILKAIVILLINA LIT4ESTONE

5.1: INTRODUCTION

The Early Cambrian carbonates of the Adelaide

Geosyncline broadly const,itute four major stratigraphic

units: the úlilkawillina and Parara Limestones (Ten Ivli1e

creek), the Ajax Limestone (Mt. scott Ranges) and the

Andamooka Limestone (Stuart Shelf), as described mainly by

Daily t1956 ¡L972J and Johns [1968]. The EarIy Cambrian

carbonates can be subdivided into sma1ler, mapable units

which represent different lithofacies over a regional scale'

The recognition and study of these facies have resulted in

the establishment of new stratigraphic subdivisions; the

Woodendinna Dolomite and the !ùirrapowie Limestone constitute

two such recently proposed units I Haslett 1975].

cambrian sedimen -ition commenced with the uratanna

FormaÈion, which was cleposited on the disconformable surface

of the underlying Pound QuartzíLe tDaily 19731. The overlying

clastics of the Parachilna Formation record the first

widespread CambrÍan sedimentation. Carbonate sedimentation

began after the Parachilna Formation clastics, and formed the

transgressive Ajax, Wilkawillina, Parara and Andamooka

Limestones. During late Early Cambrian times there v/as some

uplift and erosion of the carbonates in some areasr and this

\.ras followed bY clastic sedimen on of Ëne

Formation. Carbonate sedimentation commenced again during the

¡4iddIe Cambrian wiÈh the Wirrealpa and Aroona Creek

Limestones. Sedimentat.ion within the Adelaide Geosyncline

terminated with the cLastics of the Lake Frome Group' the
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uppermost unit being of probable Early Ordovician age

lThomson et a1" 19761.

The unit of relevance to the present study is the

útilkawill-ina Limestone. Haslett l.l976J recognised a number of

lithological'types within this formation: ooid and skeletal

grainstones, stromatoJ-Lte/intraclast mudstones'

archeocyathid,/algal boundstones, mud-cracked dolomite and

cal-careous shales. The focus of the present study was on the

ooid and skeLetal grainstones which constitute a major part

of the !,iiIkawillina Limestone at the Ten I'IiIe Creek type

section and are also developed in the VÍirrealpa HiIl area

(Fi9.).

As stated in Haslett [19761 the ooid and skeletal

grainsÈone units are developed in the centraL and western

Flinders Ranges. Areas south and west of the lvirrealpa Hinge

Zone (1ine of present day outcroPs of Bl-inman, Vv-irrealpa and

Frome Diapirs) have thick units of ooid and skeletal

grainstones, in contrast to the mudstone and wackestone

facies of the areas to the north of this hinge zone.

The ooid grainstones sÈudied come dominantly from the

tüirrealpa Hill area and the skeletal grainstones from the Ten

Ivlile Creek sections (Fig.5.1). The ooid units have a range of

depositional fabrics from grainstones to pack stones and

wackestones and vary from light to dark colour. Ivlinor amounts

of detrital quartz sand occur with some of the ooids.

Archeocyathid fragments are the rnajor components in the

skeletal grainstones together with occasional remains of
o

brachiþods and hyolithids. Calcareous algae are fairly common

in these skeletal grainstones and can be also found within

large cavities which are occluded with thick rinds of white
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or pale coloured fibrous calcite cements.

5.22 PETROGRAPHY

5.2.L2 OOIDS

Unlike the Late Precambrian unit,s described in previous

chapters, the Early Cambrian ooid grainstones consists

dominantly of radial ooids. There are, however' various other

associated fabrics which result in the generation of

different types of ooids. These include radial-concentric

ooids, micritic ooids, compound ooids, ooids wÍth eccentric

nucleii, broken ooids and ooids with spalled cortices-

Radial Ooids:

These are the preclominant ooid type and consist of

cortices with radial calcite structures (Figs.5.2 & 5.3). The

radial calcite structure is outlined by niicritic inclusions

and can rnake-up the whole ooid without, any discernible

nucleus. Where tht"e is a nucleus present, it is commonly

micritíc and sinrilar to the associated micritic intraclast.

[rlithin these radial ooids there are normally faÍnt concentric

micritic bancls transecting the radial structure. The radial

calcite is non-ferroan and optically contin%us. The radial

caLcite cortex can be very thin in some ooi"' occurring as

an envelope around a micritic core. Although commonly

occurring as grainstones, some radial ooids are found within

micritic limestones (Fi9.5.7) .

Radial-Concentric Ooids :

These ooids have a cortex of concentric micritic layers

(Figs.5.5 & 5.6). Howeverrthese concentrÍc micrite layers

have intervening layers of radial calcite, resulting in a

cortex of alternating light and dark layers. The nucleus is
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generally micritic, although occasionally it comPrÍses a

sparry calcite mosaic. In some radial ooids the peripheral

parts of the cortex have a micritic envelope resuLting in a

radial-concentric structure (fig.5.8). The thickness of this

outer micritic enveloPe varies but is never the dominant

component in these radial-concentric ooids and in some ooids

it is incompletelY develoPed.

lilicritic Ooids:

In places, scattered amongst the other ooidsr êrê found

ooids with a vague internal structure and consisting totally

of micrite (Fig.5.9) . In some micritic ooids the nucl-eus can

be discerned, being of a darker micrite, others have a

rnicritic envelope with a surrounding fringe of bladed cement"

Compound Ooids:

Aggregates of two or more ooids sometimes occur with

radial or micritic envelopes, forming compound ooids

(Fig.5.12). Some of these compound ooids consists of broken

ooid components.

Ooids with EccenÈric Nucleii:

Some ooids have a micritic or radial calcite nucleus

within a sparry calcite mosaic (fig.5.11). These nucleii are

eccentrically positioned within the ooids. The sparry calcite

mosaic has a micrite envelope and two cement generations can

be observed within the sparry mosaic.

Broken and SpaIled Ooids:

Ooids with spalled envelopes and broken ooid fragments

are common in the ooid grainstones (Figs.5.6 & 5.9). The

ooids are closely packed with pressure solution contacts and

large number of interooid contacts (Figs.5.4 & 5.13).
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5.2.22 CEI4ENTS

There are essentially four types of cements within the

Early Cambrian limestones; radiaxial fibrous calcite cements,

fibrous isopachous cemenÈs, bladed fringing cements and

blocky or granular cements. Of these only the radiaxial

fibrous calcite cements are synsedimentary, whereas the

others are postsedimentary. Some ooid grainstones trave been

extensively dol-omitiz ed and I^/ere not investigated in the

present study (Fig.5.l0) .

Radiaxial Fibrous Cement (RFC):

This cement constitutes the major pore-filling component

in the archeocyatha reef facies and occurs as thick rinds of

banded or laminatecl sparry crust within cavities (Fig.5.I6).

It consists of a mosaic of bladed or fibrous sparry calcite.

The sparry calcite can be c1ear, with sharp and irregular

boundaries and increasing in crystal size a\^/ay f rom the pore-

watls. Conversely, it can be a distinctly banded, incl-usion-

rich f ibrous cal-cite rind I^/ith no discernible crystal

bounclaries. Both types display sweeping extinction and are

generally iron-poor. Patches of iron-rich blocky calcite

mosaics do occur occasionally within these radiaxial fibrous

calcite cements. These cements can occur within open cavities

or in the interspaces of branching alga1 structures v/ithin

such cavities (Fi9s.5.14 & 5.15).

Fibrous Isopachous Cement:

This cement seems to be restricted to the internal

cavities of archeocyathids and forms isopachous rims around

micritic elements of the archeocyatha skeleton (Fi9.5.17).

The calcite normally has a brownish appearance, in contrast

to the Later clear blocky calcites occluding the pore-spaces
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(Figs.5.18 & 5.19).

Bladed Fringing Cement:

This is a common cement type in the ooid grainstones and

represents the earliest cement generation. Prismatic crystal

terminations are normally þresent and a gradation from

inclusion-rich phases to inclusion-free phases exists

(Figs.5.20t 5.2I & 5.22). The bladed cement is non-ferroan,

like the radiaxial fibrous and fibrous isopachous cements.

Blocky Calcite Cement:

This cement comprises a c1ear, equant calcite mosaic and

is typically ferroan (Fi9.5.19 & 5.20). It represents the

pore-occluding stage of cernentation in most cavities and also

occurs in calcite veins and fracture fi1Is.

5.3: TRACE ELEMENT CHE¡4ISTRY

A total- of 43 separate components involving 430 to 830

individual microprobe analyses were used in i.he generation of

the trace element data.

5.3.1: OOIDS

In contrast to the ooids from the late Precambrian units

described in earlier sections, the early Cambrian ooids have

much lower Sr contents. The chemistry of the two major ooid

fabrics, radial and micritic, are very similar in their Sr

and llg contents (FÍgs.5.23 to 5.26). The Sr content of both

ooid types range from about.200pprn to 900ppm and the I{g

content from 1500ppm to 2900ppm. Ivlicritic ooids tend to have

a slightly higher ttln and Fe conÈent compared with associated

radial ooids (Fig.5.2415.25). There is however' a large range

in Ivln and Fe content of the ooidsi ÙIn conteni ranging from

less than detection timit on the probe (195ppm) to 660ppm'
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and Fe content from about 200ppm to 1300ppm. There is no

correlation between the Sr content and the lvln or lt1g content.

The Fe and Sr plot however, defines a positive correlation

(Fis. s.25 ) .

The relationship between the Sr and }ln, and Sr and Fe

contents reveals trends unlike those normally expected during

diagenesis with meteoric waters IBrand and Veizer 19B0;

Veizer I9B3l. There is no increase in the l¿ln and Fe content

of the ooids with decreasing Sr content. This could be

accounted for if there was a lack of any meteoric pore-water

alteration or from the lack of preservation of any such

neteoric alteration due to overprinting by later diagenetic

events i.e. burial diagenesis. The increase in the Sr content

with increasing Fe coul-d result from burial diagenetic

moctification and recrystallization of the ooids. Some recent

studies have shown that pore-waters can be enriched in Sr

under burial- diagenetic conditions [Prezbindowski 1985; Baker

et al. L9B2l.

5.3.22 CEMENTS

The trace element chemistry of 3 groups of cenents, i.e.

radiaxial f ibrous cements, bladed./prismatic cements and

blocky cements r.tas determined under the microprobe and the

results plotted. The trace element chemistry of the cement

groups does not define any distinct fields and has large

overlaps (Figs.5.27 to 5.32) .

The radiaxial fibrous cements has Sr concentrations

ranging from about 200ppm to 500ppm, with the Sr

concentration decreasing with increasing Mn (Fig.5.27). The

lvln concentration has a large variation, ranging from below
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the detection limit ( 200ppm ) to 1400ppm. In comparision the

range of Fe concentration is smallerr varying from below

detection limit ( 200ppm ) to 600pprn (Fig.5.28). The

radiaxial fibrous cements have the highest, Mg concentration

amongst the cements, the maximum measured being I.23 wtg llg

(Fig.5.29). This high I'lg concentration has a correspondingly

low Mn and Fe concentraÈion ( (200ppm ). Concentrations as

low as t900ppm I'Ig are also found in the radiaxial f ibrous

cements.

The bladed,/prismat.ic cements record sone of the highest

Sr concentrations ( 1800ppm ) although it generally ranged

from 250ppm to 500ppm. The ivin concentration of these cements

is very 1ow (Fig.5.27) and defines a smaLl range ( <200ppm to

300ppm ). Although the Fe concentration is also generally Iow

(Fig.5.28), some cements have quite high values ( t300ppm )-

The l{g concentration varied from between 1900ppm to 2500ppm

(Fi9.5.29).

The bl-ocky cements have a large range of l'In an'l Fe

concentrations, both ranging fron < 200ppm to 1500ppm

(Fig.5.30r5.31). Their Sr concentration varies from 250ppm to

800ppm. The Sr vs I'ln plot reveals a negative correlation for

the blocky cements. The lvlg concentration of these cements

ranges from as 1ow as 1500ppm to a maximum of 3500ppm

(Fis.5.32).

5.4: OOID INTERPRETATION

Previous work on these

consisted mainly of a brief

occurrence and petrograPhic

431. Hasl-ett recognised two

Early Cambrian ooid grainstones

description on their field

textures by Haslett Í'1976, P.40-

dominant types of ooids' the dark
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col-oured radial ooids and the light coloured micritic ooids.

He noted that the dark-coloured radial ooids vtere associated

with 1ow energy sediments and the light-coloured micritic

ooids with high energy sediments. The dark colour of the

radial ooids vras attributed to finely dispersed organic

carbon. Such radial calcite ooids are not recorded from the

late Precambrian units, except for Some rare radial type

ooids in the wonoka Formation (section 4.2.I). A brief

overview of previous studies and current understanding of

such radial calcite ooids is presented befo¡:e interpreting

the ooid fabrics from the present study-

RAD]AL OOID FABR]CS AND PRECURSOR I'IINERALOGY

In spite of the volu¡ninous Iiterature on ooids and their

conditions of formation, the details of ooid fabric genesis

remain far from resolved. The generation of radial fabrics in

ooids har,e been considered to be both depositional and

diagenetic. This has come about mainly from a lack of proper

unclerstanding of the genesis of radial fabrics in ooids and

from the assumption that the Bahamas-type ooid environments

are repreSentative of ancient ooid fornring environments.

Recent reasseslnent of mocìern ooid formation and their

diagenetic fabrics indicates that radial ooid textures can be

of primary origin, being precipitated as calcitic ooids t

Sandberg L975 l.

As far back as Sorby It879l, the radial cortical texture

of ooids was considered to have been an originally calcitic

precipitate. However, this study was forgotten and became

buried in,.the flood of studies on ooids emanating from the

Bahamas and Persian Gulf regions tllling 1954; NewellrPurdy a
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Imbrie 1960; Loreau and Purser 19731. These studies showed

that modern marine ooids have an aragonite mineralogy and

generate dominantly tangentially oriented crystal fabrics in

their cortices. ltodern marine aragonite ooids with radial

fabrics are resLricted to quieter waters and hypersaline

lakes I Davies and llartin L976; Loreau and Purser 1973¡

Sandberg Ig75; Kahle L9741. The radial fabrics in ancient

ooids were then explainecl as diagenetic alterations of

aragonitic ooids. Bathurst t1971J envisaged a Process of

inversion of primary aragonite to calcite, thus preserving

the details of radial texture. Others suggested that the

organic coatings nornralJ-y aSsociated with ooids may have

actecl as ternplates for growth of radial calcite crystals

IShearman et al. 1970]. With aragonite dissolution these

organic coatings formed the framework within which voids

occuted. The voicls are later filled with the radial calcite

crystals.
Almost I00 years af ter Sorby, Sandberg's Í.I975I lanclmark

paper questioned the validity of accepting modern marine

analogs as representative of ancient carbonate precipitation.

He discounted the earlier views that Great Salt Lake radial

ooids are replacements of originally aragonitic ooids. The

large radial rays in these ooids were actually aragonitic

rather than calciticr äs previously thought IKahle l-974].

Kahle proposecl that this radial texture could be the result

of an aragonite-aragonite transformation process. Sandberg

t19751 broadly agreed with Kahle's findings but concluded

that radial texture in ooids vras generated by Precipitation

of originally cal-citic crystals. He disagreed with the

possibility of an aragonite-aragonite transformation. Using
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the findings of various other workers and the behaviour of

skeletal aragonitic components during diagenesis, he

concluded that those ancient non-skeletal grains ( i.e. ooids

) that preserve fine texture must be originally calcitic.

Aragonite'transformation produces coarse calcite textures'

with destruction of any fine precursor texture. Occasionally

aragonite inclusions occur within these coarse neomorphic

calcitesr âs well as relics of the precursor fabric. Both

these observations seem to suggest the lack of a void stage

during aragonite-calcite transformation, thus invalidating

Shearman et af.'s t19701 ideas on radial ooid fabrics.

Ilg catcite ooids are absent from modern normal ntarine

environntents. Re1ic calcitic ooids have been found in the

Great Barrier Reef area and in the Amazon Shelf I lvlarshall

and Davies 1975; Þ1i11iman and Barreto 19751. llixecl

aragonitic-calcitic ooids have been studied froni'Baffin Bay

with radial calcitic fabrics and tangenLial aragonitic

fabrics I LandrBehrens and Frishman 1979 ]. Radial ooids have

been successfully synthesizecl in the laboratory using organic

solutions and unagitated waters I Davies et aI.1978 ]- There

are, however, radial ooid structures being generated in

inorganic environments such as therrnal springs and

spherulites in the laboratory I see Simone 1981 1. The water

chemistry presumably has some control on the radial fabric of

aragonitic ooids I l,ippmann 1973] . Radial- fabrics in ooids

are therefore not unequivocally of organic origin.

An inorganic control, namely the degree of turbulence or

transport mechanism may have an effect on the resulting

fabrics of ooids I He1ler, Komar and Pevear 1980; Medwedeff

and lvilkinson 1983 l. Heller et a1. t19801 proposed a
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hyrodynamic interpretation for the radial and concentric

fabrics of their ooids. Radia1 ooids v/ere found to be smaller

in size and dominantly experienced suspension transport.

Concentric ooids on the other hand viere of a larger size and

had their originally radial fabric mòdified by abrasion

during bed-Ioad transport. I'ledwedeff and 9üilkinson tI9831

noted a progressive change in the cortical fabrics of their

ooids from large radial laths to stubby radial laths to

equant nannograins with increasing banding density. They

noted no difference in the fabric of small ooids of either

aragonitic or calcitic mineralogy. Large calcitic ooids'

however, had equant nannograined cortical layers whereas

large aragonitic ooids had random to tangential cortical

layers.

Whilst it might be possible to be fairly confident about

the original calcitic mineralogy of radial ooids, the

original lvlg content of these calcitic precttrsors is normally

difficult to interpret. Richter t19831 has argued that the

calcitic precursor of the radial ooids was probably I{g

calcite. He based this on the replacement of radiai ooids by

ferroan calciÈe and their dichotomous behaviour compared with

associatecl aragonite she11s. The preservation of precursor

fabrics during diagenesis of these ooids suggest paramorphic

replacement during diagenesis-

Recent studies of ancient ooids have appeared suggesting

a primary nature for the radial texture in ooids. !{ilkinson

and Landing 119781 demonstrated the primary nature of the

radial- texture in their ooids by the relationship between

dissolution and compaction. The primary nature of radial

textures in early Cretaceous ooids was suggested by Simone
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LLg72l and D' Argenio et al. t19751. Precambrian ooids with

inferrecl primary radial calcitic ooids have also been

reported I Tucker 1984 ].

In the present study the radial calcite ooids are also

interpreted to be primary calcitic precipitates. The

occurrence of syntaxial rims of bladed calcite cements

enveloping some of these radial ooids and the dichotomous

behaviour of radial calcite nucleiiras wel-I as the envelopes

of sparry calcite mosaics in some bimineralic ooids supports

the interpretation of a calcitic mineralogy for these ooids.

A primary calcitic mineratogy for these radial calcite

ooids would be consistent with their ]ow Sr content' since

calcitic precursors have a nuch lower original Sr content

cornpared to aragonitic ones. However, such trace elernent data

in isolation are not conclusive evidence of precurSor

mineralogy since low Sr content could aISo result form

diagenetic alteration of aragonitic components. However,

diagenetic alteration of aragonitic precursors vrould not

generate such fabric retentive textures as observed in the

radial calcite ooids Isandberg 1985].

Based on the non-ferroan nature of the radial calcite

ooids, a low lr1g-calcite mineralogy may be suggested as the

precursor, since replacement of high Mg-calcite precursors

would result in ferroan calcites IRichter 1983; Richter and

Fuchtbauer 19781. Such an interpretation assumes a diagenetic

environment with a suppty of Fe2+ ions. It is quite Possible

to produce non-ferroan calcite replacements of high IvIg-

calcites in an Fe2+ ion free environment. The presence of

high Mg content in the radial caLcite ooids may have

supportecl an original high Mg-calcite mineralogyr âs
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suggested by the high Mg content of some of the RFC cements

(section 5.5). However, the absence of such high Mg content

does not discount the possibility of an original high Mg-

calcite mineralogy. Thus it would seem that with the

ávai1ab1e evidence an interpretation of the original ltlg

content of the radial ooid calcitic Precursors is not

poss ible .

The micritic fabrics of ooids is not a reliable

indicator of precursor minerafogyr âS already discussed in

earlier sections on the laLe Precanbrian ooids (sections 2.4,

3.4 and 4.4).

5.5: CEMENT INTERPRETATION

The syn-sedimentary radiaxial fibrous calcite cements

(RFC) associated with archeocyatha reef facies are

interpretecl to have had a calcitic ( high l,Ig calcite or low

Mg cal-cite ) ,precursor. Fabric evidence suggests retention of

original precursor textures and a tack of caLcitizaLion

fabrics. Such cements have been reported from numerous

Paleozoic reef carbonates I Xendall and Tucker 1973; Krebs

1969; Davies 1977; VJal]s et aI. 1979; Kendall 1985 l. Earlier

views on the genesis of these cements regarded them as

replacements of acicular aragonite or high NIg calciÈe

precursors I Kendall and Tucker 1973 ]. AIso the lack of any

evidence of calcitic cements with the text,ures of RFC in

modern marine settings negated their existence as primary

precipitates in ancient ocean waters.

Recent studies have revealed that these RFC cements

coutd represent primary precipitates I Kendall 1985 ]. Stable

isotope data provide constraints on their genesis and

suggest a non-replacement origin for the RFC cements I Hudson
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and Coleman 1978; Wa1ls et aI. l-979 l. The occurrence of both

RFC and fasicular optic calcite (FOC) cements in aragonitic

Pleistocene limestones as well- as in other ancient carbonates

implies a possible difference ín genesis I Sandberg 1985;

Kendall L977; Chafetz L979 l.

The retention of high I'19 concentrations within some of

the RFC cements of the present study suggests a Possible high

llg calcite precursor. The high I'19 concentration probably

represents limited recrystallization events and l-imited

alteration in meteoric pore-watersr âs shown by the low HIn

and Fe content of some of these cements. Presumably the higlt

Mg caÌcite-Iow Mg calcite transformaÈion took place with loss

of trlg and retention of precursor texturesr representing a

paramorphic replacement type process.

The fibrous isopachous cements are a conliìorl cement type

in marine environments and are interpreted to represent

marine phreatic precipitates in the present study. Their high

Þ1g content suggests that they probably were originally !19-

cal-cite precipitates. An aragonitic precursor for these

cements would not be consistent with the fabric evidence'

since itts diagenetic alteration would result in a fabric

destructive calcite mosaic.

Bladed fringing cements could represent either meteoric

or marine phreatic precipitates. In the present study they

formed syntaxial rims around radial calcite ooidsr suggesting

an original calcitic mineralogy. It is quite likely that

these bladed cements formed in meteoric pore-watersr with low

Sr and lvlg content, with local enrichment in Sr Possibly from

dissolution of aragonitic cornponents. Such high Sr content in

cements have also been noted from the late Precambrian
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Iimestone units described in previous chapters.

The blocky calcite cements are interpreted to be

meteoric phreatic precipitates with some of the very coarsely

crystalline and poikilitic cements of interparticLe areas

being possibly of deep buriäI genesis. There is evidence of

compaction and pressure solution in these ooid grainstones

(Fig.X). The large scatter in the Fe and Èln content of these

blocky cements suggest pore-waters with variable comPosition

and/or Eh conditions.

5.6: OXYGEN AND CARBON ISOTOPES

A total of 25 samples were analysed for oxygen and

carbon isotope compositions. The C-O plot of the early

Cambrian carbonates defines a field that is fairly distinct

from the Bal-canoona Formation and has an overlap with the

Trezona and !,Ionoka Formations (Figs.5.33 to 5.35). As in the

late Precambrian units, there is e large scatter in oxygen

and carbon isotope comPositions. The carbon isotope

composition varies from -7.35 permil to 3.0 permil and the

oxygen isotopes from -6.85 permil to -18.40 permil. Analysis

of homogeneous components, namely ooids, stromatolites and

micrites tends to indicate a bimodal carbon isotope

distribution with carbon isotope values around 0 permil and

6.0 permil. The oxygen isotopes for both populations remains

the same, ranging from -8.70 permil to -I4.0 pernil.

The carbon isotope composition of the RFC cements has a

large scatter from -5.15 permil to 0.9 permil (Fig.5.35). The

depteted carbon isotope compositions are recorded by RFC

cements associated with pisoliths from a karstic subaerial

exposure surface. The carbon isotopes of RFC cements in
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cavities and interparticle voids not associated with the

subaerial exposure surface cluster around 0 permil,

representing normal carbon isotope compositions. The depleted

carbon isotopes indicate input from organic carbon sources.

Such trends are recorcled frorn subaerial- exposure surfaóes in

Pleistocene carbonates [A11an and Matthews L977 ¡ 1982¡

Videtich and llatthews 19801, due to the involvement of soil

gas COz in the pore-waters during meteoric diagenesis. The

presence of such depleted carbon isotope compositions within

the subaerial diagenetic components in the early Cambrian

could suggest involvement of similar phenomenon. Evidence for

soil gas contributions causing depleted carbon isotope

signatures have been reported from rocks as old as the middle

Proterozoic lBeeunas and Knauth 1985]. Therefore, isotopic

evidence from the present early Cambrian section and the

study of Beeunas and Knauth top cit.J seems to suggest the

existence of a biologically active soil zone much earlier

than the oldest known fossilized land plants of Upper

Silurian age IChaloner 1970].

Some of the other samples recording depleted carbon

signatures vrere far removed from this subaerial exPosure

surface and had no features suggesting exposure. They have

however, a dark, euxinic character resulting presumably from

organic carbon. Presumably the presence of this organic

carbon may have resulted in the formation of the depleted

carbon isotope signatures during diagenesis. This can result

from processes of organic decay and by bacterial activity

IHodgson 1966; Irwin et al-.L977], whereby isotopically light

CO2 is produced and incorporated into the bicarbonate of

pore-waters.
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An alternative explanation for the depleted carbon

isotope signature of samples noÈ associated with the

subaerial exposure surface would involve fluctuations in the

sea-water TDC (total dissolved inorganic carbon) isotopic

composition. Rapid fluctuations in the carbon isotope

composition of sea-water bicarbonate have been inferred from

studies of carbon isotope profiles across the Precambrian-

Cambrian boundary IMagaritz et aI.1986; Tucker 1986]. I^Iithin

the basal Cambrian, shifts in the carbon isotopes of

approximately 4 permil have been recorded fron only 50m of

section [Magaritz et al.1986]. Due to inadequate sampling,

such rapid carbon isotope shifts Ín the early Cambrian could

not be detected in the present study. In addition, Èhe

objectives of the present study were to assess major and

broader scale isotopic and mineralogical variations spaning a

targer time interval from the Late Precambrian (Sturtian) to

the early Cambrian.

The oxygen isotope composition of some of the samples

are u¡usually light (max.-18.40 permil). These light oxygen

isotope compositions indicate equilibration witlt pore-waters

at higher temperatures of burial- and/or with lighter isotopic

compositions. Burial diagenetic features are common in some

of the ooid grainstones, with over-compacted grain to grain

contacts, poikilitic cements and pressure soluLion seams. The

ooids, micrites and ooid grainstones record much lighter

oxygen isotope compositions than the radial fibrous cements.

Ooids and micrites, being essentially depositional cornponents

comprisÍng a fine grain size, will tend to equilibrate much

more easily and readily with increasing burial compared to

the coarser grained and comparatively stable early diagenetic
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radial fibrous cements. Dickson and Coleman t19801 recorded

much lighter oxygen isotope compositions for their l-ime muds

compared to skeletal components and attributed this to the

fact that lime mud progressed much further along an

equilibration path due to it's finer grain size.

The increasingly light oxygen and heavy carbon isotopic

composition trend recorded by the stromatolite, micrite and

ooid and ooid grainstone samples could be explained in terms

of increasing burial and rock/water interaction (Fi9.5.34).

With progressive equilibration associated with rock/water

interactions under burial conditions, the oxygen isotope

composition becomes lighter and the carbon isotopes approach

rock compositions.

In contrast, the radiaxial fibrous cements have an

almost invariant oxygen isotope trend and a large scatter in

the carbon isotopes. The oxygen isotope composition of the

radiaxiaL fibrous cements ranged frorn -7.94 to -9.05 permil,

with the oxygen isotopes of the radial fibrous cements

associated with pisoliths from the subaerial exposure leveI

being marginally lighter (-8.02 to -9-05 permil).

Such high variability in the carbon isotope composition

ancl relatively unchanged oxygen isotopes can result from

progressive rock./water interaction in an open diagenetic

system llvleyers and Lohmann 1985]. l{eteoric waters, being

depleted in both heavy oxygen and carbon isotopes compared to

the coeval marine waters, will result in precipitation of

calcites with depleted isotopic compositions during meteoric

diagenesis. The high1y variable carbon isotope signature and

tl" invariant oxygen isotopes of the radiaxial- fibrous

cements probably represents this diagenetic alteration in an
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open system. The similarity in the oxygen isotope

compositions of the t,ypes of radiaxial fibrous cementsr those

in pisoliths and those in interparticle voids and cavities'

suggest that the pore-waters involved in the diagenetic

stabilization of the ntarine radiaxial fibrous cements were

isotopically similar to those involved in the genesis of

radiaxial fibrous cements in pisoliths associated with the

karst surface. The implies that the oxygen isotope

composition of the marine radiaxial fibrous cements is not

representative of marine water composition buL has been

affected by meteoric waters. The oxygen and carbon isotope

composition of radiaxiaL fibrous cements from the early

Cambrian of Canada [James and Klappa 1983] are ploted for

comparision. The marine radiaxial fibrous cements from the

present study are more depleted in the oxygen isotopes

compared to the Canadian cernents, probably because of itrs

greater diagenetic alteration

5.'l z SUMMARY

Petrographic evidence from the ooLites of the early

Cambrian Wilkawillina Limestone reveal the presence of non-

skeletal aragonite precipitation in some of the ooids. Ooíds

with inferred aragonitic precurSors occur as sparry ooid

mo1ds. However, unlike the late Precambrian limestones

described earlier, the early Cambrian ooids have dominantly

radial calcite fabrics, which are inferred to rePresent

primary calcitic precipitates. The presence of bimineralic

ooids is indicated by eccentrically displaced nucleii with

radial calcite fabr-ic within an envelope of sparry calcite

mosaic. The chemistry of the radial caLcite ooids' with it's
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low Sr and Mg content supports the textural evidence for a

calcitic precursor but it's original Mg content is not known.

The carbon isotope composition of these limestones

recorded very large range of values from -7.35 to 3.0 perr,ril"

This large scatter in the carbon isotopes is the result of

either light carbon isotope contributions from a biologically

active subaerial environmeht and breakdown of organic carbon

during diagenesis or fluctuations in the carbon isotopic

composition of. sea-water TDC. Definite subaerial exPosure

features associated with some of the depleted carbon isotope

signaLures offer a partial expJ-anatíon but not all the

depleted carbon signatures are attributable to this

phenomenon. One needs to resort to the possibility of organic

carbon oxidation or fluctuating sea-water TDC.

Oxygen isotope composition of some samples is very light

and probably resulted from burial diagenetic alteration and

equilibration. The oxygen isotope signatures of the marine

radiaxial fibrous cements record the heaviest values but have

nonetheless been affected by meteoric diagenesis and are

therefore not representative of the marine water isotopic

composit ion.
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FIG.5.1: Location map of the Ten Míle Creek (Vfilkawillina

Gorge) and Vfirrealpa sample areas of the Early Cambrian

llilkawillÍna Limestone (Based on Parachilna 1:250r000

sheet).
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FIG.5.2z Ooid grainstone with radial ooids and intraclast.
Some of the radial ooids have micritic nucleii. Note

highly compacted fabric of grainstone. Field of view is

4.4mm.

FIG.5.3: Close-up of radial ooid with micritic nucLeus and

faint concentric bands transecting the radial fabric of

the cortex. Field of view is l.Imm.

FIG.5.4: Highly compacted radial ooid grainstone with some

sutured interooid contacts. Some interparticle areas have

coarsely crystalline poikilolopic. calcíte cement. Fie1d of

view is 4.4mm
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FfG.5.5: Radial-concentric ooids with alternatÍng radial
and nicritic fabrics. Note intraclasts of broken radial
ooids. Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.5.6: Radial-concentric ooids with broken and abraded

cortices. Field of view is 4.4mm.

îT.G.S.72 Radía1 ooids in a mícrític limestone with a few

detrital quarLz grains. Fíeld of view ís 4.4mm.
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FIG,5.8¡ Radíal and radial-concentric ooids with

occasional spalled cortices. Note presence of sparry ooid

mol-ds on the right. Field of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.5.9: Micritic ooids with spalled cortices and

selective dolomitization of ooid cores. Field of view is

4.4mn.

FIG.5.10: Dolomitized ooid grainstone with dolomite in

lnterpartÍcle areas. Field of view is 4.4mm.
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FfG.5.11: Ooids with eccentric nucleii of radial ooids.

Crossed polars. Field of vieiv is 4.4mm.

i

FIG.5.I2: Radial-concentric ooids formÍng compound ooids.

Many of the radial ooids are broken and abraded. Field of

view is 4.4mm.

PTG.5.13.. flLghLy compacted ooid grainstone with radial and

mlcritíc ooids. Field of view is 4.4mm.
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FIG.5.14: Radiaxial fibrous calcite cement filling a

cavity with branching algaI colony. Field of view is
4 . 4mm.

FIG.5.15: Archeocyathid cavity cemented with radiaxiat
fÍbrous calcite. Fie1d of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.5.I6: Radiaxial fibrous calcite cement occupying a

cavity. Crossed polars. Field of view ís 4.4mm.





FIG.5.17: FÍbrous isopachous cement fringing archeocyathid

skeleton. Pore centers occupied by blocky calcite cement.

Fietd of view is 4.4mrn.

FIG.5.18: FÍbrous isopachous cement fringing micritic
archeocyathid skeleton. Field of view is 1.lmm.

PIG.5.19: Fíbrous calclte cement grading to blocky calcite
cement within archeocyathíd cavlty. Field of view ís
1.lmm.
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FIG.5.20: Ooid grainstone with radial-concentric ooids and

two generations of interparticle cements. The bladed

inclusion rich fringing cemenÉ grades into clear blocky

calcite cement. Fie1d of view is 4.4mm.

FIG.5.2l: Close-up of bladed inclusion rich cement grading

into clear blocky cement. Field of view is l.Imm.

FIG.5.22: B1aded fringing cement in an ooid grainstone.

Field of view is 1.1mm.
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FIG.5.23s Trace element data of the Wilkawil
components. Reported values rePTesent means
20 iricroprobe ãnalyses. VaIues Ín brackets r
standard deviation from mean (2d).

I ina
ofb
efer

Limestone
etween I0 and
to two

sample Descríption sr (ppm) t'lg (ppm) Mn (ppm) Fe (ppm)

OOIDS

COW5 Radial fabric

cow4

COW10 Micrític

covÍl

rc4

covJ6

cow5

CI{GI3

ctvcT (1)

cl,rcT (2)

n

620
(80)

250
(60)

739
(2I4)

23r
(80)

913
(173 )

420
(rs0)

620
(30)

390
(180 )

161
(120)

5s3
(218)

302
(s4)

2IA
(108)

r79 0
(160)

1530
(40)

257 4
(154 )

I 810
(1074)

t625
(r1s2)

170 0
(254)

t77 0
(10)

18 I0
(170)

1610
(200)

2887
(14s)

2r44
(290)

237 5
(854)

r7 45
(1268)

1.23*
(6360)

180
(120)

b.d.

603
(139 )

665
(360)

323
(65)

450
(175)

260
(70 )

190
(110)

300
(120)

355
(r30)

361
(116)

347
(297 )

1390
(1364 )

119 0
(290)

430
(r40)

I318
(208)

614
(678)

1046
(410)

1050
(54s)

r 210
(180)

670
(730)

n

lt

n

ll

í

700
(350)

colr3

cow4 290
(s0)

covü9 407
(20)

cr{G15 207
(s0)

CEMENTS

CI{c19 Radiaxial f ibrous 312
cement (RFC) (64)

91r
(820)

204
(r38)

b.d.

190
(252)

n

n

n

n

b. d. b.d.

5870
(5560)

t72l
(1970)

24t
(s)

463
(535)

b. d.

tcK 568
(630)



sample Description sr (ppm) M9 (ppm) Mn (ppm) Fe (ppm)

cwcS

cwc3

COW4 BlockY cement

CWGS

cow9

covüI0

cow5

cow3

cwcT

cow6

cowl (1)

cowl (2)

cow2

cowS

COWIO Bladed cement

cows

covr3

RadíaxiaI fibrous 415
cement (95)

384
(70)

b.d. b.d.

b.d. b.d.

n

220
(200)

218
Qs)

307
(130 )

602
(2s0)

470
(80)

210
(170)

820
(102)

394
(174)

223
(40 )

380
(306)

323
(r98)

790
(600 )

510
(140)

1790
( 1210 )

400
Q0)

r65
(s0)

4222
Q690)

3 571
Q648)

1530
(360)

1069
(285)

23L2
(7s4 )

2t40
(930)

r350
(480)

1400
(390)

2r29
(620 )

t541
(970 )

232
(1s0 )

1557
Ã426)

439
(130)

590
Q90)

b.d.

r234
Q56)

924
(t271)

b.d.

44r
ß2)

200
(70)

352
Q57 )

468
(16s)

t027
( 1260 )

798
(370)

13r 0
(7s0 )

278
Q60)

n

ll

n

ll

n

Í

b.d. 420
(60 )

b.d. b.d.

b.d. b.d.

n

ll

ll

It

í

n

3364
Q632)

10 87
(s22)

1886
(630)

2344
(1093)

2650
(410 )

2180
(640)

17 90
Q20l

2440
(s14)

b.d. b.d.

b.d. b.d.

14 63
(140r)

3t7
(624)

276
(388)

554
(167)

t290
(390 )

144
(1rs)cwcl5



sample Description sr (ppm) I'tg (ppm) Mn (ppm) Fe (ppm)

MICRITE

cwc3

cwcl9

cwcT

cow2

coT,lll

DOLOIIITE

COW9 (1) DolosPar

coi{9 ( 2 )

cowE

COWB Dolomicrite

223
(sr)

250
(8s)

273
(67'.)

104
(40)

201
(30)

240
(96)

t22
(72)

18s
(100 )

156
(60)

r832
(2sr )

t796
(720)

209t
(2r6)

14 07
(395)

I s99
(r83)

11.35*
(32r )

11.91*
(r2s0)

10.66*
(4500)

r0.27t
( 50s2 )

309
(94)

682
(468 )

590
(r60)

154
(104)

372
(163)

2072
(1334 )

2339
(72t)

763
Q20)

769
(r56)

r56
(133)

r69
(117)

381
(90)

2075
(853)

I382
(326'.)

946
(s37)

1.16*
(4310 )

r.l_7*
(4600)

1.17*
ß6441

* vÍeight percent Mg.



FIG.5.24: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the early

Cambrian lfilkawillina Limestone, showing Sr vs Mn plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 and

20 indÍvidual microprobe analyses. tine joining samples

refers to analysis from within the same sample.

FIG.5.25: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the early

Cambrian hlilkawillina Limestone' showing Sr vs Fe plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 and

20 individual microprobe analyses. Line joining samples

refers to analysis from within the same sample.
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FIG.5.26: Trace element chemistry of ooids from the early

Cambrian Wilkawillina Limestone' showing Sr vs IvIg plot.
Each plotted sample represents the mean of between 10 and

20 individual microprobe analyses. Line joining samples

refers to analysis from within the same sample.
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FIG.5.27: Trace element chemistry of fibrous and bladed

cenents¡ showing Sr vs Mn plot. Each plotted sample

represents the medn of between 10 and 20 individual
microprobe analyses.

FIG.5.28: Trace element chemistry of fibrous and bladed

cements, showing Sr vs Fe p1ot. Each plotted sample

represents the rnean of between 10 and 20 individual
microprobe analyses.
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FIG.5.29: Trace element chemistry of fibrous and bladed

cements, showing Sr vs Mg plot. Each plotted sample

represents the mean of between 10 and 20 individual

microprobe analyses.
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FfG.5.30: Trace element chemistry of blocky equant cement,

showing Sr vs Mn plot. Each plotted sample represents the

mean of between 10 and 20 individual microprobe analyses.

FIG.5.31: Trace element chemistry of blocky equant cement,

showing Sr vs Fe plot. Each plotted sample represents the

mean of between 10 and 20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.5.32: Trace element chemistry of blocky equant cement,

showíng Sr vs Mg plot. Each plotted sample represents the

mean of beÈween 10 and 20 individual microprobe analyses.
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FIG.5.33S STABLE ISOTOPE DATA OF THE WILKAWILLINA LIMESTONE

Sample DescriPtion DeI O18 DeI C13

OOIDS

COW6 Micritic fabrics

cowlo rr

LCA n

CEMENTS

CWcl9 Radiaxial fibrous
cement (RFC)

-1I.51 0.37

cvrcl3

cwcT (1)

cvtcT ( 2 )

cwcT (3 )

CWG3

I,CK (I) RFC

LCK (2 )

rcK (3 )

n

ll

ll

n

n

pisolíths
n

ll

-11.84

-18.38

-9.82

-7.9r
-8.00

-8.'77

-7 .99

-7 .94

-9.05

-8.02

-8.31

-13.51

-6.85

-14.93

-17.13

-17. 13

-8.69

-r2.3r
-]-0 .47

-14.13

-0.39

-2 .44

0.28

0.93

0. 65

-2.98

0.67

0.06

-2.81

-5.15

-4.r9

-5.0s
3.03

-4.14

-3.82

-2.36

0.04

-6.58

-5.90

0.06

IN

WHOLE ROCK

CWCT Ooid grainstone

cwcl rr

cowg rr

cowT rr

cowlo ''

MICRITE

cvüG3

cvüc8

cwcl0

cwcl9



Sample Description DeI O18 DeL Cl3

DOLO}IITE

cow9

cowT

BOUNDSTONE

cwcT

Dolospar
n

-7.95

-r4 .47

-1.44

-3.25

-8.70 -7.35
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FIG.5.34: Oxygen and carbon isotope plot of the early

Cambrian VÍilkawillina Limestone. Line joining samples

refers to analyses from within the same sample.
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FIG.5.353 Oxygen and carbon isotope plot of the early

Cambrian ltilkawillina Limestone fibrous cements.
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CHAPTER SIX

STRONTIUI,T ISOTOPES

6.1: INTRODUCTION

The 87Sr/865r ratios have been used by various workers

in their study of carbonates lveizer and compston 1976¡

veizer et aI. 1983; Burke et al. 19821. the aim of these

studies has been to determine temporal variations in the

chemistry of oceans and the resulting carbonate rocks. The

present investigation of the strontium isotopes of the Late

precambrian and early Cambrian carbonaLes was undertaken with

two objectives in nind. Firstty, it was decided to study the

behaviour of strontium isotopes during carbonate diagenesis.

There have been very few studies of this nature in the past'

The studies of Stueber et aI. t19841 and lvloore [1985],

employing 873r/865r isotopic ratios, have demonstratecl their

potentiai in carbonate cliagenetic work. SecondIy, using the

results of their diagenetic behaviour, an attempt Ís made to

infer the original 87Sr/865r isotopic ratio of marine waters.

A logical next step in the construction of an accurate

and reliable 873r/865r seawater curve would be the

refinement of trends establ-ished thus fat [Burke et aI.1982;

Koepnick et aI.19851. The Phanerozoic 87Sr,/865r curve has

already undergone some changes since the establishment of

these secul-ar trends I compare Peterman 1970; Burke et aI.

Ig82; Koepnick et. aI.19851. The availability of a well

defined 87Sr/865r seawater curve has potential as a dating

tool and would be of immense value in areas where

paleontological data Are scarce or lacking altogether (eg'Late

Proterozoic). In the refinement of the 875rl865r curve'
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selection criteria of samples is of critical importance. The

presenÈ study demonstrates the potentiaL of one such aPproach

by selecting samples that have the greatest potential of

retaining the original 87St/865r value. Veizer et al. t19831

employed essentially the same approach exòept their anaJ-ysis

was done with whole rock samples. The Possibility of

contamination of original 873r/865r by non-carbonates and

Iater diagenesis can be a problem and was clearly

demonstrated [Veizer et al. 1983'Fig.IJ. The aPproach

advocated in the present study involves analysing individual

components for trace el-ement concentrations and 87Sr/865r

ratios.
The strontium isotopic ratio derived from such an

approach would presumably be able to account for later

diagenetic modificaÈion of the original ratio. A comparision

can then be made between the strontium ratios derived from

this study and those obtained from whole rock analysis from

the same stratigraphic leve1s by previous studies [Veizer and

Compston 19741.

The 87Sr/865r isotopic composition of modern seawater is

fairly constant at about 0.7090 and appears to be well--mixed

ancl uniform [Veizer and Compston L974, Table 1; Burke et

al.I9821. Continental fresh-waters however, show a large

variation ranging from 0.704 to 0.740. This is largely

controlled by the tyPe of source rocks in itrs drainage

areas, with igneous plutonics having high radiogenic

contributions and therefore elevated gTSr/865r ratios. The

elevated 87Sr/865r ratios result from an increased

contribution by radiogenic BTSr generated by B decay from

87Rb. Continental fresh waters flowing through shield areas
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tend to have a fairtry high 87511865r ratio (0.7160 from Tab1e

2 in Veizer and ComPston 1-9741. Volcanic rocks of basaltic

composition have low 875r/865r ratios ranging from 0.702 lo

0.706. The 875r/865r isotopic composition of marine

carbonates varies from 0.7065 to 0.7090. It was initially

postulated that with increasing geologic age the 87Sr/865r

ratio of seawater would show an increase llrlickman 1948].

However, this has not been supported by later studiesr which

show fluctuations in the 87Sr/865r ratio of seawater through

geoJ-ogic history IPeterman et al.1970; Veizer and Compston

I974rI976¡ Burke et al.19821.

In general most secondary diagenetic processes that

affect carbonate sediments tend to either increase the

87Sr/865r isoÈopic ratio or 1eave it unchanged lVeizer and

compston 1974rp.L4641. During early diagenesis, under the

influence of marine waters, the strontium isotopic ratio of

the precursor carbOnate and seawater is assumed to reniain

essentially the same since the tinre lapsed between

sedimentation and early diagenesis is relatively sma11.

During dissolution of the precursor, Sr is strongly

partitioned into the solution due to Ít's small partition

coefficient (0.05 to 0.14) and therefore the reprecipitated

diagenetic cal-cite would retain the strontium isotopic ratio

of it's precursor. Only after completion of bulk

transformation of calcium carbonate to diagenetic 1ow Mg

calcite will the meteoric 87Sr,/865r ratio be preserved in

subsequent late diagenetic calcites. During flushing by these

continentally derived meteoric waters the strontium isotopic

ratio changes appreciably enough to record el-evated 87Srl865r

ratios. Modification of the strontium isotope ratios is
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possible by interaction with associated clays and non-

carbonates, especially during burial. Howeverr Solilê studies

have shown this to be unl-ikely or negligible [Dasch 1969;

Biscaye and Dasch 19711. No strontium isotopic equilibration

apþears to occur between clay minerals and seawater as

distinct strontium isotope ratios of both fossils and clays

hrere recorded by Peterman et aI. t1970I . I'loreover, unlike

carbon and oxygen isotopes, strontium isotopes do not undergo

any fractionation, and are not affected by temperature

ctranges. Therefore the interpretation of strontium isotopic

data is comparatively easier and probably more reliable.

The approach used in this study invol-ved the analysis of

mainly the ooid and cement contponents. The comPonents were

petrographicalJ-y sÈudied, then analysed f.ot trace element

concentrations ancl 87Sr/865r isotope ratios. Details of

sample preparation and measurement of strontium isotopes are

given in Appendix Three . This study was not intended to be

an extensive investigation of the strontium isotope behaviour

across the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary. RaÈher only two

straLigraphic units were pickedr oIìê frorn the Late

Precanbrian and the other from the early Canbrian, and the

results are basically a refinement of already published data

lVeizer and Compston L9741. Between the two units, the Late

Precambrian Trezona Formation and the early Cambrian

Wilkawillina Limestone, the Trezona Formation was Sel-ected

for detailed work with only a few analyses from the

ffilkawillina Limestone. The results from this study will

demonstrate the potential use of an integrated approach

utilising petrographicrtrace element and isotopic data to

make better and more rel-iabIe interpretations -
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6.22 SAMPLE SELECTION AND LII4ITATIONS

The ooids selected from the Trezona Formation had tyPe

IV, V and VII ooid fabrics (section 2.4) and included both

the small and large ooids. The selection of these ooids v/as

governed by their comparatively unaltered nature and relative

ease of separation and isolation using the technique

described in Appendix Three. In spite of these precautions,

it is possible that there were some secondary diagenetic

components included within the ooid samples. The most

probable source of this diagenetic component is the sparry

center of the ooids which could not be identified during

separation. The sparry ooid fabrics (type I'II'X) were not

sampled because using the available technique' it was not

possible to distinguish between sparry ooids and the

enclosing sparry cements. It was also not possible to drilI

out such smaLl- areas (0.Imm) clue to limitations in the

driIIing equipment.

As far as possible, cements separated for strontium

isotope analysis were those associated with the above sampÌed

ooids. Fenestral cements of blocky ferroan calcite were

selected since they represented the final diagenetic phase of

cementation. Also included were samples of vein calcite and

stromatolites. Amongst the interparticle cements' the

poikilotopic type E cement (section 2.5') samples are of

composite nature and include peloidal grains and ooids. It

lras not possible to separate these grains from the cements.

Interparticl-e cement samples may have had minor amounts of

early fringing cements incorporated during separation but

they form a negligible fraction of such samples-
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6.3: PETROGRAPHY

Since the study concentrated mainly on the oolite units

the major components described are ooids and associated

cements. Some stromatolite samples vtere also included in the

analysis. Detailed description of the ooid and cement fabrics

of the Trezona Formation and t.he Vüi1kawi1lina Limestone are

found in Chapters 2 and 5 respectively, and only a limited

number of samples were included. The ooids from the Trezona

Formation, describecl as type IV'V and VII fabrics in section

2.4, are dominantly micritic. The cements had type Brc and E

f abrics. In the frlilkawillina Limestone samples, the ooids had

radial ooid fabrics and the cements comprised blocky calcites

similar to the type C cements of the Trezona Formation. The

geochemical resul-ts fron Èhe Late Precambrian Trezona

Formation are presented and discussed first followed by those

from the early Cambrian lrÏilkawill-ina Limestone-

TREZONA FORMATION

6.42 TRACE ELEI4ENT CHE¡'IISTRY

The Sr and lvln concentration of the various components

was utilised in studying the chemical- diagenetic trends.

There is a large variability in both the Sr and Mn

concentrations (Figs.6.1 t6.2). Sr content varies from 345Oppm

to less than 20Oppm (detection limit of microprobe). Analysis

of these low Sr components during the course of strontium

isotope determination gave values of l30ppm Sr - Mn

concentration ranges from between 2095pprn to approximately

20gppm. The trace element concentrations of the components are

tabulated in Figure 6.1. A cross-plot of Sr and IvIn reveals a

negative correlation (Fig. 6.2).
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The ooids falI into two broad groups based on their sr

and l4n compositions; the high SrlLow Mn grouP and the 1ow Srl

high Mn group. The cements or sparry components show the

greatest range of Sr and l{n concentrations. the vein calcite

and fenestral- cements are generally much higher in ltln and

lower in Sr compared to the interparticle cements. Some of

the interparticle cements have Sr concentrations in excess of

300Oppm.

Texturally, the ooids cornprise micritic and

microsparitic calcite with some ooid cortices being

recrystallized to coarser sparry calcite. Such ooids have

lower Sr and higher IvIn contents. The ooids with high sr

content (1300-190Opóm) are relatively unal-tered and comprise

dark grey concentric cortical J-ayers of micrite- Such

elevated Sr concentrations have been documented from ancient

ooids of Eocene ancl Pennsylvannian age IBrand and Veizer

1983,Tab1e 51.

Basecl on equilibrium concentration of Sr in different

carbonate mineralogies, these high Sr ooids may have had

aragonitic precursors IBrand and Veizer 1983]. There is

however lack of sound textural evidence to support this

interpretation. If these high sr ooids were originally

aragoniticr then their diagenesis would produce either

calcitized fabrics or oomolds of sParry calcite from

dissolution and reprecipitation of the aragonitic ooids. Such

fabrics are displayed by type I'II and X fabrics (Chapter 2).

Conversely if these ooids represent original calcitic

precipitates, then Èheir diagenesis would sti1l preserve the

original micritic texture. However, the present Sr content of

these ooids would indicate little loss of Sr during
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diagenesis. These high Sr ooids a

aragonite replacement fabrics and

re found in associa wit

also high Sr interp

cements (section 2.5). It is possible that during diagenesis

the pore-waters would have been enriched in Sr and

consequently recrystallization in such an environment could

produce elevated Sr content. Exactly how the diagenetic

environnent was able to remain nclosed" for Sr is unclear.

The large range in Sr and Mn concentrations of the

cements is probably a reflection of the type of diagenetic

environment in which they formed. The interparticle cements

represent earlier diagenetic precipitates than the cements in

fenestrae and veins. Presumably during early stages of

diagenesis, the influence from meteoric waterS was minimal

and the entrapped pore-waters had a marine character' with

the precipitating cements controll-ed by marine precursor

chemistry, thus the low l,In and high Sr content. Nevertheless'

the very high Sr content of some of these cements is

problematic and discussed in section 7.4. The source of the

Sr vlas probably from an aragonite precursor. Contributions

from the non-carbonate fraction are considered unlikely in

view of the ]ow amount of residue (58) 
' and the mild acid

digesÈion used during analysis. lvloreover, these high Sr

cements have also been examined under the microprobe and

reveal that the Sr is in the calcite cements and not in any

incl-usions or non-carbonates.

The late diagenetic fenestral and vein calcites have

trace element concentrations suggesting precipitation from

pore-waters of meteoric or burial origin. Such pore-waters

are normally enriched in I4n and Fe and depleted in Sr. The

vein calcite has an unusually high amount of Mn and probably
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represents the influence of reducing pore-waters under the

burial environment.

6.5: STRONTIUI4 ISOTOPES

Ivlost of the components analysed for 87Sr/865r isotope

ratios fa11 within a fairly narrow range (0.7071-0.7080) 
'

with the exception of the fenestral calcite (0.7105). There

is a strong positive correlation between the 87SrlB65r ratios

and the Sr content (Fi9.6.4). The relationship between trin

concentration and strontium isotopes is less well definedt

but in general high t{n concentration resul-ts in slightly

elevated 87Sr/865r ratios (Fi9.6.3). In all the samples

analysed for strontium isotopes the Rb content averaged lOppm

with the maximum being 20ppm in the stromatolites. Therefore

no corrections were made for contributions to the strontium

isotopes by Rb decay since these were exceedingly sr.aL1.

The "primaryn components have a narro\^7 range of

87Sr/865r ratios and lvin concentration compared to the

nsecondaryn components (Fig.6.3). There is an increase in the

87Sr/865r ratios of the late diagenetic components. This

large variability in strontium isotopes of the secondary

components is probably a manifestation of input from

radiogenic gTSr sources in the form of either continental

waters during meteoric diagenesis or non-carbonate residual

silicates or cJ-ays. As outlined in the introduction' such

diagenetic modifications result in an increase in the

original strontium isotope ratios. I,Iith progressively

increasing 87Sr/865r ratios, the Sr content of the components

decreases. tvlorrow and tvlayers t19781 showed tLtìt early

diagenesis generally does not reduce the Sr content bel-ow
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400ppm" Late diagenesis reduces the Sr content to between

100-20Oppm but requires very large volumes of meteoric pore-

waters. In the present study most of the carbonate components

had greater than 400ppm Sr and the 875r/865r ratio ranged

from 0.7071-0.7080. However, once the Sr content falls below

200ppm, the 87Sr/865r becomes exceedingly large (0.7105).

Blocky calcites with such radiogenic strontium ratios occur

as void filts in fenestrae. The components most likely to

record the original strontium isotope signature would be the

ooids and components with high Sr concentrations. Originally

calcitic components, which have low Sr contents' can also

record original strontium isotope ratios if relatively

unaltered. Therefore' not all 1ow Sr components are

unsuitable for determination of original strontium isotopic

ratios. Those components most like1y to do so can be selected

after determining the chemical diagenetic trends of the

various components lBrand and Veizer 1980]. Based on this

reasoning then, Some of the ooids, boundstones and strontium

rich cements probably record the original 87Sr/865r ratio
(Fi9.6.4).

Interestinglyrthe high Sr cement (type ErChapter 2)

shows an inversion of the normal chemical diagenetic trend as

established by Brand and Veizer t19801. During diagenesis by

meteoric pore-waters micritic components alter into Sparry

components with a fa1I in Sr and increase in Mn content. The

high Sr cements could represent a strong marine influence on

their chemistry. Therefore, these cements probably retained

the original strontium isotope ratios.

Veizer et al. I19831 in their study of 87511865r

variations in Proterozoic carbonates, reported high Sr
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contents from some of their South African samples. These

include the carbonates of the Cango and Malrnesbury

Formations, which had Sr contents varying from 639ppm-

1729ppm. Their Nama System carbonates had even higher Sr

contents ranging from 515ppni-3084ppm. They suggested that

these high Sr carbonates represents alterations of originally

aragonitic carbonates under semi-closed environments. Their

87Sr/865r val-ues were therefore inferred to be representative

of the original marine values.

The 873r/8675r ratio of the primary components and

strontium rich cements and, by inferrence, the Late

Precambrian marine waters is found to be close to 0.7071.

This is lower than the previously published range of 0.7074-

0.7077 from this stratigraphic level- [Veizer et a1.1983'Table

51. Their higher ratio was of total carbonate and therefore

contributions from non-carbonate fractions as well as from

diagenetic events may have resutted in their slightly

elevated ratios. In any case the B7Sr,/865r ratio during the

Late Precambrian was at a low before the increase in the

early Cambrian (0.7085-0.7093) .

6.6zSTRONTIUIvI ISOTOPE DIAGENETIC TRENDS

To study the variation in 875r,/865r and its evolution in

pore-waters during diagenesis, samples were obtained of the

various diagenetic phases within individual samples. These

consisted essentially of grains or an early diagenetic

component and a late diagenetic component and are referred to

as component pairs. The plot of the L/Sr vs 875r/865r shows

the progressive radiogenic character of the later diagenetic

components (Fig.6.4). The linear relationship between the Sr
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content and the 87Sr/865r suggests that there was variable

mixing between two types of pore-waters' radiogenic ]ow Sr

pore-waters and non-radiogenic high Sr pore-waters IFaure

19771. The 87Sr/865r values of the ooids presumably represent

the original marine isotopic comPositionr âs inferred

earlier. The interparticle cements have slightly higher

87Sr/865r values, derived from later pore-waters of more

radiogenic composition. Later pore-waters acquired a more

radiogenic composition and lower Sr content, probably from

detrital clays and silicates. In one of the rare studies

using strontium isotopes for carbonate diagenet'ic

investigations, Stueber et aI. [1984] found that their hi9h1y

radiogenic brines \./ere derived f rom detritaL claysrmicas and

K-feldspars of an adjoining basinal unit. They believed a

major portion of their Sr content in the brines was derived

from the marine interstitial waters, being largeJ-y

contributed by the dissolution and recrystallization of

aragonite.

In the present study the evidence seems to indicate that

the ooids stabilised earl.y in marine waters thereby retainlng

the BTSr/865r composition of Late Proterozoic seawater. The

l-ater interparticle cements acquired a more radiogenic

875r,/865r ratio, with some post-interparticle cements having

extremely elevated 87Sr/865r ratios. The exception to this

trend of progressively higher 87Srl865r values with

diagenesis is the type E cement. This cement coul-d have been

an early diagenetic product formed before any significant

burial and under an essentially closed to semi-closed

chemical environment. The elevated Sr content could have been

either from an aragonitic precursor or from the dissolution
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of aragonitic grains' evidence of which is found in

associated ooid grainstones (section 2.4 and 2-5) - The

strontium isotopic comPosition of these pore-waters and the

resulting cements would essentially be that of the original

marine waters during Late Proterozoic (Marinoan) times.

6.7 z !{ILKA!{ILLINA LIMESTONE

The early Cambrian Ïfilkawillina Limestone radial ooids

f all into the low Srrhigh lln group (Fi9.5.24) . As discussed

in Chapter Five, section 5.4, radial ooids are inferred to

represent original calcite precipitates Isandberg 1975].

Their Sr content is much lower than those from the Trezona

Formation ooids. Irloreover these radial ooids are non-ferroant

possibly indicating relatively stable mineralogy which

resisted change by diagenetic pore-waters. Former high I'!9

calcite components are recognised by their replacement with

ferroan calcites IRichter and Fuchtbaue¡r 1978]. However'

presence of non-ferroan calcites does not necessarily rule

out a high IvIg calcite mineralogy. Indeed, if alteration took

place in a diagenetic environment that lacked iron in

solution (eg. vadose zone ) then the replacement of high ltlg

calcite components would generate non-ferroan calcites. An

original calcitic precursor woutd result in 1ow Sr contents

for the replacement products, since it had a much lower Sr

content originally (1000-200Oppm) .

Therefore, based on the textural and geochemical data

the original mineralogy of these radial ooids $/as either

calcite or Mg calcite. In either case these originally

catcitic (calcite or Mg calcite) ooids ';tould have been

retatively stable components, and have therefore possibly
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retained the original 87Sr/865r values of the ambient

seawater. Some of the micritic ooids have very high Sr

contents, suggesting stabilization or recrystaLlization in

pore-waters with strong marine influence. Recent studies have

indicated that diagenetic calcites can be fairly stable and

once precipitated undergo little change by subsequent

diagenesis [sandberg and Hudson 1977]. It is argued therefore

that the ooids in the early Cambrian are reasonable

indicators of original 87Sr/865r ratio of seawater during

that period. The 875r/865r value of the ooids range from

0.7085-0.7093 (Fi9.6.1). This falls within the range of

0.7089-0.7094 obtained by Veizer and Compston 11-974l.

6.8: STRONTIUM ISOTOPE SECULAR TRENDS

As mentioned in the introduction, the strontium isotopic

ratio of seawater depends on three major sources. These are

the sialic rocksrwith 873r/865r that averages 0.720; mafic

volcanics with values averaging 0.704; marine carbonates and

sulfates that average 0.708 lFaure et aI. 1965; Faure and

Powel-I 19721. Since tectonics controLs to a large extent the

types and areal extenL of these three sources, it follows

that the 87Sr,/86Sr secular trend is tectonically controlled.

Large contributions of high ratio Sr from sialic sources

causes high 87Sr/865r values while large contributions of low

ratio Sr from mafic volcanics results in low 87Sr/865r

values. Sources of Sr from marine carbonates and sulfatest

although forming a major component does not affect the

875r/865r composition of seawater since it has a narrow range

of 0.7068-0.7091.

Tectonic changes affect a whole range of other factors
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which can have a bearing on variations in the 873r/865r

values of sea$¡ater. Some of these include changes in sea-

leveIs, variations in lithologic composition of the crust

exposed to weathering, volcanic activity' sea-fLoor spreading

rates, continental flooding and configuration and topographic

relief of the continents lKoepnick et al.1985]. Variations in

climate and paleo-oceanographic conditions are Possible

related factors. Although broad trends in the 87Sr/865r

variations of seawater can be correlated to tectonic

phenomenon, the combined effect of these factors can make

direct tectonic interpretations for portions of the curve

difficult.
Numerous studies have appeared over the years dealing

with secular variaLions of the 875rl865r of marine waters

through geologic history [peterman et al.1970; Dasch and

Biscaye L97L; Veízer and Compston L974¡1976; Faure et

al.1978; Burke et a1.19821. Í[ith the exception of Veizer and

Compston 1l-976'J, who looked at Precambrian carbonates, the

otherS are based on the Phanerozoic record. The Phanerozoic

record of B7Sr,/865r of seawater has fluctuated with periods

of increasing and decreasing values occurring rapidly in

certain times in the past (Fig.6.5). This trend seems to

continue into the Precambrian (Fi9.6.6) 
' although the data is

probably not as reliable as for the Phanerozoic.

The main sources of error in obtaining an accurate curve

of 875r,/865r are uncertainty in age estimation of samples and

the effect of diagenesis on the original ratio. In the case

of Precambrian samPles these errors are accentuated due to

lack of fine resolution in age estrmation and the greater

degree of diagenetic modification suffered by the samples"
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Nevertheless these studies are based on large numbers of data

over wide geographic areas and their results are broadly in

agreement with one another.

systematic rises in the marine 87sr/86sr ratio, like

that in the Cenozoic, havebeen attributed to a relative

decrease in the contribution of 1ow ratio Sr from oceanic

sources ancl an increased contribution from high ratio Sr from

continental Sources. This can result front a decrease in

oceanic ridge volumes and spreading rates lpitman 1978] or an

increase in continental orogenic activity and erosion of high

ratio Sr source terrains [Palmer and Elderfield 1985]. The

relatively low 87Sr/86Sr values for the Cretaceous occurred

at a time of the continued break-up of Pangea and development

of oceanic spreading centers and oceanic ridge systems IHays

and Pitman 1973; Pitman 19781. This would have caused an

increase in the contribution of low ratio Sr from oceanic

sources ancl a decreased supply of high ratio Sr from

continental- sources. Not all changes in the 873r/865r curve

can be correlated with tectonic events. The Aptian and

Turonian are times of 875r,/865r changes and occur during low

sea-leve] stands I Cooper L977; Vail et aI.1977; Hallam

19841. The 875r/865r curve is at a minima at these times. The

increased continental exposure at these times does not record

any increase in the 87srlg6sr values of seawater. This

suggests a complex interplay of tectonicrclimatic and

eustatic factors. Broad patterns in the 87Sr/865r of seawater

can therefore be correlated to tectonic phenomenon.

Superimposed on these broad tectonically influenced first-

order cycles are secondary and minor cycles that probably are

a result of a variety of factors including tectonic'climatic
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and eustatic.

The Precambrian portion of the 87Sr/865r seawater curve

has been defined to some extent by studies of Veizet and

Compston ll-976l and Veizer et aI. t19831. The resulting curve

records a broad pattern of maxima and minima in 87511865r

values probably representing the influence of major tectonic

events during the Precambrian (Fi9.6.6). Veizer and Compston

lI976l attributed these fluctuations to the dominance of

ensimatic and ensialic Source areas during the Archean and

Proterozoic respectively. The existence Of a nmantle event"

at around 900+50I,14 is suggested as the reason for the

BTSr/ 865r minima at this intervat [Veizer et aI.1983]. One of

the problems involved with the Precambrian carbonates is poor

stratigraphic resolution compared to the Phanerozoic and the

large sample intervaLs used in previous studies (30O¡'la in

Veizer and Composton 1976). Therefore secondary and minor

fluctuations in the curve are not resolvable. In effect

therefore the Precambrian section of the 87St/865r curve of

seawater is probably a first order cycle analogous to the

broad trend of the Phanerozoic minus the secondary

fluctuations.
In order to produce a detailed curve for the

Precambrian, additional sampling and an improved sample

selection criteria are required. The results of this study

demonstrate the large variability in 87Sr/865t possible

within individual samples due to diagenesis (Fig-6-4) -

Therefore selection of samples that are most likely to retain

the original 87Sr/865r value is critical in constructing an

accurate curve. This becomes especially important in this

stratigraphic interval between the Late Proterozoic and the
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Cambrian since there is a rapid increase in the 87511865r of

seavrater. In terms of the behaviour of the 87Sr/865r curve'

the Late Proterozoic-Cambrian transition is analogous to the

Early Cretaceous-Recent transition (Figs.6.5 & 6-6). The

pobsible reasons for the rise of the 875r/865r values for the

Early Cretaceous-Recent transition have already been

elucidated above. A comparision between the 875r,/86Sr curve

of the Phanerozoic and sea-leve1 changes shows a broad

correlation between a rise in sea-Ieve1 and increase in

87Sr/865r of seawater. However the secondary fluctuations do

not correlate with any sea-level changes. The rapid rise in

the 87Sr/865r ratio during Lhe Late Carboniferous appears to

have taken place during a time when sea-leveIs were falling

and approaching a low sea-Ieve] stand. This reinforces the

earlier idea of a complex interpl.ay between tectonic'

climatic and eustatic factors on the 873r/865r of seawater.

By analogy with the Phanerozoic, the rapid rise in

BTSr/865r for the Late Proterozoic-Lower Cambrian recorded in

this study and in previous ones could be the result of the

rise in sea-leveI during this interval. The Late Proterozoic

interval investigated in this study occurs in the l{arinoan

and is stratigraphicalty above the Sturtian (Fig.I.2). Both

these intervals record glacigene sediments and suggest a time

of low sea-Ievel-s. The intervening sediments record

essentially shallow water sedimentation in the form of

carbonates with occassional basinal shales indicating a

deepening with minor eustatic shifts in sea-leve1. In global

terms Lhis stratigraphic interval has er¡idence of glaciation

over a wide geographical area lHambrey and Harland 1983].

Following this 1ow sea-Ievel stand there was a rise in sea-
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level to a maxima sometime in the Cambrian. There is a

correlation then of a rise in sea-level with the increase in

the 87511865r.

A combination of tectonic and sea-Ievel changes between

the LaLe Proterozoic (l'iarinoan) and the early Canbrian of the

Adelaide Geosyncline may have caused the increase in the

875r/865r of seawater. A low sea-level with rift type

tectonics indicates srna11 areal extent of flooded continental

rocks and increased supply of volcanic Sources thereby

leading to a 1ow 9T5r/865r value for seawater. A higher sea-

Level- with large areal extent of continental flooding

increased supply of high ratio Sr leading to high 87511865r

despite the contributions of low ratio Sr from sea-floor

spread ing .

6.9: SUI4MARY

A study of strontium i sotopes in carbonates was

undertaken to understand their trend during diagenesis and

thereby better define the original strontium isotope ratio.

The strontium isotope analysis was confined mainly to the

late Precambrian Trezona Formation with a few analyses from

the early Cambrian Wilkawillina Limestone.

A strong negative correlation exists between the sr

content and the 87St/86Sr ratio of the Late Precambrian

Trezona Formation components. Some micritic ooids and the

strontium rich cements recorded 1ow, non-radiogenic 87St/86Sr

ratios, which are inferred to represent the original marine

isotopic composition. This 87St/865r ratio is 0.7071 and is

lower than the previously ol¡tained ratio of 0.7074'0.7077 by

Veizer et aI. t19831. The late díagenetic components recorded
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high, radiogenic 87Sr,/865r ratios ranging f rom 0.707 4-0.7105.

Such radiogenic ratios probably resuLted from diagenetic

alteration and precipitation from either continentally

derived meteoric waters or radiogenic subsurface brines

nodified by interaction with non-carbonates. The 875r./865r

ratio of the early Cambrian carbonates is much higher'

ranging from 0.7085-0.7093.

The rapid rise in the 87sr/865r ratio for the late

Precambrian-Cambrian portion of the curve requires reliable

and accurate cletermination of the original marine 87Sr/86Sr

ratio. The use of an integrated textural, trace element and

strontium isotope studyr âs demonstrated above, is therefore

essential in establishing a reliable 87Sr/86Sr record for

possible marine strontium isotope chronostratigraphic use.

This rapid increase in the 875r,/865r ratio during the late

Precambrian to Cambrian transition is probably related to a

globa1 rise in sea-leveI and the initiation of continental

rifting during the Cambrian-
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FIG.6.l: Trace element chemistry and 87Sr/865r ratios of
selected Trezona Formation and Wilkawillina Limestone samples.
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FIG.6.2z

analysed

Sr vs Mn plot of Trezona Formation components

for strontium isotopes.

FIG.6.3: 87Srl865r vs lrln plot of Trezona Formation

components.
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FIG.6.4z l/Sr vs 87Sr/865r plot of Trezona Formation

components.
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FIG.6.5: 873r/865r secular variation curve of marine carbonates

within the Phanerozoic (After Burke et aI.1982).
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FIG.6.6: Extensíon of the 875rl865r secular variation

curve into the Proterozoic (After Veizer et al.1983).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

LATE PROTEROZOIC AND EARLY CAMBRIAN I4ARINE CARBONATES

7.1: INTRODUCTION

As reviewed in the Introduction in Chapter Oner.-recent

studies have suggested that carbonate precipitation in

ancient environments may have been markedly different from

that of the present day [Sandberg 1975; 1983; Tucker I982].

Furthermore Late Proterozoic and early Cambrian earth history

represents a critical period and carbonates deposited during

that time have acheived added importance. Sauk sequence

carbonates (Late Proterozoic to mid-Ordovician) have thus

been included as one of the major projects requiring 91oba1

study IKno11 1986].
I-
I witfti.r the phanerozoic an oscill-ating trend in non-

skeletal carbonate mineralogy has been proposed by Sandberg

l19B3l based on ooid and cement textures. This trend was

related to tectonics and pCO2 leveIs Il'tackenzie and Piggot

19811 and climatic variations [Fischer 198]; 19831. Data on

the late Precambrian to early Carnbrian transition in non-

.skeletal carbonate mineralogy is Scarce and therefore the

timing of this shift is not known._ Some recent studies on

late precambrian ooids and their textures indicate that this

was a period of non-skeletaI aragonite precipitation ITucker

1984; 19851. In addition Fairchild t19861 has both textural

and geochemical evidence for aragonite precipitation within

the Vendian carbonates of Spitsbergen and East Greenland.

The findings from the above and present study should aid

us in clarifying the shift in aragonite vs calcite

precipitation mentioned above. The nature of the trend in
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non-skeleta1 carbonate mineralogy in the late Precambrian and

early Cambrian of the Flinders Ranges is discussed below as

is the occurrence of unusually large ooids and strontium-rich

blocky calcite cements.

As well as trends in non-ske1etal carbonat'e mineralogy,

the Phanerozoic marine carbonate record has periods of

abnormal or anomalous carbon isotope composition IScho]-1e and

Arthur I9B0; Ho1ser et al.1986¡1. Carbon isotopic data from

the late Protero zoic is Scarce and represents large temporal

episodes. Veizer and Hoefs t19761 studied both oxygen and

carbon isotopic variations and found a shift to heavier

carbon values in the Precambrian. Later studies have

confirmed this generally heavier carbon isotope signature of

late Proterozoic carbonates [Kno1l et al.1986 and refs.

thereinl. The carbon isotope record from the late Proterozoic

of the Flinders Ranges also shows a shift to heavy carbon

values from normal and depleted ones. The results are

discussed below and compared with carbon profiles from other

late Proterozoic sequences-

7 .2t NON-SKELETAL MINERALOGY TRENDS

Reiterating the point made in the introductory chapter,

ever since the appearance of Sandbergts t1975J study on ooid

textures and precursor mineralogy, there has been a need to

reasses5 the doctrine " the present is the key to the past n.

Based on textural studies of ooids, cements and bioclasts a

number of criteria for the identification of aragonitic

precursors have been proposed Isandberg 1985]. Applying these

textural and geochemical criteria to the carbonate rock

recordr ân oscillating trend in non-skeletaI mineralogy vJas
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established for the Phanerozoic Isandberg 19831 (Fi9.7.1).

The present study on some late Proterozoic and early

Cambrian oolites of the Adelaide Geosyncline points to non-

skeletal aragonite precípitation from the late Proterozoic

Sturtian to the early Cambrian (Fig.7.2). Supporting textural

and geochernical evidence has been presented in earlier

chapters. The point of interest is the appearance of radial

calcite ooids in the early Cambrian, possibly suggesting that

non-skeletal calcite precipitation may have been initiated at

this time. ft is quite possibLe that some of the micritic

ooids, which were'present in a1t the oolites studied' could

have had a calcitic precursor. However, available evidence

does not allow a reliable interpretation of their precursor

mineralogy to be made. The idea of the initiation of non-

skeletat cal-cite mineralogy during the early Cambrian does

seem plausible, since the Cambrian presumably marked the

begining of an " aragonite-inhibiting n episode Isandberg

19831. The late Proterozoic period appears to have had non-

skeletal aragonite and possibly high-Mg calcite

precipitation, not unlike the present day environments.

Catcitic (presumably low-Mg calcite) precursors probably only

made an appearance in the early cambrian. The ooid fabric and

chemistry from the present study together with studies by

Tucker t1983 ¡ l,984¡ 19861 supports an inference of prinary

aragonite precipitation during the Late Proterozoic. Evidence

for the presence of high-tlg calcite precursors during the

late Proterozoic was noted by Fairchild t19861 ' in the form

of radial fibrous calcite cements in the Vendian carbonates

of East Greenland and Sval-bard.

Factors controlÌing aragonite vs calcite precipitation
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are not clearly understood. The first-order cycles of

aragonite and calcite phases proposed for the Phanerozoic are

presumably controlled by tectonic and climatic effects' with

the accompanying changes in atmospheric PCO2 ltvtackenzie and

Piggot 1981; Fischer I9811, and possibly lfig/Ca ratios

Isandberg l-975; llottl and Holland 1978; Vfilkinson and Given

1986 and refs. thereinl. Using available data on marine ooids

and cements, wilkinson and Given t19861 proposed some

chemical constraints on the occurrence of aragonite or

calcite phases in the rock record. Tectonism, sea-level

changes and atmospheric PCO2 1evels are clearly factors of

major importance in controlling the type of carbonate phase

being precipitated.

PossibIy, the transition from an aragonite precipitating

period during the late Proterozoic to an aragonite plus

calcite precipitating period during the early Cambrian, as

recorded in the Flinders Ranges, is due to a change in the

types of tectonic and climatic regime operating during these

two periods. The late Proterozoic.was a period of generally

low sea-levels, with the presence of major glacial eventst

resulting in 1ow atmospheric PCO2. Such conditions presumably

favoured aragonite precipitation (mackenzie and Piggotrs 1981

emergent mode). During the early Cambrian, the major

glaciations had retreated, sea-leveIs rose and major rifting

of continents É"gut, causing atmospheric PCO2 to rise and

favouring calcite precipitation (their submergenÈ mode).

such cycles in carbonate phases represents only broad,

first-order events and smaller scale variations in carbonate

mineral-ogy do occur. fn present-day marine waters, ooids with

both calcitic and aragonitic cortical layers have been
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reported ll,and, Behrens and Frishman l-979] and such

binineralic ooids have been recorded from the rock record

tvtilkinson, Buczynski and owen 1984; present studyl. A

relationship between the energy level and carbonate
'mineralogy has been noted in ooidsr with aragonitic ooids

predominant in high energy settings and calcitic ooids in low

energy settings. Apparently the rate of reactant supply at

the growth site, namely supply of carbonate ionsr Câr control

the type of carbonate mineralogy precipitated IGiven and

wilkinson 19851. High carbonate ion supply lhigh energy

settingsl favours aragonite precipitation and low carbonate

ion supply [1ow energy settings] favours calcite

precipitation. The factors controtling the precipitation of

one carbonate phase over the other are probably fairly subtle

and small changes in the microenvironment can cause shifts in

the carbonate Phase.

7.32 LARGE OOID SIZE

Unusually large diameter ooids [max.t6mm] were recorded

f rom the lvlarinoan Trezona Formation (Fi9.7.2) and have also

been recognised from other late Precambrian units IRadwanski

and Birkenmajer 19771. Whilst large ooid sizes do occur

within the Phanerozolc, they are commonly found in restricted

or lacustrine and hypersaline facies and are unusual in

normal marine facies. Modern Bahamian shoals have a maximum

ooid size of lmm [Newel1 et aI.1960] with larger sizes being

confined to coastal and sabkha settings in the Persian GuIf

[Loreau and Purser 1973; Shinn 1973]. The size attained by an

ooid is presumably the result of a balance between

precipitation and abrasion IBathurst 19681. The type of
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Èransport mechanism can also determine the size as well as

the fabric of the resulting ooid ltteller et a1.19801.

Radwanski and Birkenmajer LI977J explain their large ooid

size (average tomm) to the profuse precipitation of

carbonate, resulting possibly from a difference in chemistry

of Precambrian marine waters.

The reasons for such large ooid sizes are purely of a

speculative nature at present and their proper understanding

requires a detaited study. Nonetheless, two points of

possible significance to the problem of large ooid size are

raised here. Firstly, the lack of metazoan browsers during

the late Precambrian implies that a larger ecological niche

hras available for blue-green a19a1 or cyanobacterial

colonisation [Garret 1970; Awramik 1971]. V{hilst there may

not be any direct biological involvement in ooid genesis, and

indeed none was observed in the present study, indirectly the

activity of blue-green algae may have resulted in a marÍne

chemistry conducive to faster carbonate precipitation rates

and attainment of larger ooid size. fn present day carbonate

environments, such conditions only exist in hypersaline

environments and it is in these environments that large ooids

are produced. Secondly, within the late Proterozoic there was

apparently an increase in the diversity of microplankton

during the late Riphean and early Vendian tVidal and Knoll

19821. It is within this time interval that the ooids of the

Marinoan Trezona Formation and those studied by Radwanski and

Birkenmajer LIT77I occur. Is it possible that such a bloom of

microplankton could have indirectly resulted in ooids with

Iarge diameters being produced? The later diversification of

microplankton during early Cambrian times recorded by Vidal
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and Knoll t19821 did not generate large ooid sizes Possibly

because of their ecological restriction by the grazing and

browsing activity of the recently evolved metazoans. lvlore

studies on such large ooid occurrences and anunderstanding of

the controls on ooid size in present day environments is

needed before an adequate exPlanation for such large ooid

sizes is forthcoming.
']..4¿ STRONTIUM-RICH BLOCKY CEIIENTS

The initial concentration of Sr in a carbonate depends

on it's precursor mineratogy; being about 10000 ppm in

aragonite, 1000-3000 ppm in Mg calcites and 1000-2000 pPm in

calcites. During diagenesis by meteoric pore-waters, the

concentration of Sr and Na in the precursor carbonate

decreases and that of Fe and Mn increases lBrand and Veízer

1980; veizer 19831. Therefore the majority of calcites

produced during diagenesis i.e. flLI'{C, have Sr content of a

few hundred ppm lKinsman 1969; Morrow and tvlayers t978]. The

decrease of sr during diagenesis is due to the distribution

coefficient for Sr being much less than unity and the lower

concentration of Sr in meteoric waters compared to marine

waters. Depletion in Sr however, can also occur in carbonates

that have no evidence of recrystallization in meteoric waters

and presumably can take place in marine waters lKatz et

al.1972¡ Land L979 '19801 -

Ancient limestones have a vride range of Sr

concentrations, with suggestions of a l^reakly bimodal

distribution. Bausch t19681 noted that his reef complex

limestones have Sr contents of between <100 ppm and 400 ppm.

The basinal limestones on the other hand had higher Sr

contents ranging from 500 pprn to 3000 Ppm. Such a facíes
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related bimodal distribution of Sr vras also recorded by

Veizer and Demovic t1973 ,19747. They distinguished two major

groups of I'lesozoic limestones; low Sr limestones with a mode

of 100-250 ppmr comprising light coloured álgal bank and reef

facies and high sr limestones with a mode of 600-700 ppm'

comprising dark coloured, deep-sea and lagoona1 facies. The

distribution of Sr in the above limestones may have been

strongly influenced by the porosity and permeability of the

sediments. A strong porosity control on the Sr content of

Iimestones v/as suggested by Morrow and lvlayers t19781. Shel-f-

edge grainstones, for instance, will tend to undergo greater

amount of sr leaching than their lagoonal mudstone

equivalents. The porosity controls the nopen' vs nclosen

nature of the'diagenetic alteration Ieingitore I976; Veizer

19831. The occurrence of strontium rich diagenetic calcites

(>I000 ppm Sr) in limestones is therefore unusual. This is

especially so if they occur as interparticle calcite cements

ín grainstones, with their high initial- porosities. They have

also been recorded from Phanerozoic limestones [Maya11 1986;

tvloore L9851 and late Proterozoic limestones IFairchild 1986;

Tucker 1983, 19861.

Such strontium rich blocky calcites were described from

aII the Late Precambrian units in the present sÈudy (Figs.7.2

& 7.4). lfithin the Balcanoona Formation blocky calcites with

anomalous Sr content occur as interparticle calcite cements

in the ooid grainstones and also as sparry laminae in

stromatolites. In the Trezona Formation' high Sr content is

found in the interparticle blocky calcites and in light

coloured, sparry laminae within a laminated limestone facies-

The hionoka Formation has ooid grainstones with strontiun rich
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interparticle calcite cements. Based on their occurrence, the

strontium rich blocky calcites in this study could be divided

into two groups; those associated with grainstones and those

associated with mudstones/boundstones-

7 .4,L2 STRONTIUM-RfCH GRAINSTONE CEII'IENTS

The possibility of an aragonitic precursor for these

strontium rich blocky calcites is not supported by textural

evidence since these void-fi11 Precipitates show no evidence

of any calcitized or neomorphic fabrics Isandberg 1985]. An

external source for the high Sr, possibly from Sr enrichecl

brines' seems unlikely since there are no Sr-rich

mineralogies t êg. celestite, associated with the cements.

Moreover r âIt external source for the Sr rich pore-waters

would have to explain the occurrence of such Sr rich cements

at various stratigraphic leve1s in the Late Precambrian of

the Flinders Ranges.

Al1 of the ooid graínstones with strontium rich blocky

calcites occurring aS interparticle cements have ooids with

calcitized fabrics. This suggests a possible relationship

between the high Sr content and the presence of aragonitic

precursors. The pore-waters that generated these high Sr

calcite cements may have been enriched in Sr from the

dissolution and alteration of the aragonitic ooids IHal1ey

and Harris 1979; Moore 19851. However, the mechanism or

process responsible for generation of such high Sr

concentrations in a water-rock system that presumably had

high initial porosity is not understood. Moreover, the

neomorphic spar of these calcitized ooids has a high Sr

content, suggesting retentÍon of most of the original Sr in
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the precursor.

7 .4.22 STRONTIUM-RICH I¿IUDSTONE/BOUNDSTONE CEIIENTS

These blocky calcites occur in the Balcanoona and

Trezona Format,ions and have higher concentrations of Sr than

the blocky calcites associated with grainstones described

above. f{ithin the Balcanoona Formatíon, such strontium-rich

blocky calcites form tight coloured laminae in stromatolites.

There are no included grains within this calcite mosaic,

unlike the cements from the Trezona Formation described

be1ow. Occasionally, there are calcite veins transecting

these sparry laminae and these also have high Sr contents.

This suggests a late diagenetic origin for these strontium-

rich calcites, possibly under burial conditions with calcite

precipitation fron Sr enriched brines. The source of the Sr

is unclear and could Possibly be from associated aragonitic

components.

Strontium rich calcites from the Trezona Formation occur

within dark coloured laminae in a laminated limestone facies

interpreted as quiet water lagoonal or deep subtidal

deposits. The calcites in these dark layers described as

poikilotopic calcite cements in Chapter Two, hTere recorded by

Tucker t1983; 19861 from other late Proterozoic limestones'

IIe recognised ooids and problematic grains referred to as

spheroids within coarse calcite mosaics which vtere brownish

in colour and PseudoPleochroic.

The high Sr content of these calcites was attributed to

burial diagenetic stabilization of aragonitic components in

marine derived pore-waters. The fabric of these cements are

very unusual and quite unlike the pore-fi1ling Precipitates
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described in section 7.4.I. One possible inference is thaÈ

these strontium-rich blocky calcites represent calcitized

products of an original pore-fi1ling aragonite cement.

However, Sandberg lpers.comm.] is of the opinion that such an

interpretation is unreasonable. He 6ases his argument on the

fact that such pore-filling aragonite cements are rare

anywhere in the Phanerozoic. So, given the possible

difference in chemistry of Precambrian marine waterS, it is

difficult to argue that during the Precambrian, in contrast

to the entire Phanerozoic, intergranular poreS vtere totally

aragonite fi1led. Furthermore' even if such cements htere

calcitized aragonitic precurSors' there are no relic

structures present in them.

Tucker tf9861 recognised ooids within these sLrontium-

rich blocky calcites that had calcitized neomorphic fabrics'

suggesting an original aragonitic mineralogy. In the present

study, the enclosed ooids did not display any clear evidence

of calcitization and occur aS relics within the coarse

calcite mosaícs. Thus, although the textural data in the

present study does not seem to have typical aragonite

replacement feaÈures Isandberg I985 and pers.comm.), the

unusual fabric of these cements together with itfs high Sr

content suggest a possible aragonite precursor.

7.52 CARBON ISOTOPE TRENDS

The carbon isotope composition of marine carbonates

provides information on the source of carbon. Modern marine

waters represent a well mixed carbon reservoir, with carbon

isotope values (Del C13) around 0 permil. l[inor variatíons do

occur in non-marine waters and depend on various factors
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including exchange with atmospheric CO2, input of dissolved

carbonate in ground-waters, photosynthesis and CO2 production

during organic matter decomposition IFritz and Poplawski

I9741. Modern marine carbonates have a range of carbon

isotope compositions between 0 permil and 4 permil and

ancient limestones range from -2 permil to 2 permil lHudson

Lg77l. Organic derived CO2 causes targe shifts in the normal

range of isotopic compositions of natural carbonateS' since

organic carbon is greatly depleted in C13.

The carbon isotope profile of the late Proterozoic and

early Cambrian carbonates in the Flinders Ranges is marked by

a positive carbon excursion in the Sturtian Balcanoona

Formation, with normal and depleted carbon isotope valueS for

the Marinoan Trezona and Ediacaran Wonoka Formations and the

early Cambrian WilkawilIina Limestone (Fi9.7.2). Such carbon

isotope profiles have been obtained in recent studies of late

Proterozoic and early Cambrian carbonates lTucker 1986; Knol]

et aI.19861. In the Moroccan section, Tucker t19861 recorded

a heavy carbon isotope signature within a dolomite unit that
bis prob{V close to the Riphean./Vendian boundary (Fi9.7.5). A

smaller positive carbon excursion was recorded within the

early Cambrian carbonates. Although stratigraphic control in

the Moroccan section is poor, the positive carbon isotope

excursion at the probable Riphean/Vendian boundary can be

broadly correlated to the positive carbon isotope signature

of the Sturtian Balcanoona Formation. Both these positive

carbon excursions occur in carbonates that overlie 91acia1

sediments; Sturtian glacials in the Flinders Ranges and

Tid¿liline Formation glacials in Morocco. The Flinders Ranges

section has a second younger glacial unit representing the
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Marinoan glaciation developed above the Trezona Formation and

is of probable Vendian age. The carbon isotope signature of

the Trezona Formation is a depleted one , similar to the

depleted values in the vendian serie Lie de vin of the

l4oroccan sectíon.

Knoll et aI. t19861 recorded positive carbon isotope

signatures for the dominant part of the late Proterozoic

sections in East Greenland and Svalbard (Fi9.7.6). Excursions

to normal and depleted carbon isotope values occurred at

various stratigraphic 1evels. Within the context of the

Flinders Ranges, the negative carbon isotope excurSion at the

leveI of the Vendian glacials in the East Greenland and

Svalbard sections is interesting. These Vendian glacials

could be correlated with the Marinoan glacials in the

Flinders Ranges and in both sections there is a negative

excursion in the carbon isotope signature of carbonates at

this stratigraphic leveI (Figs.7.2 & 7.6). The positive

carbon isotope signature of the Balcanoona Formation would

correlate with the generally positive carbon isotope

signature of the late Riphean part of the East GreenLand and

Svalbard sections. The carbon isotope trend across the

Precambrian-Cambrian boundary in the Siberian Platform also

recorded positive excurSions from normal and depleted

signatures lMagaritz et aI. 1986]. This carbon isotope trend

cannot be correlated with the Flinders Ranges due to a lack

of carbonates of comParable age.

There is however, broad aggreement in the carbon isotope

profiles of the Moroccan, East Greenland and Svalbard late

proterozoic and early Cambrian carbonate sections with those

of the Flinders Ranges.
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The variation in the carbon isotope signatures observed

above are mainly the result of changes in the Corg /Ccarb

ratio. The present day carbon isotope signature of - 0 permÍI

is the result of a Corg/Ccarb ratio of 1:4. Variations in

this ratio in the past would have caused changes in the

carbon isotope composition of the total dissolved inorganic

carbon (TDC) in marine waters. The carbon isotope composition

of marine carbonates reflects this TDC isotopic signature.

Variations in the carbon isotope composition of marine TDC

and therefore of the marine carbonate can be brought about by

changes in biologicat productivity in marine waters lBroecker

19821, changes in vertical circulation of marine waters

IBrass, Southam and Peterson 1982] and fractional

preservation of organic carbon on the sea-floor caused by

expansion and contraction of the oxygen minimum layer

tScholle and Arthur 19801. Increased preservation of organic

carbon can result from either increased productivity or

expansion of the oxygen minimum layer, causing heavy or

positive carbon isotope composition in the TDC and resulting

carbonates. Such positive carbon isotope signatures have been

rel-ated to oceanic anoxic events (Oens) in the Phanerozoic

carbonate record IScholte and Arthur I980].

The positive carbon isotope excursions recorded from the

carbonates of the late Proterozoic and early Cambrian have

been attributed dominantly to increased biological

productivity [Tucker 1986; Ivlagaritz et aI. 1986 ] . Since the

precambrian-Cambrian period represents a time of evolution of

metazoans and radiation of microplankton, these events

presumably caused changes in the Corg /Ccarb ratio and the

ensuing carbon isotopic composition. Apart from changes in
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biological productivity, a change in the vertical circulation

pattern of marine waters by glaciations can also have an

effect on the carbon isotope composiLion. Knoll et al. t19861

noted that the return to normal and depleted carbon isotope

compositions from positive signatures within their late

Proterozoic sections coincided with the major Eocambrian

glaciations. The presence of a globa1 glacial regime would

have increased vertical circulation in marine waters

thereby causing a reduction in the burial of organic carbon.

The resulting carbon isotope composition would have depleted

or normal marine values. A buildup of atmospheric oxygen

during the period from 700 to 800my vtas proposed by Knoll et

aI. t19861. This would then have caused the depleted carbon

isotope signatures in the latest Vendian due to very high

oxygen pressures and an aggressive environment.

Within the Adelaide Geosyncline the association of

ironstones with the lorver Sturtian glacials indicates high

oxygen 1eve1s and/or increased circulation in marine waters.

This association of iron-rich or red, oxidised facies with

glacials is also noted during the upper Marinoan glaciation.

Prior to the deposition of the Marinoan glacial unit,

sedimentatíon in the underlying Trezona Formation consisted

of characteristic red carbonate facies within what until then

had been dark grey.euxinic type sediments. Possibly the

approach of the Marinoan glaciation and the probable presence

of ice-caps during Trezona Formation deposition lJenkins

19861 caused increased oxygenation of marine waters. This

resulted in depleted carbon isotope compositions due to the

destruction and reduced burial of organic carbon. Hsu et a1.

t19851 noted a negative carbon isotope trend caused by
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destruction of biological productivity and buildup of Cl2.

Converselyr the Balcanoona Formation carbonate

sedimentation occurred during an essentially interglacial

period of high sea-IeveIs and reduced vertical circulation.

The resulting lower level of oxygenation caused inc'reased

organic carbon burial and a positive or heavy carbon isotope

signature.

The similarities in the carbon isotope profile of the

late Proterozoic and early Cambrian Sections from the

Adelaide Geosyncline with those from East Greenland, Svalbard

and tvtorocco índicates a possible global change in the carbon

isotopic comPosition of marine carbonates. Factors that may

have caused this trend include the late Proterozoic

glaciations and the initiation of rifting of continents

during the early cambrian Iziegler et aI. 1979; Bambach

19B0l.
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FIG.7.Iz Variation in non-skeletal carbonate mineralogy

within the Phanerozoic and its relations to sea-Ieve1

changes, tectonism and climate (After Sandberg 1983).
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FIG.7.2z Summary of variations in non-ske1etal carbonate

mineralogy, ooid size, strontium content of cements and

oxygen and carbon isotope compositions within part of

the Ade1aídean sequence of the Flinders Ranges as

determined by this study.
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FIG.7.3z A composite plot of Sr vs Mn content of ooids

from the Late Precambrian and early Cambrian units

studied.

FIG.1.4¿ A composite plot of Sr vs Mn content of

interpartÍcIe cements from the tate Precambrian and earJ-y

Cambrian units studied.
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FIG.7.5z Carbon isotope profile within the Late

Precambrian and Cambrian carbonate sequence of Morocco

(After Tucker 1986). (Closed symbols, dolomites; open

symbols, limestones).
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FIG.7.6z Carbon isotope profile within the Late

Proterozoic carbonate sequence of Svalbard and East

Greenland (After Knoll et aI.I986). The Late Precambrian

Trezona Fornation in the present study correlates with

stratigraphic position number 2 on the figure. (Squares,

samples with <0.2 mg C per g samplet triangles, samples

wÍth <10t carbonate (as calcite); filled symbols, samples

with 26.51 S e S 30.58, where e refers to the isotopic

fractionation between carbonate and organic carbon).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

One of the aims of the this study was to understand the

nature of non-skeletal carbonate precipitation within some

Late Precambrian and early Cambrian limestones. Petrographic

analysis ot the late Proterozoic Balcanoona, Trezona and

!,Ionoka Formations and the early Cambrian Vüilkawillina

Limestone of the Adelaidean in the Flinders Ranges l4tas

therefore undertaken. The late Proterozoic units represent

carbonate deposition during Sturtian (Balcanoona) r Marinoan

(Trezona) and Ediacaran (trrlonoka) times.

Detailed petrographic study of the oolite units from

these formations show that ooids with definite aragonite

replacement textures occur in both the Late Precambrian and

Early Cambrian units. These include neomorphic sPar ooids'

brick-texture ooids and ooid molds. Evidence for possible

bimineralic ooids, i.e. with aragonitic and calcitic cortical

layers, is present in all the units studied and include

half-moon ooid fabrics and ooids with eccentrically displaced

nucleii. Ooids with calcitic precursor mineralogY'i.e. râdial

calcite ooids, only appear in the Early Canbrian-

Micritic ooids are ubiquitous and their precursor mineralogy

is difficult to interpret. Very large ooid sizes (maximum

diameter, 16mm) are recorded from the Marinoan Trezona

Formation. The apPearance of definite calcitic precursors in

the early Cambrian may reflect the change in tectonic and

climatic regimes that probably occurred during this time.

G]obal]y, the late Proterozoic represents a period of low

sea-levels with glacial events and the early Cambrian a

period of rising sea-1eve1 and transgressions together with
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the rifting of continents. This change in environments may

have induced an increase in the atmospheric PCO2 levels in

the early Cambrian, which resulted in the precipitation of

calcitic mineralogies.

Supporting geochemical evidence for aragonite

precipitation is recorded in the ooids and some cements'

Electron microprobe analyses record unusually high sr

concentrations (1000-4500 ppm Sr) ín some ooids and cements

from the Late Precambrian units. some of the cements occur as

blocky interparticle cements in ooid grainstones associated

with calcitiz ed ooids. Others occur as blocky calcite

mosaics within sparry laminae of stromatolites or laminated

limestones. Most of these strontium rich blocky calcite

cements do not have the classical calcitization fabrics and

their genesis remains uncertain. some of these strontium rich

(poikilotopic) cements, have neomorphic fabrics and could

represent calcitized products. This tatter cement type has

also been reported from late Proterozoic carbonates in

California and south NorwaY.

A second major aim of this thesis vtas to determine the

precursor chemistry of marine waters during the Late

precambrian-ear1y Cambrian interval. This involved mainly the

oxygen and carbon isotope chernistry of the limestones'

although the 87sr/865r ratio in some of the carbonate units

was atso obtained. strontium isotope analysis revealed a

large range of 87Srl865r ratios for the Late Precambrian

Trezona Formation marine limestones. However, based on trace

element data it is inferred that the original marine

87Sr/865r during Trezona Formation time was 0.707L, lower

than the previously obtained value of 0.7074 to O'7077 ' The
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early Cambrian had higher 87Srl865r ratios, varying from

0.7085 to 0.7093.

The carbon isotope signature within each of the above

units has a large scatter. However, there is a real and

significant difference in the carbon signatures of some of

the units. Carbon isotope analyses indicate a heavy carbon

signature in the Sturtian Balcanoona Formation with a

decrease to smal] positive or negative values in the

Marinoan, Ediacaran and EarIy Cambrian. DepleÈed carbon

signa¡ures $/ere recorded f rom the Ivlarinoan and EarIy Cambrian

diagenetic components. This carbon shift is broadly

correlated with those recorded from other Late Proterozoic

carbonate sequences in East Greenland, Svalbard and Morocco.

The Sturtian-Marinoan carbon isotope shift may have been due

to g1acialIy induced changes in oxygenatíon leveIs, causing

changes in the CorglCcarb ratio. UnIike the carbon isotopes'

oxygen isotopes of the Late Precambrian and Early Cambrian

units studied had a more or less constant range of values and

did not reveal any discernible trend-

The Precambrian-Cambrian boundary in the present study

did not reveal any significant changes apart fron the

appearance of definite calcitic precusors. A major shift in

the stable isot.ope chemistry of shallow marine environments

seems to have occurred during the late Precambrian with the

occurrence of anornalous carbon isotope compositions recorded

in this and previous studies. More complete and detailed

carbon isotope profiles are required from Èhis and other late

Proterozoic sequences to enable a reconstruction of globaJ-

environmental history during this crucial interval.

-a
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APPENDIX ONE

ELECTRON Iì'IICROPROBE ANALYSIS

Samples selected for microanalysis were polished and

carbon coated. A total of 1-75 thin sections were studied' out

of which 95 v¡ere selected for electron probe analysis.

Quantitative determination of trace element comPositions of

carbonate components vras done on an automated JEOL 733

Superprobe electron microprobe analyser. The trace elements

analysed were CarMgrFerl"lnrSr and Na.

The operating conditions used were 15 KV accelerating

voltage ,30u4 beam current and a 10-20um beam diameter.

Details on the procedure, including detectíon limits are

listed in Table I . The data was processed on line using

nodified JEOL software based on JASTRANT with ful] ZAF

corrections. From the list of analyses, the distribution of

Sr, Mg, I{n and Fe were plotted and interpreted-

Details of quantitative analysis using the JEOL 733

Superprobe microanalYser .

Accelerating voltage= 15 KV. Beam current=O. 3000E-07 tAl

Element Channel XaI Peak
lmml

Bgd+ Bgd-
lmml lmm]

Detection limits
lppmì

CA
t4G

FE
ItlN
SR
NA

5
5
5
5
4
5

2
I
3
3
I
1

PET
TAP
LIF
LIF
TAP
TAP

107.565
107.515
t34.625
146.Is0

7 4 .605
r29 .47 5

5
5
5
5
4
5

205
70

248
195
160

90

No. of unknown sequences= 3

Seq.No. Element tsl Peak time Isec] Background time Isec]

Mg, Ca, Fe
Nâr Mn
Sr

40
80
80

20
30
40

I
2
3
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The raw microprobe data is stored as computer output

files and was too voluminous to be presented in the thesis

but is available from the Department of Geology and

Geophysics, University of Ade1aide. Only nicroprobe ahalyses

that had totals frorn 998 to 1018 $tas used and therefore the

total number of individual microprobe analyses used for any

one component varied from I0 to 20 analyses poínts. The data

generated from the microprobe analyses was collated and

tabulated and i-s presented in the text.
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APPENDIX TIÙO

OXYGEN AIüD CARBON ISOTOPE DETERI,IINATION

samples analysed for stable oxygen and carbon isotope

compositions included both whole rock as well as individual

component samples of ooids and cements. fndividual components

were extracted from polished slices using a hand-he1d dri11.

About 20mg of sampJ-e was then reacted with 100% phosphoric
oacid at 254 for 24hrs in the case of calcite samples and

36hrs for dolomite samples. The co2 gas generated was

collected and its isotopic composition determined-

Measurement of isotopic ratios vtas done on a ltlicromass

602 mass-spectrometer and the commonly employed correction

procedures were followed before obtaining a final De1 value t

Craig Ig57 l. The isotopic ratios v¡ere expressed as nDeln

values permil (parts per thousand) calculated with respect to

the international standard (PDB) for both oxygen and carbon

stable isotopes.

Del (x) (Rx Rstd ) x 1000

where Rx =

Rstd

Rstd

IsoÈopic ratio of sample (18O/160 or l3C/ l2C).

= Isotopic ratio in the standard-

r3s



APPENDIX THREE

STRONTIU}I ISOTOPE I,IEASUREMENT

Samp1e Preparation:

. The samples selected for Sr . isotope analysis were

initially crushed to approximately l0 mesh size and the

components hand separated under a binocular microscope. Any

composite type component grains were rejected. Approximately

0.1g of the separated samples v/ere then reacted with 0.lN HCL

and left to react overnight. The samples were then

centrifuged and the solutions decanted, leaving behind minor

residues. A mixed spike of 85Rb + 84Sr was added and the Rb

and Sr separated by passing through ion exchange columns

using I.0N and 2.5N HCL.

Isotope Measurement:

The Sr isotope measurements v/ere done using a modified

Thomson TSN 206 S mass spectrometer with a 30 cm radius of

curvature, a Cary 401 vibrating reed electrometer, automatic

peak switcher and a Hewlett Packard 5326 B digital voltmeter.

All 87Sr/865r ratios were normalised to 8.3752 for 885r/865r'

Twenty-four replicate analysis of the Eimer and Amend Sr

standard gave 0.7080348È0.0000371 (2d).

The contribution of radiogenic strontium by 87Rb decay

was neglected since the initiat batch of 12 samples analysed

had very low Rb concentration (0.5ppm). No correction was

therefore made to the measured 87Sr./865r ratios for in situ

radiogenic enrichment.
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Trezona Formation is part of the Umberatana

' 
lagoonal and intertidal flats with extensive developmcnt

-oistromatolites (Preiss l97l)- Ooid shoal bodies occur

in all the sections studied, but are best developed adjacent
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during deposition of
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INTRODUCTION

in precursor mineralogY
Recent studies suggest the coexistence ofaragonite and
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and PennsYlvanian age-
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A¡IALYT¡CÂT TECHMQUES

Samptes selected for microanalysis were polished and
carbon-coated. A total of 55 thin sections were studied,
out ofwhich 25 were selected for electron-probe analysis'

Quantitative determination of trace-element composi-

TÆtE l.-Delaik oÍ quanritulive analysís r¿sins the IEOL 73i Super'

Probe microanalYzer

tions of carbonate components was done on an aulomated
JEOL 733 Superprobe electron microprobe analyzer. The
trace elements analy¿ed were Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Sr, and
Na.

tributions of Sr, Mg, and Fe were plotted and interpreted'
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mole
) also showcd that under certain diageneti c seltlngs,

the microslructure can override the minerrlogy and ara-

gon ite dissolution can Precede the less slaSle lvfg calcite'
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OOIDS

Ooid Fabrics
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3,00È5,000 PPm'

fabric criteria is therefore fraught with uncertainty' A
combination of fabric and geochemical data can make

precursor mineralogY.
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Eval uation of original ooid mineralogy bascd purelY on
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I-Goarse neomorph¡c apar oo¡ds w¡th rel¡cl inclus¡ons

ll-Oo¡d mo¡ds wilh void-lill¡ng blocky lerroan câlc¡te

lll-Micrit¡c oo¡ds wìth lerroan calcite cores ånd m¡crodolom¡le

lV-Micr¡tic ooids with lerroan calc¡te cores

V-As lype lV but wilh âsymmetrical 6haÞes

Vl-Ooids with bolh sparry brick-l¡ke and micrile câlc¡le

Vll-Micritic ooids

Vlll-É8ll-moon oo¡ds wilh micr¡l¡c lloors ånd void-lilling
lerroan câlc¡1e

lX-Oo¡ds ¡n-l¡lled w¡th drusy calc¡le mosa¡cs

X-Sparry brick-like calcile ooids

Xl-Deformed oo¡ds ¡n-lilled w¡th blocky lerroan cålc¡le

Ftc. 4.-Summary of various ooid fabrics i¡ tùe Trczona Fomation
oolites.

micritic with no discernible corticål laminations. ln con-
trast, some ooids display neomorphic fabrics with sparry
cortices of coarse cålcite with concentric corticål lami-
nations preserved as inclusions (Fig. 2h). The calcite crys-
taìs of these sparry, neomorphic fabrics have a brownish
color. Fibrous, nonferroan isopachous calcite mosaics are
found infrlling some small oomolds and are succeeded by
blocky, ferroan calcites at ooid centers (Fig. 3d). Half-
moon ooid fabrics with their micrilic lou'er halves and
sparry upper halves are present but rare (Fig. 5h)' The
various ooid fabrics bave been summarized in Figure 4.
In all ten different ooid fabric types, I to X ì¡/ere identiûed'
The following section on ooid geocbemistry makes ref-
erence to these ooid types described in Figure 4-

EItrr

gY

the cortical layers are sParry sub-

equant calcite crystals with 2, d

"na "). 
Each "brick" in the n in-

dividual component calcire crystal.
Small ooids have some of the fabrics displayed by the

large ooids and some fabrics that are unique. The small
ooids are commonly micritic with sparry cores, or ltrey
occur as oomolds with blocþ, ferroan calcite inûlls (Figs.

29 and 5b). Some oomolds clearly sbow an earler gen-

eåtion of medium'crystalline calcite cement that li¡es
the inner ooid margins and a later generation of coarsely

calcite in oomolds (Fig. 2g). Some small ooids are torally

0oid Geochemistry

The trace-element chemistry of the various ooid and
cement fabrics, when plotted; fall into distinct ñelds with
few overlaps (Frgs.? and 8). Ooid fabrics of Type I and
X have elevated Sr concenlrations that are higher by an
order of magnitude than Type II, III, and IV fabrics (Fig.

7). Type I fabric bas the highest Sr and lowest Mg con-
centration, with a Fe concentration comparable to the
blocky ferroan calcites ofType II fabrics. The sparry Type-
X ooid fabric has a lower Fe content, similar to that of
the micritic Type VII fabric. The trace-element chemistry

termediate.

Ooid Fabrics Interqretation

Most of the ooid fabrics have been described by other
workers studying Phanerozoic ooids (Sandberg 1975;
Wilkinson et al. 1984) and Precambrian ooids (Tucker
1984). Type I oo citized ooids
of neomorphic sp X fabrics are

inferred to have (Fig. 2e and

h). In Type I fabrics, the preservation of original, con-
centric coñical laminae as inclusions implies a neo-

morphic, fine-scale rePlac
ment spar contprises coars
and has a brownish colora
described by Sandberg (1985) and are t¡pical in calcite
replacemeni of skeletal aragonite. ln addition, the Type
I óoid fabrics have elevated Sr concentrations, supporting

Tyæ X fabrics.-iyp" 
I and X ooid fabrics can normally be found within
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, o.2mm,
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. 0-2mm ,
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, 0.2mm ,

. 'l.4mm ,

Type C blocky fenoan calcite cemcnt. b) Inrerparticle Type B
n replaced by blocþ fer¡oan calcite (Iype II ooid). c) Sparry
Thii c¿lcire òemenl has hiEI Sr concenlrations, ranging from

of concentric conical layers wirhin lhe brounisb cålcite. h) Micritic an

in some (arrowed)-

the same thin section and would therefore have been

may have been a reflection of the deg¡ee of interaction
between the solution-Âlms at reaction zones (calcitization
frons) and the pore waters proper. This concept is ex-
plained in Pingitore (1976) and Brand and Veizer (I980)'

water body. The higher Sr and Fe of Tlpe I ooids com-
pared to Type X ooids \Ã'ould seem to suggest that Type
lX. ooids may have been generated in shallow-meteoric
setrings and Type I ooids in deep-burial environments'
HowÑer, Sandberg and Hudson (1983) found no differ-
ence in the calcirüation fabrics in either of these two
environments. Obviously, more empirical work on cal-

citization fabrics needs to be done.
ln some cases ooid fabrics have a composite fabric in

which the centrat corticat parts are composed of blocþ
fer¡oan calcite, similar to that of Type II ooids, and the
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the fornration ol
in Mg observed
(1985),inherstu
found that inclus
sion-rich areas of recrystallized limestones' This was at-

tribule PorositY and Per-
meabil their subscquent

faster Mg-rich, inclu-

sion-free areas, however, mighr undergo closed-system

diagenesis, resulting in the formation of microdolomites'
It iõ not ciear which mechanism was responsible for the

microdolomite in the present study'
Among the TYPe III

Type IX ooids made
micritic envelopes' T
associated ooids Prob
inal
Tvp
3d)
non
of burial depths which normally produced ferroan cal-

cites. It is inferred, therefore, that the fibrous calcites of
Type IX ooids were formed at shallow depths, probably

by dissolution of a metastable component (? aragonire)'

Tieir association with Type III and IV ooids implies the

some ofthese Type IX ooids represent the pore-occluding
cementation stage during burial-

A

IR

c
D

A-F¡brous isopachous cemenl

B-Non-ler¡oan equanl calcile cemeñl

C-Blocky lerroan calcile cement ¡n ooholds

D-lñclus¡on t¡ch(lR) subeqúãnl calcile cemenl
grad¡ng ¡nto lYPe C cemenl

E-Coarse non-lerroan calcile cemenl with
¡ncluded rel¡cls ol ooids ond pelo¡ds

E

Flc- 6.-Summary of cement fabrics in lhe Trezona fomation

A-t

Based on fabrics, spatial distribution, and fe¡roan-non-
ferroan Dature, ûve different gtoups ofcements are rec-

grainstones proper, however, they comprise less üran ten
cemenls.

onferroan and occurs as

anhedral crYstal shaPes-

interparticte sPaces (Fig
5c). It generatly has a browrish appear:rnce similar to the

caiciteln Type I and X ooid fabrics- The shapc ofthesc
calcites variés from bladed to granular forms (Fig' 5b)'
Crysrals vary lrom 5O-2OO ¡rm in size and are inclusion-

free. In some ooids this cement forms drusy calcite mo-
salcs.
Type C.-This cemenl is a blocky ferroan calcite spar' It
is the dominant component ñlling oomolds (Figs' 2c and

ston ons fenestral voids
are y cement' In such

case nonferroan cement

In others, the crystal margins cut across the peloids. Un-
like the other cèment fabrics described thus far, type E
cements occur in association with a laminated limestone
facies and not with ooid grainstones. This laminated l¡me'
stone facies consists of alternating dark, micritic layers

CEMB.¡TS

Cemenl Fabrics
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Cement Geochemistry

The cements can also be separated into distinct gfoups

based on trace-element chemistry (Fig' 8)' Type E cement
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An interesting association of inlerrcd aragonitic ooids
vvith high-Sr cenlents and calcitic ooids with lorv or "nor-
mal" Si cenents is found in the ooid grainstones' When-

and Wilkinson 1985).
Possibly the coexistence of high-Sr cements .with in-

ferred aragonitic ooids may be related to the diagenetic

ãir.tution-of these ooids. During the transformation of

zation fabrics.

Trezona Formation carbonates. The ooids inferred to have

becn originally aragonitic are made of coarse interlocking
mosaics of calcitc with a brownish coloration' Some of
thcse coarse rcplacement calcites have cortical lamina-
tions preserved as inclusions. These calcites have elevated

Sr concentrations of between 3,000 ppm and 5'000 ppm'

The ooids inferred to have been originally calcitic have

micritic fabrics, as well as sparry interiors formed by

aggrading neomorphism. The spar replacing the micritic
oäCr huitrigh Mg èoncentration as well as microdolomite

incl usions.
2) The cement ooids inferred.to

have been aragon ntratlons' varylng

from 2,000 PPm Sr cemenls were

also found in-an limeslone facies'

The genesis an
main unclear b
cements associ
calcitic have lo
1,200 ppm.
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